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The APETstudies, Volume I of this report, have shownthat an advanced, geared
Prop-Fan propulsion system can lower transport aircraft operating costs sub-
stantially. Relative to an aircraft powered by an equal technology turbofan
engine, a single-rotation Prop-Fan can lower fuel burn by 21 percent and
direct operating costs by lO percent. With counter-rotation, the benefits are
even greater -- 31 percent and 14 percent, respectively. To attain the full
potential of these benefits, an advancedgearbox is a critical technology.
In this phase of the APET program, the preliminary design of an advanced tech-
nology gearbox was completed for both single and counter-rotation
applications. The design of each gearbox was accomplished as a separate
contractual effort. The scope of work in each program included the preliminary
mechanical design of the gearbox, the conceptual design of the pitch control
mechanism, and the formulation of research and technology plans.
For a single-rotation Prop-Fan, the selected gearbox design is a split path,
in-line configuration. It is a modular, compact arrangement using 17 gears and
15 bearings. The gearbox is designed for a wing-mounted tractor installation
and has provisions for opposite hand rotation. Its design also accommodates an
externally located pitch control. In the single-rotation effort, two designs
of the split path gearbox were completed. One used current technology, and one
used advanced technology available by 1988. Each design was analyzed in terms
of structure, performance, and operating economics. Results of these analyses
clearly showed that the advanced technology yields large fuel and economic
gains. The net result is a gain of 2.4 percent in fuel burn and one percent in
operating cost. _4ajor features contributing to these benefits are stronger
gear/bearing materials, advanced gear toothshape, a modulated lubrication
system, an aerodynamic scavenge system, and an external pitch control.
Hamilton Standard conceptually designed the pitch control which is a rotary
hydraulic concept.
For a counter-rotation Prop-Fan, the selected gearbox design is a
straddle-mounted, in-line differential planetary configuration. This design
allows maximum installation flexibility, because it is adaptable to either
pusher or tractor application with no modifications necessary. It is a modular
design using 12 bearings and seven gears. The counter-rotation gearbox incor-
porates technology features similar to those in the single-rotation gearbox.
Relative to single-rotation, the counter-rotation configuration is simpler and
offers significant advantages. For equal horsepower, it is 15 percent lighter
and 15 percent more reliable. Its acquisition cost is five percent lower, and
its maintenance cost is 45 percent lower.
To achieve the full potential of these gearbox designs, verification of the
following advanced technologies is necessary: gear and bearing materials, the
lubrication supply and scavenge system, and the gear and bearing system. Crit-
ical technologies for the pitch control are the capacitor signal transfer,
high pressure hydraulics, and rotating electronics. The plan to verify these
technologies consists of a series of individual technology evaluations, fol-
lowed by an integrated test program with the multipurpose gearbox rig. The
plan will ensure technology verification by mid 1987.
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Pratt & Whitney's work under the NASA-sponsoredAdvancedProp-Fan Engine Tech-
nology (APET) Definition Study, Volume I of this report, has shownthat an ad-
vanced, geared Prop-Fan propulsion system offers significant savings in fuel
burn and direct operating cost. Relative to an equivalent technology turbofan
engine, the single-rotation Prop-Fan reduces fuel burn by as much as 21 per-
cent and cuts direct operating costs by up to lO percent. The counter-
rotation Prop-Fan reduces fuel burn by as much as 31 percent and direct oper-
ating costs by up to 14 percent. For either system, an advanced technology
gearbox is a critical technology. A gearbox enables optimizing the design of
the two major components: the power turbine and the Prop-Fan. A reduction
gearbox uniquely permits:
-- a high-speed power turbine with a smaller diameter and fewer
stages for the best efficiency; and
-- a low-speed, lightly loaded Prop-Fan for maximumefficiency and
lower noise levels.
This report summarizesthe single-rotation and counter-rotation gearbox design
efforts accomplished under NASAcontract NAS3-23045.
The objectives of the gearbox/pitch control preliminary design program were to:
establish preliminary mechanical designs of single-rotation and
counter-rotation reduction gearboxes;
establish pitch control conceptual designs that are compatible with
the selected gearbox concepts; and
0 formulate a research and technology plan for critical gearbox/pitch
control technologies.
The preliminary design of the single-rotation reduction gearbox/pitch control
consisted of three technical tasks. They were as follows:
Task VII - The Preliminary Design of a Single-Rotation Gearbox
In Task VII, Pratt & Whitney developed a preliminary mechanical design of
a single-rotation reduction gearbox. For comparison, there were two gear-
box configurations. One used current technology, and the other used ad-
vanced technology. The results of performance, structural, and economic
analyses determined the benefits of advanced technology.
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Task VIII - The Conceptual Design of a Single-Rotation Pitch Control
Under Task VIII, Hamilton Standard established a conceptual design of an
advanced pitch control which is compatible with the advanced Prop-Fan
blades and the advanced gearbox.
Task IX - The Research and Technology Plan
Under Task IX, the research and technology plan defines critical technol-
ogies for both gearbox and pitch control designs. The plan lays out a pro-
gram that will verify technology readiness by 1987 to ensure engine certi-
fication by the mid 1990's.
The preliminary design of the counter-rotation reduction gearbox/pitch control
consisted of three tasks. They were as follows:
Task XI - The Preliminary Design of a Counter-Rotation Gearbox
In Task XI, Pratt & Whitney developed a preliminary mechanical design of a
counter-rotation reduction gearbox using advanced technology features.
Task XII - The Conceptual Design of a Counter-Rotation Pitch Control
In Task XII, Hamilton Standard established a conceptual design of a pitch
control which is compatible with advanced Prop-Fan blades and the advanced
counter-rotation gearbox.
Task XIII - The Research and Technology Plan
Under Task XIII, the research and technology plan defined critical tech-
nologies for both the counter-rotation gearbox and pitch control designs.
This research and technology plan is essentially the same as the single-
rotation system's; therefore, the plans are combined in this report.
Section 3.0 of this report summarizes the major results of the preliminary de-
signs of the single-rotation and counter-rotation reduction gearbox/pitch con-
trols. Section 4.0 is a discussion of results from the single-rotation and
counter-rotation programs. Section 4.1 deals with the preliminary design of a
single-rotation Prop-Fan gearbox and includes discussion of advanced and cur-
rent technology gearbox designs. Section 4.2 presents a conceptual design of a
single-rotation pitch control. Section 4.3 details the preliminary design of a
counter-rotation Prop-Fan gearbox. Section 4.4 describes the conceptual design
of a counter-rotation pitch control. Section 4.5 summarizes the research and
technology plans for the gearbox and the pitch control programs. Section 5.0
presents the conclusions and recommendations.
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SECTION 3.0
SUMHARY OF RESULTS
3.1 Introduction
As part of the APET Definition Study, Pratt & Whitney completed preliminary
designs of single-rotation and counter-rotation reduction gearbox/pitch con-
trols. The APET single-rotation gearbox program consisted of a ten-month tech-
nical effort. The counter-rotation program also consisted of a ten-month tech-
nical effort. The scope of the work for each program covered three major
areas. They were: the preliminary gearbox design, the conceptual pitch control
design, and the definition of the research and technology plan.
3.2 Task VII -- The Preliminary Design of a Single-Rotation Gearbox
3.2.1 The Gearbox Refinement Studies
Results of earlier phases of the APET Definition Study, Volume I of this re-
port, identified a split path, in-line gearbox as the most attractive for an
advanced single-rotation Prop-Fan. However, the original gearbox configuration
had a large number of gears and bearings. This penalized gearbox efficiency
and reliability and increased maintenance costs. An additional effort was un-
dertaken to optimize this gearbox.
On the basis of a refinement analysis, an alternate split path gearbox was
configured. As shown in Figure 3.2-I, the refined configuration has five fewer
gears and four fewer bearings than the original design. The reduction in the
number of parts significantly simplifies the mechanical configuration.
Original concept Alternate concept
(final design)
Achievements
• 5 fewer gearal4 fewer beatings
• improved efficiency 0.3%
• Achieved commonality for opposite rotation
• Improved durability 12% (MTBUR)
• Lowered maintenance cost 25%
• Incorporated external advanced technology pitch control
J30|72-8?
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Figure 3.2-I Selected Configuration - The reduced number of parts
significantly simplifies the mechanical configuration,
improves performance and durability, and lowers maintenance
cost.
The results from the refinement analyses showed that the alternate configura-
tion offers a moderate efficiency gain along with a substantial improvement in
durability and lower maintenance costs. Another feature of the alternate split
path gearbox is the remote location of the pitch control system. The pitch
control's external position improves the gearbox's reliability and simplifies
maintenance. The alternate split path gearbox is easily adaptable to opposite
hand rotation. Almost all components are common to both rotations, with no
need for a separate reversing stage.
3.2.2 The Preliminary Design of the Advanced Technology Gearbox
The single-rotation gearbox design, shown in Fig. 3.2-2, uses many advanced
technologies including advanced materials in the bearings, gears, and housing.
High-strength materials permit smaller, lightweight bearings to operate at
higher loadinqs and to achieve a bearing set life of 18,000 hours. The qears
and the gearbox housing are also designed with advanced, lightweight materi-
als. The use of advanced materials reduces the gearbox's size and envelope.
Remote
pitch
control
Carpenter EX 53
gear material
Modulated
lubricant supply
bearing
materials
High
strength
AI or Mg.
High contact ratio
buttress tooth form
Aerodynamic
lubricant scavenge
Integral
gear/bearing
Figure 3.2.2 Advanced Technology Gearbox - Many advanced technologies are
incorporated in the design.
A prominent feature of the advanced gearbox is Pratt & Whitney's modulated
lubricant supply and aerodynamic scavenge system. These features reduce the
oil supply to the gearbox at part power (e.g., cruise) while more effectively
scavenging the oil. This improves the gearbox's overall efficiency to 99 per-
cent at typical cruise operating conditions.
Component modularity is an integral part of this design. Accessibility to rou-
tine maintenance components has been greatly improved to maximize on-wing
maintenance capabilities. A principal feature of component modularity is the
external location of the pitch control.
3.2.3 The Preliminary Design of the Current Technology Gearbox
For comparative analysis, the alternate split path gearbox concept was design-
ed with current technology. Analysis showed that current technology signifi-
cantly compromises reliability, maintainability, and performance. State-of-the-
art materials especially restrict bearing and gear design. Bearings must be
substantially larger to accommodate the lower material/lubricant load carrying
capacity and higher centrifugal loads. The gear teeth faces and bearing sizes
must also become larger to compensate for higher loads, as is shown in Figure
3.2-3. The overall effects of the current technology's deficiencies are to
make the gearbox larger in diameter, longer, heavier, and less efficient.
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Figure 3.2-3 Current Technology Gearbox - The gearbox is larger in diameter,
longer, heavier, and less efficient than the advanced technology
gearbox.
With the current technology, the pitch control system must be contained within
the gearbox. This adversely effects both reliability and maintenance costs.
3.3 Task VIII The Conceptual Design of a Single-Rotation Pitch Control
Hamilton Standard conducted a conceptual design study to provide an advanced
flight-weight pitch control unit which is compatible with the in-line gearbox
design. Prior to the conceptual design, Hamilton Standard performed a trade
study to select a concept for further design effort under the APET contract.
The selected concept, shown in Figure 3.3-I, incorporated a rotary hydraulic
actuator with hydraulic and electrical power generated within the Prop-Fan
assembly. The Prop-Fan also incorporates digital electronic control and a ro-
tary capacitor signal transfer assembly. All pitch control components are of a
modular design.
Pitch
lock
Electronic
control module
Ball screw
actuator
Signal
transfer
module
Link
Figure 3.3-I
Hydraulic power
module Heat
Generator exchanger
J32333-31
850904 m¢19
Pitch Control Drawing - This design incorporates a rotary
hydraulic actuator with hydraulic and electrical power
generated within the Prop-Fan assembly.
3.4 Task XI -- The Preliminary Design of a Counter-Rotation Gearbox
3.4.1 Optimization Studies
Results from an analysis conducted in Contract NAS3-23043 (Counter-Rotation
Propeller Gearbox Study) concluded that the in-line differential planetary
gearbox had the best overall performance rating out of ten concepts under con-
sideration. Criteria for rating the concepts were reliability, efficiency,
maintenance, acquisition cost, pitch control access, and weight. The in-line
differential planetary concept proved to have the lightest weight, the fewest
gears and bearings, the lowest acquisition and maintenance cost, and the high-
est efficiency.
The selection of the in-line differential planetary concept in the optimiza-
tion study was essentially the starting point of the preliminary design ef-
fort. This gearbox concept appears in Figure 3.4-I.
To optimize the in-line differential planetary concept, we considered five
different structural arrangements. The parameters from the conceptual studies
were used in this evaluation. Results from the analysis indicated that the
straddle-mounted arrangement was the best, because it reduced the installation
length of the gearbox and provided better control of shaft/ring gear vibration.
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Counter-Rotating Differential Planetary Gearbox - The
selection of this concept was the starting point of the
preliminary design effort.
3.4.2 tlechanical Design
The selected in-line differential planetary configuration, shown in Figure
3.4-2, features advanced technologies in the design. Advanced materials in-
crease reliability, lower weight, and permit using smaller gears and bearings.
Consequently, advanced materials make for a lighter and smaller gearbox. To
reduce weight further, advanced materials are also planned for the housing.
Remote Front
pitch Prop-Fan (C.W.)
control /
"' _ i _ Engine
Rear Prop-Fan /LI_ f_ -: -" ""_- \_" input
_\ _ll--'- -1- /___--A_I !lFModuiated
'J I ,-I lubricant
CHB7 L_---_-'_. _'_ i_ _.//////__ High temp oil
bearing / _ \ \.,_, "_ _ :::7"J_/''-"
materials / _.-__..__"lntegral
High strength' _ __'_ gear/bearing
magnesium
or aluminum Aerodynamic
lubricant scavenge
High contact ratio
buttress tooth form
(Ex 53) gear material J312_I-T3
mlgll
Figure 3.4-2 Advanced Technology Features - A remnte pitch control,
advanced naterials, and an advanced lubrication system and
lubricant provide greater reliability in a lighter gearbox. 11
As in the single-rotation configuration, a modulated lubrication supply and
aerodynamic scavenge system is a design feature of the counter-rotation sys-
tem. These features reduce the oil supply at part power and more effectively
scavenge the oil. They contribute significantly to the predicted efficiency of
99 percent at cruise operation.
Componentmodularity is a very important part of this gearbox design. Greater
accessibility to routine maintenance components such as the pitch control, for
example, has drastically improved on-wing maintenance capabilities.
3.5 Task XII -- The Conceptual Design of a Counter-Rotation Pitch Control
Hamilton Standard designed an advanced, flight-weight pitch control unit which
is compatible with the design of the counter-rotation gearbox. This design,
which appears in Figure 3.5-I, is an adaptation of the previous pitch control
developed in the trade studies and the single-rotation effort. Like the
single-rotation design, the counter-rotation concept incorporates a rotary hy-
draulic actuator with hydraulic and electrical power generated within the
Prop-Fan assembly. A digital electronic control and a rotary capacitor signal
transfer assembly are also in the Prop-Fan. Like the single-rotation design,
the counter-rotation pitch control incorporates a modular design.
Capacitor signal
transfer modules
Ball screw actuator /_
(fwd rotor) Bail screw / \
--J_i actuator ,,/_ZZ_]. _X.Electroniccont,o, * _
co,u,. - i"_]2j__
Pitch lock -*
Hydraulic )ower Power transfer Pitch lock
module modules J3233_.,,,
851004 n'_.ad)
Figure 3.5-I
Rotary Hydraulic Pitch Control Concept - The design is an
advanced, flight-weight pitch control unit which is compatible
with the counter-rotation design developed in the trade
studies and single-rotation effort.
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3.6 Tasks IX and XIII -- Researchand Technology Plan
To realize the full potential of an advanced, geared Prop-Fan propulsion sys-
tem, test verification of several key technologies is necessary. For the gear-
box, critical areas include materials, gear and bearing mechanical components,
and lubrication system elements. For the pitch control, critical technologies
are the capacitor signal transfer, high pressure hydraulics, and rotating
electronics.
As shoi(n in Figure 3.6-I, the plan for verifying these technologies consists
of a multiyear effort ending in mid 1987. Individual gearbox technologies will
first be evaluated and refined and then tested in the Pratt & Whitney Multi-
purpose Gearbox Rig Program at simulated Prop-Fan gearbox operating condi-
tions. The four test builds of the multipurpose rig will ensure complete tech-
nology verification. It is necessary to progress with a program to verify the
pitch control technologies shown in Figure 3.6-I.
The overall scope and timing of this plan are important steps toward bringing
Prop-Fan propulsion and its large payoffs to the aviation industry by the
early 1990's.
Gearbox
• Materials (Gears
and bearings)
• Mechanical components
• Lubricant/lube system
• NASA AGBT Contract
NAS3-2434,2
Pitch control
• Capacitor signal transfer
• High pressure hydraulic
• Rotating electronics
1984
Gears Bearings
I I i
Builds No. 1 2 3 4
I
I
85 86 87
Year ,,333..
R850708 M242
Figure 3.6-I Gearbox/Pitch Control Overall Technology Plan - The four test
builds of the multipurpose rig, supported by component rig
programs, will ensure complete technology verification.
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4.1 Task VII -- The Preliminary Design of a Single-Rotation Gearbox
4.l.l Introduction
The objective of Task VII was to complete a preliminary mechanical design of a
single-rotation reduction gearbox which would improve reliability and operat-
ing efficiency to meet the requirements of future Prop-Fan propulsion systems.
The preliminary mechanical design and analyses consisted of three phases. They
were: l) the design and analysis of an advanced technology system; 2) the de-
sign and analysis of a current technology system; and 3) a comparison of the
two designs to help assess and quantify the advantages of advanced technology.
The results of the previous Advanced Prop-Fan Engine Technology Definition
Study identified the split path planetary system as the best design concept.
Combining this concept with significant technological advances in materials,
structures, and the lubrication system provided the framework for the present
preliminary design of the gearbox.
The selected design configuration is a more refined version of the single-
rotation, split path planetary system identified in the base APETDefinition
Study contract. This design emphasizes efficiency, long life, low maintenance
cost, low initial cost, and high aircraft dispatch reliability.
4.1.2 Design Goals and Requirements
The design goals for an advanced technology gearbox reflect the requirements
for improved reliability and efficiency. The overall design goals are to in-
crease the meantime between unscheduled removal (MTBUR)to more than 15,0nO
hours and to increase cruise efficiency to 99 percent or more. The 15,000 hour
tITBUR goal reflects the airline requirement that a Prop-Fan system must he as
reliable as the fan section in present turbofan engines. The aim of the 9g
percent efficiency goal is to minimize gearbox inefficiency due to internal
power losses, thereby reducing the size and resulting drag of the air/oil
cooler necessary for dissipating the heat attributed to this inefficiency.
Past experience has shown that the MTBUR for turboprop gearboxes varies from
4000 to 8000 hrs., while cruise efficiency has been g8 percent. Making MTBUR
three times greater and increasing cruise efficiency by a percentage point
(i.e., cutting losses in half) will make advanced technology gearboxes consid-
erably more cost effective than current turboprop gearboxes.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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In addition to requiring greater reliability and efficiency, the future Prop-
Fan gearbox will operate in a propulsion system that requires two to three
times the horsepower of present systems. Current turboprop gearbox drive sys-
tems cover a range of horsepower up to 5,000. Present projections indicate
that future Prop-Fans will require gearbox drive systems in the range of
lO,O00 to 15,000 hp. To cover these larger powers, this preliminary design
study focused on a 12,000 hp gearbox drive system.
Table 4.1.2-I shows the advanced materials and lubricants that will improve
durability and performance and contribute to a lighter system. Haterials such
as Cartech EX53 and Cartech CRB7 will allow higher gear design stresses and
improved bearing life factors which will increase MTBUR. Cartech EX53 is 20
percent stronger than a conventional technology material, and its use will
substantially reduce gear size. Advances in bearing materials are especially
important, because they enable lightweight bearings to operate at higher
speeds and greater loadings with much longer life. High strength aluminum or
magnesium alloys will reduce housing weight, and advances in lubrication
fluids will significantly improve load carrying ability, increase operating
temperature, and reduce the size of the air/oil heat exchanger.
Table 4.1.2-I Advanced Haterials and Lubricants
Gears -- materials
Current technoldgy
AMS 6265
Bending fatigue limit
Unidirectional. psi 50,000 (11
Reversed bending, psi 41,000 (1)
Hertz stress limit, psi 126,000 (1)
Pitch line velocity limit, ftlmin 30,000
Bearings -- materials V,M VAR M50
System design life requirement (L10), hr. 18,000
Material/lubrication life factor 6-12
Housings -- materials Aluminum, Magnesium
Lubricant- fluids
Oil inlet temp, °F
Allowable temperature rise, °F
Load carrying ability, lb./in.
Scoring temperature index. °F
Mil 23699
Type TT
150-210
40-50
200O-35O0
276
Technology assumed
available by 1988
Vasco X-2M or
Cartech EX-53
60,000(1)
49,000 (1)
151,000 (1)
35,000
Cartech CRB7
18,000
20 -- 30
High strength Aluminum,
Magnesium
Syntheslzed Hydro-
carbon Fluid (SHF)
21 O-270
80-100
4000-4500
4OO
(1) Typical gear allowable stress -- 3 sigma with a coefficient of variation = 0.1 for 1010 cycles.
J29806-34
RS42304 E229
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Several ground rules ensured that the gearbox design is acceptable to the avi-
ation industry. Major design prerequisites governing the design include the
fol lowing:
0 Maximize reliability by transferring Prop-Fan loads directly to the
aircraft -- By providing the most direct load path from the Prop-Fan
to the aircraft, deflections or slopes that could cause gear tooth or
bearing wear are minimal. Vibration isolators are used when mounting
the gearbox to the aircraft to reduce the prop and gearbox vibration
transmitted to the airplane.
0 (iinimize the gear misalignment produced by the deflection of the
gearbox and drive shaft -- By using state-of-the-art finite element
analysis, the design of the gearbox housing, shafts, and gears re-
duces slope and deflection at critical bearing and gear mesh loca-
tions. This significantly improves reliability, because most gearbox
durability problems result from excessive misalignments.
0 Minimize the number of bearings and gears -- Each bearing and gear
mesh is a critical item in determining the gearbox reliability. The
reliability of the gearbox improves directly with the elimination of
a bearing or gear mesh.
0 P_ovide an easily maintainable, external pitch control -- One of the
major maintenance problems with current in-line gearboxes is the in-
accessible, internal location of the Prop-Fan pitch control mecha-
nism. Any maintenance of this pitch control requires pulling the
gearbox from the aircraft and disassembling it to gain access to the
pitch control. To improve accessibility, the pitch control is sepa-
rate from the gearbox, so maintenance of the pitch control unit can
proceed without removing the gearbox from the aircraft.
Maximize component modularity -- Modular construction enables on-wing
maintenance capability and Maximum aircraft dispatch reliability. By
designing systems composed of sub modules for routine maintenance ac-
tivities, maintenance doesn't require removing the power plant. Ex-
amples of such systems are oil jets, carbon seals, the pitch control,
etc.
Table 4.1.2-2 summarizes specific operating parameters and Prop-Fan drive and
cooling requirements. The operating parameters include transferring 12,000 hp
to the Prop-Fan blades at 1,145 rpm. This matches the drive requirement for a
ten-bladed Prop-Fan with a diameter of 4.07 m (13.35 ft). The loads that the
Prop-Fan imposes on the gearbox include the Prop-Fan weight of 635 kg (1,400
Ibs), a thrust load of 88,520 N (19,900 Ibs), and the IP shear and moment
loads. The Prop-Fan cooling requirements include: l) providing 13 Ibs of oil
a minute to the Prop-Fan pitch control unit at a maximum oil supply temperature
of 76.7°C (170°F) and a pressure of 0.483 MPa (70 Ibs psi), and 2) accepting
this oil back after it has cooled the Prop-Fan pitch control system.
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Fable 4.l.2-2 Prop-Fan Gearbox Design Characteristics
Prop-Fan drive requirements
Max power, HP
Gear ratio
Prop diameter, M (ft)
Tip speed, m/sec (ft/sec)
Output shaft speed, rpm
Max output torque, N-m (ft-lb)
Max total prop thrust, N (Ib)
Max '1P' moment, N-m (ft-lb)
Max "1P' shear, N (Ib)
Max gyro moment at 0.2 rad/sec, N-m (ft-lb)
12,000 -
7-11
3.5 (11.6)
228.6 (750)
1233
38054 (28067)/31135 (22964)
92656 (20,830)
8921 (6580)19857 (7270)
7317 (1645)/6361 (1430)
3186 (2350)/3186 (2350)
* Distance from CG to prop/gearbox shaft flange interface
Prop-Fan cooling requirements
Oil flow kg/min (Ib/min) 15.4 (34)
Max oil inlet temperature, °C (°F) 76.7 (170)
Max inlet oil pressure Ambient
Max temperature rise, aT, °C (°F) 10.0 (50) J32333-85851707 M241
In addition to the above specific operating parameters, the variations of op-
erating conditions throughout the flight envelope also contributed to the de-
sign of the gearbox. Table 4.1.2-3 summarizes the flight mission profile
chosen to represent a typical short range mission (741.3 km or 400 nmi). This
typical mission assumes a flight profile in which most of the time is spent
climbing and descending from a cruise altitude of I0,668 m (35,000 ft). While
a cruise mach number of 0.8 was used in this study, previous work has indi-
cated that whether the cruise speed is Mach 0.7 or 0.8, there is no signifi-
cant effect on flight duration times.
Table 4.1.2-3 Flight Hission
Condition
Taxi
(Ground idle)
Takeoff
Climb
Cruise
Descent
Approach
Reverse
Taxi
(ground idle)
Profile For Gearbox Duty Cycle Analysis
Altitude
Duration 304.8 M Flight speed Power Prop-Fan speed
(minutes) (1000 ft) (MN) (% max) (% max)
S.0 0 0 2--6 20--70
1.5 0 -- 1.5 0 -- 0.39 100 96 -- 100
2.4 1.S -- 10 0.39 -- 0.6 88 -- 81.3 100
3.8 10 -- 20 0.8 -- 0.0 81.3 -- 70 100
8.9 20 -- 30 0.6 -- 0.74 70 -- 68.7 100
6.9 30 -- 35 0.74 -- 0.8 68.7 -- 63.3 100
20.0 36 0.8 43.3 100
20.0 Variable Variable 2 -- 6 30 -- 70
3.0 Variable Variable 20 -- 26 76 -- 100
0.6 0 0.2 -- 0 22 -- 6 60 -- iN)
6.0 0 0 2 - 6 20 -- 70 ,3o=7=4
R861707
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4.1.3 Reference Gearbox Design
NASA and Pratt & Whitney's APET definition study provided the starting point
for the present preliminary design study. This previous effort surveyed all
known gearbox drive concepts and identified five in-line and four offset con-
cepts for study. These concepts are shown in Figure 4.1.3-I and Figure 4.1.3-2.
LAYSHAFT PLANETARY/PLANETARY
ml_al
Figure 4.1.3-I In-Line Gearbox Concepts From NASA APET Study - These
selections result from NASA and Pratt & Whitney's APET
definition study (Volume I).
SPUR/STAR SPUR/P
_R SPUR/SPUR
UNIT COMPOUND IDLER
Figure 4.l,3-2 Offset Gearbox Concepts From NASA APET Study - The selections
result from NASA and Pratt & Whitney's APET definition study
(Volume I).
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The five in-line concepts were the planetary/planetary system, the star/star
system, the compound planetary, system, the lay shaft arrangement, and the
split path concept.
Of the five in-line concepts, the split path was selected for further study,
because it offers the lightest weight and smallest diameter. The planetary/
planetary system was rejected, because the first stage planetary cage speed
was so high that the resultant centrifugal force on the bearings significantly
reduced their life. The star/star system was eliminated, because it was too
large and heavy. The compound planetary had a competitive weight, but the cen-
trifugal force from the pinion gears degraded the pinion bearing life. The
simple lay shaft arrangement was rejected, because it was very large and heavy.
The four offset concepts were the spur/spur system, the spur/planetary system,
the spur/star system, and the compound idler system.
Of the four offset concepts, the compound idler gear system was selected, be-
cause it is simple and highly efficient. The spur/spur system was rejected,
because it was too large and heavy. The spur/planetary system offered a com-
petitive weight, but it compromised efficiency and had a relatively large spur
stage. The spur/star system was rejected, because it was relatively heavy due
to the loss in reduction ratio associated with a star system.
Comparing the split path and compound idler gearbox concepts determined which
arrangement had the best overall performance. The results, summarized in
Figure 4.1.3-3, indicate that the split path is appreciably better than the
compound idler, offering 1.4 percent lower fuel burn and 0.4 percent lower op-
erating costs.
out 
Pitch
j, control
Offset compound idler
Fuel burn Base
DOC + I Base
Pitch
__ ....... .._, jntrol
Outp_ Input
In-line split path planetary
1.4% improvement
0.4% improvement
J2U06-10
n8_304 E22S
Figure 4.1.3-3 Best Gearbox Concepts From APET Definition Study (Volume I) -
The split path concept is significantly better than the
compound idler.
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The benefits of the in-line split path are due to its weight reduction of 93
kg (205 Ibs) and diameter reduction of 5.1 cm (two in) which also results in a
smaller nacelle diameter. However, while the split path configuration is rel-
atively compact, accessibility to the internally located pitch control was a
major concern requiring further study. The relative complexity of the split
path gearbox (the large number of gears and bearings) was also an area requir-
ing further study.
In summary, this early study identified that the split path concept was pref-
erable and that a preliminary design study should be conducted to:
o Remove the pitch control from the gearbox,
o Simplify the gearbox by reducing the number of gears and bearings, and
0 Provide capability for driving the Prop-Fan located on the other side
of the fuselage in the opposite direction to reduce cabin noise.
4.1.4 Refinement Studies
Prior to the preliminary mechanical design effort, Pratt & Whitney conducted a
series of analyses aimed at refining the design and performance of the refer-
ence split path gearbox concept. This original concept was relatively light
and compact, but it contained 22 gears and 19 bearings which adversely impact-
ed gearbox cost, maintenance cost, and durability. Figure 4.1.4-I shows dia-
grams of the original concept and an alternate concept, as well as the goals
for refining the original concept. Refining the original design provided an
opportunity to simplify this design and to improve efficiency, durability, in-
terface with the pitch control, and most important, commonality of components
for opposite rotation.
Original concept Alternate _oncept
(initial design)
Goals
• Reduce number of gears and bearings
• Improve efficiency
• Opposite rotation with maximum hardware commonality
• Improve durability
• Improve maintenance
• Incorporate advanced technology remote pitch control
J'aU838
8414_ E2_
Figure 4.1.4-I Split Path Concept Optimization - Refining the design improved
efficiency, durability, interface with the pitch control, and
component commonality with opposite rotation.
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4.1.4.1 Design Coi_onality for Opposite Rotation
The split path gearbox concept allows both conventional and opposite output
shaft rotations without the separate reversing stage which is necessary in
other single-rotation gearboxes, the compoundidler design for example. This
is important, because the power loss associated with a separate reversing
stage is substantial. The alternate split path concept is even more advanta-
geous, because the only essential prerequisite for obtaining opposite rotation
is changing the connections between planetary members.As a result, the switch
from conventional to opposite hand rotation does not degrade the system's ef-
ficiency. In fact, there is a high degree of commonality.
Figure 4.1.4-2 illustrates the method of achieving opposite hand rotation. The
shaded areas of each diagram identify gears, gear shafts, and bearings that
are commonto both conventional and opposite rotation. The unshadedconnecting
shafts are the only parts unique to each gearbox. The net result is that the
switch from conventional to opposite rotation requires only a few new parts.
Figure 4.1.4-2
CCW
gears
 CCW• 5u_p_-t "-
CW
carrier
Conventional rotation Opposite rotation
Hethod of Achieving Opposite Rotation - Changing from
conventional to opposite rotation requires only a few new
parts.
4.1.4.2 Gear Ratio Split Analysis
Optimizing the gear ratio split for the alternate split path gearbox centered
on finding a compromise between the weight of gears and bearings and the num-
ber of gears and bearings.
Figure 4.1.4-3 shows constant reduction ratio lines plotted on the planet
stage and star stage ratio coordinates (Rl and R2, respectively) which
identify potential stage ratio combinations for a conventional rotation system;
Rl
where reduction ratio = l + Rl +i_ 2
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Conventional rotation
Star
stage
ratio,
R2
3,0--
R1 ,=
2.0
1.8
Ring 2
R2 = u'_2 2
m
1.0, I I
4.0 7.0
Ring diam 1
Sun diam 1 Reduction ratio
8 9 9.6 10
/
4 planet pinions -- -- 3 planet pinions
I -I_ 1
5.0 5.4 6.0
Planet stage ratio, R1 J29805-40
_1_2E_
Figure 4.1.4-3 Gear Ratio Split Optimization - This optimization focused on
finding a compromise between the weight of gears and bearings
and the number of gears and bearings.
The initial alternate split path design assllmed stage ratios of 6.1 and 2.4
for a 9.6 reduction ratio (indicated by the initial design point on the
chart). Three planet pinions and five star pinions represent a minimum prac-
tical part count. However, reducing the planet stage ratio to less than 5.4
lowers weight. A stage ratio reduction of this size is enough to allow the use
of four pinions. This makes the stage size significantly smaller. The star
stage ratio should be held above 1.8 for adequate star pinion bearing size and
life. Under these constraints, the reduction ratio becomes 9.2. Figure 4.1.4-4
illustrates the compromise outlined above.
Figure 4.1.4-5 shows a second set of constant reduction ratio lines on the
stage ratio coordinates. These lines identify the potential planet stage and
star ratio combinations for opposite rotation;
where reduction ratio = -
I 1 + RIIR1 + R2
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Conventional rotation
Star
stage
ratio,
R2
Figure 4.1.4-4
3.0
2.0
1.8
Ring diam 1 Reduced
R1 = Sun dlam 1 weight
Ring 2 8
Increased I
-- bearing life 7 des.ign_ J
, / .o,.,7P
9.2 design ratio
_ 4 planet pinions _-
Reduction ratio
9 9.6 10
point
3 planet pinions -_
I1.0 I I I
4.0 5.0 5.4 6.0 7.0
Planet stage ratio, R1
J2000640
841402 F.229
Gear Ratio Split Optimization - According to this compromise,
the star stage ratio is held above 1.8 and reduction ratio
becomes 9.2.
Star
stage
ratio,
R2
Figure 4.1.4-5
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3,0-
2.0
1.9
Opposite rotation
Ring 1
R1 = u'_'_n 1
Ring 2
R 2 =_
Sun 2
I _ 4 planet pinions Jl,
Reduction ratio
8 Initial 9 9.6 10
3 planet pinions --
I1.0 I i I
4.0 5.0 5.4 6.0 7.0
Planet stage ratio, R1
J2N0fP41
IN1402 E22S
Gear Ratio Split Optimization - This chart shows the potential
planet stage and star ratio combinations for opposite rotation.
At the 6.1 and 2.4 stage ratios used in the initial design, the opposite rota-
tion reduction ratio is 9.1 (indicated by the initial design point in Figure
4.1.4-6). Applying the same logic as previously used for conventional rota-
tion, the final design with four planet pinions results in a design point re-
duction ratio of 8.73. Therefore, by changing the way the gears connect to the
drive system, opposite rotation can be accomplished using the same gears. The
only compromise is a slight change in reduction ratio, since the conventional
rotation reduction ratio is 9.2 and the opposite rotation is 8.73. This is
equivalent to about a 500 rpm difference in power turbine speed (I0,000 rpm
input speed vs. I0,500 rpm). The power turbine design will be optimized at
10,150 rpm; the resultant difference of 250 rpm will have a negligible affect
on performance.
3.0
Star
stage 2.0
ratio, 1.9
R2
Opposite rotation
_1 = RI_j._I Reduced J
sun 1 weight _ Reduction ratio
-. / 8 Initial 9 9.6 10
rang2
R2"_ V design_ t / _'
2 #/ point , ) //)nc,eee.d .. / / / /
bearing life Fin.a, _" j, / /
i aes,gn / ,/" / ._
I_ 4 planet pinions _- -- 3 pianet pinions
1.0 i i _ i I
4.0 5.0 5.4 6.0 7.0
Planet stage ratio, R1 J2mO_4111414o2 E229
Figure 4.1.4-6 Gear Ratio Split Optimization - The final design point
reduction ratio is 8.73.
Selection of reduced planet and star stage ratios and increased pinion count
allows the ring gear diameter in both stages to be smaller. As Figure 4.1.4-7
shows, this reduces the gearbox envelope by about 5.1 cm (two in) and contri-
butes significantly to ensuring a more compact and lighter gearbox arrangement.
On the basis of these refinement analyses, Pratt & Whitney has configured a
final alternate split path gearbox. Figure 4.1.4-8 outlines the advantages of
this configuration when compared to the original concept. The alternate split
path gearbox contains five fewer gears and four fewer bearings for a signifi-
cantly smaller number of parts. Moreover, the system's durability and mainte-
nance costs improve substantially, while efficiency improves moderately. A
major achievement mentioned in Figure 4.1.4-8 is the remote or external loca-
tion of the pitch control module. This is particularly important in terms of
maintainability and overall design simplicity.
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Figure 4.1.4-7 Gear Ratio Split Optimization Reduces Gear Size - The total
reduction of the gearbox envelope is about two inches.
Original concept Alternate concept
(final design)
Figure 4.1.4-8
Achievements
* 5 fewer gears/4 fewer bearings
• Improved efficiency 0.3%
• Achieved commonality for opposite rotation
• Improved durability 12% (MTBUR)
• Lowered maintenance cost 25%
, Incorporated advanced technology remote pitch control
J29808-37
RSS1106 M239
Advantages of the Selected Configuration - The alternate
design is smaller and lighter. It is also more efficient,
maintainable, and durable.
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4.1.5 Advanced Technology Gearbox Preliminary Hechanical Design
The advanced technology gearbox preliminary mechanical design effort consisted
of three program elements. The first was the design and analysis of an advanc-
ed technology system. The second was the design and analysis of a current
technology system, and the third was a comparative assessment of the two de-
signs to quantify the advantages of advanced technology.
For the advanced technology gearbox design (discussed in Section 4.1.5.1),
several gear arrangements were evaluated to determine the optimal design.
Weight costs, parts count, durability, and efficiency are some of the parame-
ters which influenced the selection of the final split path configuration.
This design covers both conventional and opposite hand rotation and incorpor-
ates a number of advanced technologies.
The preliminary mechanical design of a current technology gearbox (discussed
in Section 4.1.5.2) provided a base to which the advanced technology design
could be compared. The current technology gearbox incorporates state-of-the-
art materials, bearings, and lubricants. This design covers conventional rota-
tion only.
The comparative assessment of the two designs (discussed in Section 4.1.5.3)
entailed structural analyses, performance and economic assessments, and inte-
gration analysis.
4.1.5.1 The Mechanical Design of the Advanced Technology Gearbox
This section will discuss the features and maintainability of the conventional
and opposite hand rotation advanced technology gearboxes.
4.1.5.1.I Design Description
The split path gearbox has two stages which are coupled through the ring gear
of the first stage and the ring gear of the second stage. The second stage
carrier is the only ground link in the transmission. The second stage sun gear
is connected to the output shaft. This, combined with the first stage carrier
providing torque reaction, transmits power directly to the output shaft. The
proportion of the total power the first stage delivers is dependant on the in-
dividual stage's ratio and is 66.5 percent; the second stage delivers the bal-
ance of 33.5 percent to the output shaft. The arrangement has inherent advan-
tages over the original split path gearbox candidate. A reduction of five
gears and four bearings results in a substantial improvement in durability and
maintenance cost and a moderate improvement in efficiency. Figure 4.1.5-I
illustrates the path of the transmission power through the gearbox.
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transmission Power in
Power
output
Power
J3(]_2-70
split w,_
Figure 4.1.5-I Split Path Two Stage Planetary Gearbox Power Split In Percent
Is 66.5/33.5 - This figure shows the path of the transmission
power through the gearbox.
For opposite hand rotation, all gears and bearings are the same as those nec-
essary for conventional rotation. As shown in Figure 4.1.5-2, the six new
parts necessary are: three connecting hubs, a modified carrier, a modified
output shaft, and an intershaft bearing. Opposite hand rotation can be provid-
ed by freeing the planetary stage's carrier from the output shaft and connect-
ing it to the ring gear of the star stage. In addition, the ring gear of the
planetary stage connects to the output shaft. With opposite hand rotation, the
reduction ratio changes from 9.2/I to 8.73/I. This is equivalent to a change
of about 500 rpm (an input speed of lO,O00 vs. 10,500 rpm). The power split
changes to 63 percent/37 percent, and the carrier speed decreases from I144
rpm to 610 rpm. The lower carrier speed reduces the centrifugal load generated
by the planet gear and increases bearing life. A detailed description of the
bearing loads is in Section 4.1.5.3.
J29B06-21
Re42004 E233
indicates newparts required
Figure 4.1.5-2
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Minimum Number of New Parts Required for Opposite Hand
Rotation - The six parts are three connecting hubs, a modified
carrier, a modified output shaft, and an intershaft bearing.
Applying advanced technology to the alternate split path gearbox results in
fewer parts, greater reliability, greater efficiency, easier and less frequent
maintenance, and longer life. Some of the technological improvements are:
o Advanced materials for both gears and bearings,
o Component modularity,
o A modulated lubrication system,
o An aerodynamic oil scavenge system, and
o An advanced gear tooth form.
Figure 4.1.5-3 shows where these features appear on the gearbox.
Advanced
gear material
Modulated
lubricant supply
Lightweight
flange
...... :
t/T _ bearing '
i '_"_Crials
 ro. / \-
radialHigh contact ratio \ Single row
carbon seal buttress tooth form \ spherical/bearing
Aerodynamic \
lubricant scavenge--_ _"
Figure 4.1.5-3 Advanced Gearbox Technology Features -- Using advanced
technology results in fewer parts, greater reliability,
greater efficiency, easier and less frequent maintenance, and
longer life.
Extensively applying high strength materials in the gearbox design permits
snaller and lighter bearings, gears, and housings. For example, bearings are
30 percent smaller, and the gear face width is 20 percent narrower. Smaller
and lighter bearings and gears reduce the size of the gearbox envelope making
it more compact and easier to integrate into the airframe.
Component modularity is important for lowering maintenance costs. The advanced
technology gearbox design uses fewer components and simplifies maintenance by
making normal maintenance parts readily accessible for on-wing replacement. A
major design accomplishment in this area is the removal of the pitch control
system to a location external to the gearbox.
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As discussed in the lubrication section, the modulated lubrication system is a
unique system that promotes greater efficiency and cuts cruise cooling re-
quirements by 50 percent. Included in the lubrication system is an aerodynamic
oil scavenging system which reduces power loss and monitors the in-line quali-
ty of oil.
The gearbox also provides cooling oil, generator drive power, and hydraulic
drive power to the Prop-Fan unit. The cooling oil transfer tubes, mounted on
the carrier/shaft, extend forward into the Prop-Fan unit and supply pressur-
ized oil to the Prop-Fan system. This oil flows through the Prop-Fan unit and
returns to the gearbox to be scavenged with the gearbox oil. A shaft which is
splined to the sun gear drive shaft drives the Prop-Fan generator and hydrau-
lic pump.
4.1.5.1.2 Maintainability
An important design issue is the maintainability of the gearbox system. The
primary maintenance considerations guiding the design of the gearbox are:
O
O
O
O
Modul ari ty,
Improved accessibility to major components,
On-wing maintenance, and
Condition monitoring.
The major subassemblies in the Prop-Fan system are the pitch control, the
Prop-Fan, and the gearbox modules. For easy removal, each module has minimal
interface requirements. As mentioned earlier, the prominent feature is the re-
moval of the pitch control from the gearbox's internal structure. 14oving the
pitch control from the interior of the gearbox to a remote location substan-
tially simplifies maintenance of both the pitch control and the gearbox.
To minimize the aircraft downtime, routine gearbox maintenance items such as
the gearbox filters, carbon seals, oil pumps, and oil nozzle jets are accessi-
ble for on-wing maintenance. Figure 4.1.5-4 shows where these items appear on
the gearbox. The prop side radial carbon seal and seal land are both replace-
able without removing the gearbox. The carbon seal elements can be replaced
without removing the Prop-Fan (segmented carbon elements), but the seal land
replacement requires removing the Prop-Fan module. 0il pumps, filters, and ap-
proximately 70 percent of the oil nozzles are on-wing replaceable. The rear
external carbon seal and the oil transfer carbon seals all require removing
the engine drive shaft before replacement.
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Figure 4.1.5-4
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On-Wing Maintenance Capabilities - Easily maintained items
such as gearbox filters, carbon seals, oil pumps, and oil
nozzle _ets minimize aircraft downtime.
A condition monitoring system improves both the maintainability and reliabili-
ty of the gearbox. Oil in and out temperature and pressure measurements are
closely monitored. In addition, a magnetic chip detector and a vibration/noise
sensor monitor the oil to detect any debris that might restrict the flow and
any change in vibration/noise characteristics that would indicate deteriora-
tion of the gears and bearings. A combined deaeratory debris monitor is part
of the scavenge loop of the lubrication system. This unit is highly efficient
in trapping and detecting debris, because it has full flow-monitoring charac-
teristics. The monitor system, which will be upstream of the filters, offers a
very high probability of a first-pass catch of a failure related particle.
Ultra fine filtration does not affect this system.
The early detection of lubrication system problems by capturing and counting
magnetic wear particles may save many hours of unscheduled maintenance and
avoid the dangers of unexpected failures. The detection system interfaces with
a computerized condition monitoring system and registers each particle capture
as it occurs. The severity of wear, determined by the size of captured parti-
cles and the rate at which they are captured, can then be translated into per-
missible hours of safe operation before removal is necessary.
4.1.5.2 The Mechanical Design of the Current Technology Gearbox
Design features and maintainability of the current technology gearbox are dis-
cussed in this section.
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4.1.5.2.1 Design Features
As stated earlier, the preliminary mechanical design of a current technology
gearbox provided a basis for comparative evaluation of the advanced technology
design. State-of-the-art materials, bearings, and lubricants were used. This
design covered conventional rotation only. Although opposite hand rotation has
slightly higher structural demands, changes in the overall results were judged
to be minor.
The structural properties of currently available materials are 20 percent
lower than those projected for the advanced materials available in the Ig90's.
This means all current technology gears require increased face widths to ac-
commodate lower allowable stress levels. The results are larger gears and
bearings and, consequently, a larger gearbox. This is apparent in the cross-
sectional views of the advanced and current technology gearboxes presented in
Figure 4.1.5-5.
Current
i t.o,oo,o,,
Figure 4.1.5-5 Comparison of the Advanced and Current Technologies - The
current technology gearbox is 2 inches larger in diameter and
200 pounds heavier than the advanced technology gearbox.
The increases in the planet gear face width contribute directly to the larger
load exerted on the planetary bearing. The additional planet gear weight gen-
erates a higher G-force thereby increasing the planet bearing load. This re-
quires a larger bearing to accommodate the higher load and maintain bearing
life. Excessive loads, as well as a non-modulated lubrication system, contrib-
ute to larger bearing friction losses and a lower overall gearbox efficiency.
The preliminary design study showed that the mechanical design based on cur-
rent technology will be 5.1 cm (2.0 in) larger in diameter and 93 kg (205 Ib)
heavier to meet standard design criteria. When compared to the advanced gear-
box design, current technology imposes many constraints on the design. Conven-
tional materials and lubricants, including an integrated pitch control, all
contribute to a more complex, larger gearbox.
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4.1.5.2.2 Haintainabil ity
One of the major limitations of the current technology design is the internal
location of the pitch control unit. This has an adverse effect on component
accessibility and on maintenance cost. With the pitch control located inside
the gearbox, partial gearbox disassembly is necessary for removing the pitch
control mechanism and making any repairs. This reduces on-wing maintenance
capability and increases propulsion system down time. The maintenance cost
(S/flight hours) for the current technology design in 20 percent more than
that of the advanced technology design. The opposite hand rotation gearbox
maintainability and maintenance cost comparisons are similar in nature.
4.1.5.3 Analyses
In this section, the advanced technology gearbox design is compared to the
current technology gearbox design. The comparison is based on structural anal-
ysis, performance and economic assessment, and propulsion system integration
evaluations.
4.1.5.3.1 Structural Analysis
Multiple analyses verified the structural design of both the advanced and cur-
rent technology gearboxes. The analyses covered three major areas: shaft
stress, gear stress, and bearing life. Opposite hand rotation dictated the
allowable design, because it incurs slightly higher stresses than conventional
rotation. Table 4.1.5-I shows the allowable stress levels for current and ad-
vanced technology materials and lubricants.
Table 4.1.5-I Advanced Materials and Lubricants
Gears -- matedals
bnd_ foUguek.it
Hertz stress Emit, MPa (psi)
Pitch line velocity IkBit, Mlmin (ftlmin)
Beadngs -- matedams
Materlallkdwication Me factor
Housings -- materials
Lubricant -- fluids
Oil inlet temperature, °C (°F)
Allowable temperature rise, °C (°F)
Load carrying abmty, Nlmm lib/in)
Scodng temperature index. °C (OF)
Current Technology assumed
technology available by 1988
AIMS 6265 Vuco X-2M
or Cartech EX-63
Base + 20%
Base + 20%
Base + 15%
VIM VAR MS0 Cartech CRB7
Base 2to 36rose
Aluminum. Highmen0m e_wm.
.n_mn_Um .n_mn_m
Mi123699 Type IN Synthesized Hydro-cawbon
Fluid (SHF)
Base +15.6(+60)
Base 2 times
Base + 35%
Base + 35%
:Typir.al gearallowablem -- 3 sNin_ witha coeffk:ientof vadatioo- 0.1 hx,10'* cydN j_eo_w
RSUO07 M241
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Shaft Analysis
Table 4.1.5-2 presents the propeller shaft stress summary. The shaft is de-
signed as a rigid structure to minimize deflections and subsequent gear mesh
misalignment under prop loads. The allowable shaft stress levels came from
Pratt & Whitney's previous experience with similar shaft structures. These
values apply to both current and advanced technology gearboxes, because stiff-
ness requirements established the shaft design criteria. The prop shaft stress
was calculated at various sections along the shaft, using a IP moment of
23,184 Nm (17,100 ft-lb) and a gyroscopic load at 0.2 radians per second of
8,135 Nm (6000 ft-lb). Stress concentration due to bending stresses was added
to the nominal stresses at various sections for evaluating the fatigue of the
prop shaft under gyroscopic loads. The fatigue stress levels under a IP moment
load were calculated by including the effect of stress concentration on both
bending and torsional stresses. Because shaft thickness was set by rigidity
requirements to minimize slope and deflections, stresses are much lower than
allowables and are within acceptable levels.
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Table 4.1.5-2 Shaft Stress Sut,_mary
6. 5 4 3 _2 1
Stresses, Mpa (psi)
Shaft Allowable
location (combined) Bending Axial Torsional Combined
m _ m
1 103.4 19.4 6.0 67.2 70.5
(15,000) (2,810) (875) (9,750) (10,230)
2 172.4 41.6 14.8 150.1 157.7
(25,000) (6,030) (2,140) (21,770) (22,870)
3 172.4 121.5 14.8 150.1 167.7
(25,000) (17,615) (2,140) (21,770) (22,870)
4 103.4 84.8 4.3 43.9 46.2
(15,000) (12,300) (630) (6,360) (6,700)
5 172.4 65.1 6.9 66.6 70.4
(25,000) (9,440) (1,000) (9,660) (10,210)
6 172.4 77.9 8.1 68.4 72.9
(25,000) (11,300) (1,180) (9,925) (10,680)
J32333-88
863007 M242
Gear Stress Summary
Table 4.1.5-3 describes the gear geometry, and Table 4.1.5-4 presents the gear
stress summary for both the current and advanced technology gearboxes. The
power split necessary for opposite hand rotation governed the gear design. As
can be seen in Table 4.1.5-4, the sun pinion gear mesh in the planetary system
is the most highly stressed in the opposite hand rotation gearbox. With the
gears sized for this system, the stresses are lower for conventional rotation.
However, the gears in the star stage are not stress limited because face
widths must be larger to accommodate the larger bearings required for longer
bearing set life.
Table 4.1.5-3 Gear Geometry Comparison For Single-Rotation
Present technolo@y Advanced tacky
1st Itqe 2nd sta_e _ 2_ at_e
Gear type Spur Spur I Spur Spur
D_metrel _ch 8.0 i 8.0 8.6 8.6
Pressure engin 22.6 22.6 22.6 22.6
Face width, cm (in.) (Sun gear) 9.40 6.72 8.89 4.95
(3.7) (2.26) (3.5) (1.95)
Number of sun gear teeth 41 117 41 117
Sun gear pitch diameter, cm (in.) 13.018 37.148 12.109 34.656
(5.125) (14.626) (4.76744) (13.60466)
Number of planet gear teeth 89 61 89 61
28.258 16.193 26.286 15.063Planet pitch diameter, cm (in) (11.125) (6.378) (10.34884) (6.93023)
Number of dng gear tea_ 219 ' 219 219 219
Ring gear _tch d_metar, cm (in.) 69.533 69.533 _.681 _.681
(27.375) (27.375) (26._510) (26._610)
Table 4.1.5-4 Gear Operating Condition Comparison
COMImESS_E STRESS.MPI4_|
BENDING STRESS,_)
LO_ _YMG _ Nlmm (_lm)
C_A_ _O
_LOOTY |_li)
F_ T_. _ loft
SURFACE FINISH
1
SUN
1027.31149,0001
360.3160,800)
397.6(2270)
1.662
3800.9(12,470)
0.381161
Single rotation
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
OPPOSITE HAND ROTATION
1st 8TA_
2
PLANET
1027.31 _2.9
1_,_167,1_l
363.01331.8
161.200148.1001
427.7124421
1.662/1.776
3800.9112,470|
0.38(16)
3
RING
442.9(67,1_)
319.9(_,_l
_3.712m)
1,776
_00.ml 2,470l
0.38416)
J32333- tO
MIOTM
STAGE
4
SUN
1_1.11161,_l
306.8144,600)
_._27_)
1.678177_
1240.6(4070)
0.38(16)
6
PLANET
1_1.1_.a
1161,_197,_|
_.91_1.3
1_,_1_,7_1
_.1(_1
1240.644070)
0._16l
e
RING
m.IMe7,oool
242.7136,2oo)
1.7443
124o._7o)
0.38(16|
J32333-53
R851510 ,,ncs
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Table 4.1.5-4 (continued) Gear Operating Condition Comparison
Single rotation
COMPRESSIVE STRE$8,
MhW_W)
BENDING STBES$
MPe(pqd)
LOAD CARRYING ABILITY
Nlmm(LBIIN )
CONTACT RATIO
PITCH LINE VELOCITY
MIMJN (FTIMIN)
SLIDING VELOCITY
MIMIN (FT/MIN)
FLASH TEMP. RISE °C I°B
SURFACE FINISH
MICRO-METERS
(MICRO-INCHES)
1
SUN
898.71(146,000)
330.8(48,000)
378.3(2160)
1.662"
3992.9(13,100)
301.8(990)
0.38(16)
1st STAGE
2
PLANET
996.7/481.8
(148,00018§.600)
347.SI303.4
(60,400144.000)
406.3(2320)
1.862/1.776
3992.9(13,100)
0.38(16)
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
CONVENTIONAL ROTATION
3
_!NG
461.6($6,600)
292.3(42,400)
441.3(2620)
1.776"
3992.9(13,100)
60.7(199)
0.38(18)
4
SUN
870.8(1280300|
246.91i36,870)
378.3(2160)
1.678"
1240.6(4070)
67.1(220)
0.38(18)
2rid STAGE
E
PLANET
870.81699.2
(120,3001BE,900)
289.61242.0
(37,860135,100)
344.3(1964)
1.87811.744
1240.8(4070)
0.38(16(
S
RING
699.2(M.9O0)
198.1(28,300)
329.2(1880)
1.744"
1240.6(4070)
6.7(22)
0.38(16)
#3
#2
# #1
8inglo-Rotation
J32333-18
R861610 mcs
Table 4.1.5-4 (continued) Gear Operating Condition Comparison
Single rotation
COMPRESSIVE STRESS.
MPa(psi)
RENDING STRESS
MPalp_dl
LOAD CARRYING ABIUTY
NlmmIL611N )
CONTACT RATIO
PITCH LINE VELOCITY
MIMIN (FTIMIN)
SLIDING VELOCITY
MIMIN (I T/MINi
FLASH TEMP. RISE °C I°B
SURFACE FINISH
MICRO-METERS
(MICRO-INCHES)
PRESENT TECHNOLOGY
CONVENTIONAL ROTATION
SUN
866.0(128,600)
277.9(40,300)
360.3(2000)
1.662
4297.7(14,100|
362.7(1190)
0.61(20)
1st STAGE 2nd STAGE
2 3 5
PLANET
866.01419.9
126,600160,900)
286.41268.8
41.400138,980)
367.8(2100)
1.662/1.776
4297.7(14,100)
0.51(20)
RING
419.9(60.900)
263.4(38,200)
402.8(2300)
1.77§
4297.7(14,100)
54.9(180)
0.61(20)
//3
4
SUN
782.6(113,600)
200.61129,1001
332.7(1900)
1.678
1332.0(4370)
91.4(300)
0.61(20)
*FACE WIDTH REDUCED BY 17% FOR HCR EFFECT
#2
# #1
Single-Rotatlon
PLANET
782.61657.1
1113,600180,S00)
216.11209.6
(31,200130,400)
316.2(1800)
1.67811.744
1332.0(4370|
0.61(20)
RING
667.1(80,800j
166.6(24,000)
303.0(1730)
1.744
1332.0(4370)
9O.31166|
0.61(20)
J32333-18A
R851510 mcs
The gear loading per inch of face width is relatively consistent for all three
gearboxes. However, it should be noted that the second stage is slightly dif-
ferent from the first stage. This is because the load path in the second stage
is the reverse of what takes place in the first stage. In the second stage,
the ring gear drives the planet gear which in turn drives the sun gear. There-
fore, the gear face widths are in reverse order, with the sun gear having the
smallest face width.
Gear tooth stresses are acceptable for both current and advanced technology
gearboxes.
Bearings
The collective life of the bearing system is the single most important factor
controlling gearbox durability. Initial studies indicate that the objective of
15,000 hours MTBUR for the gearbox requires a bearing system that operates
with a 50,000 hour mean time between failure. The equivalent go percent sur-
vival BlO life objective is 18,000 hours. This system objective is the gov-
erning factor in selecting bearing sizes for highly loaded applications in the
gearbox.
Advanced technology materials and lubricants are necessary if life goals are
to be met without excessive bearing size and weight. The fatigue life compari-
son of Table 4.1.5-5 shows that advanced technology bearings exceed the bear-
ing set life goal, while current technology bearing set life falls short of
the goal. The first stage planetary bearing capacity cannot be increased
enough to carry the high centrifugal load of the larger planet gear.
Table 4.1.5-5 Bearing Life Summary
Average bearing set meets life goal
Ring gear retainer
Input shaft (ball & roller)
Pinion (sphere) roller 1st stage
Pinion (sphere) roller 2nd stage
Output shaft roller aft
Output shaft roller forward
Output shaft ball
Bearing set life
Advanced technology
Current
technology
Number Conventional Opposite Conventional
of rotation rotation rotation
bearings life, hrs. life, hrs. life, hrs.
1 10 s 10 s 10 s
2 10 s 10 s 10 s
4 76,000 155,000 60,000
7 145,000 76,000 115,000
1 200,000 200,000 400,000
1 180,000 180,000 350,000
1 120,000 120,000 150,000
18,250 Average 16,360
• Average bearing set life goal -- 18,000 hours (Llo)
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Self-alignlng, single-row, spherical roller bearings position the first and
second stage planet and star pinion gears. These bearings carry gear mesh re-
action loads and planet centrifugal loads. They also protect gear mesh align-
ment from pinion carrier thermal or mechanical distortion and promote uniform
loading across the face of the gear. Single-row bearings provide the potential
for improved high-speed operation and friction losses lower than those of the
more widely used double-row bearing. Single-row bearings also offer an advant-
age of louverweight and a fewer number of parts.
Since the pinion gears are integral to the bearing outer rings, gear and bear-
ing sizes and proportions are closely interrelated. To reduce gearbox weight
and to maximize efficiency, gear and bearing diameters are as small as roller
length limitations and bearing life objectives permit. A roller length to dia-
meter ratio of 1.4 is adequate for controlling roller skewing and for limiting
slippage and friction in roller contacts with the races.
The 18,000 hour bearing system life objective dictates that individual bearing
lives in one stage exceed 75,000 hours, provided that other bearings in the
system are close to 150,000 hours or higher. Table 4.1.5-5 also shows the
bearing life distribution for the advanced technology split path planetary
gearbox in both conventional and opposite rotation versions.
The first stage planetary bearings are critical in conventional rotation for
determining gear stage diameter and bearing system life. The second stage star
bearings are critical in opposite rotation. First stage bearing load is due to
a combination of gear mesh reaction and gear rim centrifugal loads. The com-
bined load is greater in conventional rotation, because the pinion carrier
speed is substantially higher causing high centrifugal loads. Second stage
bearing load is due solely to gear mesh reaction load. The load is higher in
opposite rotation, because applied torque is from the first stage carrier and
is substantially greater than the torque from the ring gear in conventional
rotation.
Pinion gear rim thickness and bearing internal geometry were adjusted to match
the particular application. The gear rim must carry bending moments from gear
tooth loads and from distributed roller loads. The gear tooth separating load
component tends to ovalize the gear rim and load the rollers directly under
the gear mesh. The maximum roller load determined the relative race curvatures
necessary for containing the roller contact without excessive edge stress at
the contact extremities. Preliminary analyses determined gear rim thicknesses
and bearing internal geometry selections. Duty cycle calculations determined
individual bearing lives.
Table 4.1.5-5 shows that the output shaft ball and roller bearings are the
only other locations with lives low enough to influence the bearing system
life. The roller bearings carry all the moment and shear forces the Prop-Fan
applies to the outer shaft. The aerodynamic content of these forces changes
continuously through the flight cycle, while Prop-Fan weight and imbalance
loading remain constant. The output shaft ball bearing carries only the Prop-
Fan aerodynamic thrust loads which are applied in both directions, forward and
reverse. As in the planet pinion design analysis, a detailed description of
the aircraft flight cycle is used to calculate bearing loads and lives.
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Output shaft roller bearing loads are transferred to a high expansion alloy
gearbox housing through the support lines. The high thermal growth of housing
diameters at operating temperatures implies loose bearing internal clearance,
loose housing fits, or a combination of both. When loosely mounted bearings
support a shaft which is highly moment loaded, angular displacement of the
shaft causes signi ficant misal ignment of the bearings. Hi sal ignment infl uences
bearing internal geometry selection and bearing life. Adequate spacing between
the beari ngs holds misal ignment to acceptable Ievel s.
Advanced technology gearbox bearing locations, selected bearing types and
sizes, and speed factor (DN) speed levels are listed in Table 4.1.5-6. The
corresponding data for current technology gearbox bearings are found in Table
4.1.5-7.
Table 4.1.5-6 Advanced Bearing Selection Summary
Advanced
Location
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Location
Name
Manet roller, 1st stage
Planet roller, 2nd stage
Output shaft roller, front
Output shaft ball, front
Output shaft roller, rear
Ring gear retainer roller
Input shaft roller, front
Input shaft ba.lL rear
Bearing
Type*
Spherical, 1 row
Spherical, 1 row
Cylindrical, DFI
Spilt inner ring
i Cylindrical, DFI
Cylindrical DFI&O
Cylindrical DFO
Deep groove radial 85
*DFI : Double flanged Inner
DFO = Double flanged outer
• * Gear pitch diameter
135
60
280
280
250
250
76
Bearing size, mm
O.D.
262.86"* 60
150.63"* 45
365 40
365 40
335 40
290 18
120 22
135 24
Speed
Factor
XRPM
580,00(
]160,00(
320,00q
320,00
290,00
440,00
700,00
890,00
J32333-56
852005 MCS
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Table 4.1.5-7 Current Technology Bearing Selection Summary
Location Location Bearing
Number Name Type*
1 Planet roller, 1st stage Spherical, 1 row
2 Planet Roller, 2nd stage Spherical, 1 row
3 Output shaft roller, front Cylindrical, DFI
4 Output shaft ball, front Split inner ring
5 Output shaft roller, rear Cylindrical, DFI
6 Ring gear retainer roller Cylindrical, DFI&O
7 Input shaft ball, front Counterbore outer
8 Input shaft ball, rear Counterbore outer
Bearing size, mm
O,D.
120 282.58**
55 161.93"*
280 380
280 380
250 345
250 290
84
62
48
48
46
18
80 130 24
80 130 24
Speed
Factor
mm XPRM
440,000
145,000
320,000
320,000
290,000
440,000
,m
840,000
840,O00
*DFI : Double flanged inner
DFO: Double flanged outer
**Gear pitch diameter J32333-100
851610 rncs21
4.1.5.3.2 Lubrication System Analysis
Gearbox Oil System
There are several factors which contribute to efficiency loss in gearboxes.
These include losses from windage and churning, gear friction, and bearing
friction.
While heat rejection losses due to bearing and gear friction vary directly
with power, much of the total power loss is due to other factors which are in-
dependent of power. These factors include windage drag losses on shaft and
gear surfaces and oil churning losses in gearbox and bearing cavities. Figure
4.1.5-6 shows combined windage and churning losses in relation to gear and
bearing friction.
At low power settings typical of cruise, windage and churning losses are dom-
inant. The 99 percent efficiency level predicted at full power decreases to
nearly 98 percent at typical cruise power levels. Since windage and churning
losses are related to oil flow through the gearbox, less power will be lost
with appropriate oil flow reduction at reduced power.
To minimize the efficiency degradation at cruise, the design employs a unique,
modulated lubricant supply system. This system meets component cooling re-
quirements at low-power and full-power flight conditions without reducing
either supply pressure or oil jet velocity.
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Figure 4.1.5-6 Lubrication Losses - Windage and churning dominate
conventional lubrication system total losses.
The result is optimal oil system performance which cuts power loss at cruise
to provide about 99 percent efficiency at both cruise and takeoff as indicated
in Figure 4.1.5-7.
120,000 Gearbox
98% efficiency
6000[ 100.000 / _'_'M"M_aximum
/ Total power .owAr
-- "O8 r _ r .....
5000[ _} 60,000- Typical /'"__inda.ge
cruise powe_ churning
Heat "E 40o0[ _ range f _i and
rejection __"_ 3000[ 60.000-- __mping
2°°°F _ 4°'°°°1_/ Gee,friction
20,000___ _...,.
1000 F I  ,r,o,,on
OL 0 _"___- i i i
0 5,000 10,000 15,000
Input power, horsepower
J32333-82
861107M239
Figure 4.1.5-7 Lubrication Losses - Hodulated lubricant system improves
cruise efficiency.
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The modulated lubrication system features a dual line supply which is composed
of primary and secondary oil lines feeding primary and secondary otl Jets. A
two-position control valve turns off flow to secondary jets at low power. This
system maintains full pressure to primary jets and ensures positive otl jet
penetration and cooling effectiveness at all conditions.
Included in the lubricant system is an advanced aerodynamic oil scavenge sys-
tem which reduces power loss and provides in-line condition monitoring. The
scavenge system works as follows:
o An oversized oil scavenge pump draws air through the gearbox housing;
Air flow suppresses oil splash and promotes flow into the scavenge
lines, reducing windage and churning losses;
Air returns to the gearbox and oil to the oil tank after separation
in a vortex chamber; and
The vortex airfoil separator also serves as a particle centrifuge,
causing particles such as metal chips to concentrate in the oil sys-
tem boundary layer; this ensures positive detection by the magnetic
particle sensor which is at the inlet to the oil tank.
Engine Oil System Study
Studies show that separating the gearbox oil system from the engine oil system
offers many distinct advantages. These include:
o Allowing the use of the lubricant best suited for each system;
o Containing debris within each system to improve reliability;
o Not allowing engine gaspath air leaks to contaminate gearbox oil;
o Allowing the use of 3 micron gearbox oil filters designed for optimal
particle removal for the gearbox environment; and
o Reducing gear and bearing wear and corrosion, thus extending gearbox
life.
Figure 4.1.5-8 is a diagram of separate oil systems for the engine and gear-
box. A return-to-tank fuel system is shown, but the more conventional once-
through system can be used.
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Figure 4.1.5-8 Candidate Oil Cooling System for Advanced Turboprop Engine -
This arrangement has a return-to-tank fuel system.
Preliminary heat load calculations for both the gearbox and the engine oil
systems are complete, and the sizes of both systems have been determined.
While the gearbox's oil flow rates and heat rejection into the oil are some-
wilat greater than the engine values, the gearbox's oil tank volume can be
smaller. This is because lower temperature, smaller oil consumption, and
better air removal before the oil tank reduce the time the oil must stay in
the oil tank. Table 4.1.5-8 presents gearbox and engine oil system require-
ments.
Table 4.1.5-8 Advanced Turboprop Engine Oil System Requirements
Dimensions: 1258 cm 2 (195 in2 face area 5.7
cm (2.25 in) thickness
Core and header weight (WET) = 15 Kg (33 Ib)
SLTO Cruise Ground idle
Oil flow, Iblmin
0il in temp., °C (°F)
0il out temp., °C (OF)
Air flow
Air in temp., °C (°Fi
Air out temp., °C (OF)
Air Mach No. at heat
exchanger inlet
Difference in air
pressure, MPa (psi)
Q, Jlsec (Btu/min)
68.0 (150) 29.5 (65) " 15.0 (33)
536 (280) 599 (315) 554 (290)
410 (210) 482 (250) 482 (250)
205 33 17
194. (90) 3 (-16) 194 (90)
410 (210) 482 (250) 482 (250)
0.027 0.012 0.002=3
.0022 (0.32) .0010 (0.14) .0003 (0.04)
89,658 (5100) 35,600 (2025)11,427 (650)
.Qm;'l_
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Analysis has provided an estimate of the size and operating characteristics of
the supplementary air/oil cooler for the gearbox. Table 4.1.5-9 illustrates
the air/oil cooler operating characteristics. Heat rejection values, Q, re-
flect the use of the modulated oil supply which reduces loss at cruise power
and below. The values for air flow and temperature rise reflect the use of ap-
propriate air flow control devices.
Figure 4.1.5-9 illustrates a typical air/oil heat exchanger concept as it
might appear relative to the engine air inlet. While a single engine inlet is
evident, the arrangement easily accommodates a bifurcated inlet. The air/oil
heat exchanger has dual inlets with variable bypass valves. Dual inlets for
the cooler are downstream of the engine inlet to reduce and/or eliminate in-
terference and interactions between the engine inlet and the cooler inlets.
For flight conditions where there is insufficient pressure drop across the
heat exchanger for effective heat dissipation, an ejector is used to ensure
the proper airflow through the airflow cooler. The cooler inlets incorporate
flaps which are adjusted at the proper times to minimize secondary losses.
The conservative requirement that the air/oil cooler carry the maximum heat
load of the gearbox determined the size of the air and fuel oil coolers. The
resulting cooler size is modest. It represents only 15 percent of the
nacelle's frontal area. The analysis of propulsion system integration recog-
nizes all of the gearbox heat removal penalties. The effects of air cooler
weight and nacelle drag are less than one percent of fuel burn and 0.2 percent
of the direct operating cost.
a_
..t3o_4'1
mtm_
Figure 4.l .5-9 Air/Oil Heat Exchanger Concept - This arrangement accommodates
a bifurcated inlet.
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4.1.5.3.3 Gearbox Comparative Assessment
The current and advanced technology gearboxes were compared from an airlines'
fuel burn and operating cost standpoint. As in the APET Contract NAS3-23045,
we used a 120 passenger twin engine aircraft for the evaluation. The evalua-
tion' s ground rules were:
o 3,335.7 km (1,800 nmi) aircraft design mission
o 0.75 rln cruise at I0,668 m (35,000 ft) attitude
o 741.3 km (400 nmi) typical mission for the evaluation
o Fuel price = $1.50/gal.
Fuel Burn
The two major engine related elements of fuel burn in a given mission are
weight and component efficiency as it relates to specific fuel consumption.
Table 4.1.5-9 compares both gearboxes in terms of these aspects.
The use of advanced technology materials along with advanced gear tooth forms
permits the use of smaller and lighter gears and bearings for the advanced
technology gearbox. This reduces the gearbox maximum diameter by 5.1 cm (two
in) relative to that of the current technology, and the net result is a weight
savings of 93 kg (205 Ib) for the advanced technology gearbox.
Table 4.1.5-9 A1 ternate Split Path Gearbox Summary
Current technology Advanced technology
_o. gears 15 15
No. bearings 17 17
Diameter, cm (in) 87.4 (34.4) 81.8 (32.2)
Cruise efficiency, (%) 98.2 99.2
Weight, kg (Ib) 535.2 (1180) 442.3 (975)
Acquisition cost Base - 10%
Reliability (MTBUR), hrs 15,600 23,300
Prop-Fan pitch control Internal External
Maintenance cost Base - 20%
Rel. fuel burn Base 2.4% improve.
Rel. DOC + I Base 1.0% improve.
J30272-77
m3ool MZ41
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The use of the modulated lubrication supply system along with the aerodynamic
scavenge system in the advanced technology gearbox resulted in a one percent
improvement in cruise efficiency relative to that of the current technology
gearbox.
Improving gearbox efficiency has a doubling effect on fuel burn. Gearbox in-
efficiency (power losses in the gearbox) results in larger gearbox oil heat
generation and, in turn, results in larger air/oil cooling requirements. For
instance, if the gearbox efficiency was improved from 98 percent to 99 per-
cent, then the resultant power losses in the gearbox would be halved from two
percent to one percent. This results in one half the gearbox oil heat genera-
tion. This, in turn, halves the air/oil cooler size, which significantly re-
duces its installed drag and weight.
The net effect of the advanced gearbox's one percent efficiency improvement
over the current gearbox is a 2.4 percent improvement in mission fuel burn.
Direct Operatin 9 Cost
A dominant factor in an airline's decision whether or not to purchase new
equipment is the direct operating cost (DOC) of the new aircraft relative to
existing systems. The three most important engine-related elements in DOC
equations are mission fuel burn, engine acquisition cost, and engine mainte-
nance cost. To represent a realistic direct operating cost for an airline, we
have also included the cost of capital in our assessment of DOC. The cost of
capital rate used in this evaluation is 15 percent per year.
Fuel Burn:
As discussed earlier, advanced technology materials and gear tooth forms per-
mit using smaller and lighter gears and bearings in the advanced technology
gearbox. The net reduction is 93 kg (205 Ib). The smaller gears and bearings
permit the gearbox diameter to be smaller. This, in turn, allows a smaller
nacelle with less drag for tractor applications. The use of an advanced lubri-
cant and a new modulated lubrication system results in a one percent improve-
ment in gearbox efficiency and much smaller air/oil cooler requirements. All
of these factors result in the advanced technology gearbox having a 2.4 per-
cent fuel burn advantage over the current technology gearbox.
Acquisition Cost:
The advanced technology gearbox's smaller and lighter gears, bearings, and
housings also result in this design having a lO percent lower acquisition cost
than that of the current technology design.
,_,laintenance Cost:
Because it has an externally located pitch control, the advanced technology
gearbox is considerably more reliable than the current technology design. In
fact, the current technology gearbox has only two-thirds the MTBUR hours of
the advanced technology design. Current technology's lower reliability rating
and greater acquisition costs result in a total maintenance cost 20 percent
greater than that of the advanced technology.
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In a total economic evaluation, the combined savings of 2.4 percent in fuel
burn, ten percent in acquisition cost, and 20 percent in maintenance cost give
the advanced technology gearbox a one percent advantage in direct operating
cost plus interest over the current technology gearbox. This advantage repre-
sents a considerable contribution to improved operating economics.
4.1.5.3.4 Propulsion Systems Integration
This section presents information concerning prop,lsion systems integration.
The section covers conceptual nacelles, propulsion systen mounting, and compo-
nent (accessories, heat exchanger) provisions.
Nacel Ie Confi_luration
The over-the-wing "tractor" installation was selected for Prop-Fans, because
it provides adequate ground clearance for a typical low-wing commercial air-
craft. This installation is compatible with both the in-line and offset Prop-
Fan reduction gearboxes. The two configurations are shown in Figures 4.1.5-I0
and 4.1.5-II, respectively. The in-line gearbox provides a slimmer nacelle
than the offset gearbox, because the in-line gearbox is smaller in diameter
and the resulting arrangement has a smaller diameter. Alternate mounting loca-
tions (e.g. tail mounted engines) were not considered for the single-rotation
tractor.
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Figure 4.1.5-I0 Conceptual Nacelle Design For An Offset Gearbox Installation -
This design is compatible with both the in-line and offset
Prop-Fan reduction gearbox.
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Figure 4.1.5-11 Conceptual Nacelle Design For An In-Line Gearbox Installation -
The nacelle in this arrangement is slimmer, because the in-line
gearbox is smaller in diameter.
The resulting nacelle for the offset compound idler gearbox has a maximum
nacelle to Prop-Fan diameter ratio of 0.32 while the nacelle for the in-line
gearbox results in a 0.28 diameter ratio due to the gearbox's smaller diameter.
The external aerodynamic lines for the nacelle are conceptual in nature and
provide proper fairing for the Prop-Fan. The final aerodynamic nacelle lines
would be tailored to the flow field of the specific aircraft application. NASA
and the airframe manufacturers are conducting detailed studies to tailor the
nacelle and aircraft wing to minimize aerodynamic interference losses. The
nacelles identified in the study provided the basis for the mechanical design
used in the engine/aircraft evaluation (Task IV).
Propulsion System F1ounting
Based on input from the aircraft manufacturers, the "integrated" engine and
reduction gear mount system is the primary engine mount system for the single-
rotation tractor powerplant. Figure 4.1.5-12 is a schematic of this configura-
tion. There are t_o mount planes. One is at the reduction gearbox, and the
other is at approximately the engine's center of gravity. For this propulsion
system mounting arrangement, a structurally stiff truss joins the Prop-Fan re-
duction gearbox to the gas generator (engine). This truss is capable of trans-
ferring moment and shear loads between the two components. The engine casing
is stiffened to minimize compressor tip clearance increases. The aircraft
nacelle provides the primary propulsion system support structure which con-
sists of two axial beams. Both beams are cantilevered forward of the wing box
structure on either side of the powerplant and joined together at the forward
end by a bulkhead. The bulkhead provides pick-up points for the front mount
plane while the structure attached to the wing box supports the rear mount
plane. A Prop-Fan torque reaction system handles the large Prop-Fan torque
while a11owing the front mount to be sized for thrust, maneuver loads, and vi-
bration isolation. The isolation of engine/Prop-Fan generated vibration is a
major requirement for passenger comfort. The torque link system may not be ne-
cessary if vibration isolators are stiff enough to absorb Prop-Fan torque and
permit the powerplant to translate freely in response to vibration while ab-
sorbing Prop-Fan torque.
Figure 4.1.5-13 shows the "integrated" engine and reduction gear mounting sys-
tem for the in-line gearbox configuration. With this concept, a portion of the
inlet duct is structurally tied to the engine and the gearbox to avoid struc-
tural links in the aerodynamic flowpath of the inlet, which would result in
small performance and engine inlet distortion penalties.
While the "integrated" engine and reduction gear mounting system has been se-
lected for the Prop-Fan propulsion system, there are several technical issues
which require study beyond the scope of the current contract. These issues are
summarized below.
0 Powerplant/aircraft structural dynamics studies
-- Axial location of engine relative to gearbox and wing box
-- Shock isolation trade studies
-- Effect of these factors on wing flutter
Integrated engine and gearbox structure
-- Structural links between engine and gearbox
-- Primary structure with inlet between engine and gearbox
-- Engine and gearbox attachments to the nacelle and wing
4 ..Front mount plane
__'__.._. Rear mount plane.;e u t,on .
/ /
Figure 4.1.5-12 Schematic of "Integrated" Engine and Reduction Gearbox
)1ounting Scheme - In this arrangement there are two mounts:
one is at the reduction gearbox, and the other is roughly at
the engine's center of gravity.
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Figure 4.1.5-13 "Integrated" Engine and Reduction Gearbox Selected For In-Line
Configuration - A portion of the inlet duct is structurally
tied to the engine and the gearbox to avoid structural links
in the aerodynamic flowpath of the inlet.
The high spool of the engine provides output power for engine accessories and
input for the starter. Two power takeoff sources are available for aircraft
accessories. The engine high spool can provide this power or the Prop-Fan re-
duction gearbox provides an optional power output for aircraft accessories.
The final choice of aircraft accessory location will require coordination with
the airframe manufacturer and will involve both configurational and perform-
ance trades.
Scaleabil ity
The advanced technology gearbox is designed for approximately 12,000 hp. The
gearbox design can be scaled to accommodate the range between 8,000 hp and
16,000 hp without any major change in design. The changes that do take place
are in weight, maximum diameter, and length. As Figure 4.1.5-14 shows, there
is a nearly linear relationship between torque and weight. As the torque in-
creases, the gearbox weight becomes proportionately heavier. However, maximum
diameter and length do not share the same relationship. As the torque in-
creases, maximum diameter and length increase moderately. The greater the tor-
que becomes, the slower the increase in maximum diameter and length.
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Where: GRbase : 8.23
GR = desired gear ratio
WGB (base) : 12000 HP gearbox wt.
Reference
Weight, kg (Ib) = 374.2 (825)
Length, cm (in) = 71.1 (28.0)
Diameter, cm (in) = 80.0 (31.5)
Total torque : 69,147 N-m
(51,000 ft-lb)
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Figure 4.1.5-14 Turboprop Reduction Gear Scaling - As the figure shows, there
is a nearly linear relationship between torque and weight.
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4.2 Task VIII -- The Conceptual Design of a Pitch Control
4.2.1 Introduction
Task VIII provided an advanced, flight-weight pitch change control and mechan-
ism conceptual design which is compatible with the in-line gearbox design of
Task VII. Prior to the conceptual design, Hamilton Standard conducted a con-
ceptual trade study to select a concept for further study under the APET con-
tract. This section presents a discussion of Hamilton Standard's design of an
advanced pitch control and mechanism. The first two parts of the section are
concerned with a current technology overview and a discussion of pre-APET
trade studies. The pitch control trade study segment has two parts. The first
details the power system, and the second details the control system. The last
part of the section describes the conceptual design of the selected pitch con-
trol concept.
4.2.2 Current Technology Overview
Blade pitch controls on new commuter turboprops generally incorporate a number
of mechanisms and features which are representative of today's technology. A
linear hydromechanical actuator with a metering valve and a mechanical pitch
lock are basic components of the pitch change mechanism and are mounted in the
rotating hardware. Mechanical, hydraulic, and electrical inputs must be trans-
mitted from the fixed, nacelle-mounted components (i.e., the gearbox).
Rotary mechanical inputs position the metering valve and Ditch lock and util-
ize either differential gearing or a bearing-mounted ball screw to transmit
rotary motion across the rotating interface. High-pressure oil is transmitted
to the metering valve and actuator through a low clearance oil transfer bear-
ing and transfer tubes. Electrical power for ice protection is transmitted to
the turboprop through contact brushes running on a rotating slip ring assembly.
The turboprop assembly drawing shown in Figure 4.2.2-I defines a current pitch
control concept adapted to an offset gearbox installation. The offset gearbox
permits pitch control components to be mounted in accessible modules on the
axis of rotation. This minimizes the impact on the gearbox design and greatly
improves maintainability. Other features include the relatively small diameter
oil transfer bearing and compact differential gearing in the regulator module
and the small drum-type slip ring module. These features contribute to a more
reliable system with less weight. Turboprops installed on the current genera-
tion of large commuter aircraft incorporate most of these features.
Figure 4.2.2-2 shows a current technology concept for transmitting rotary
mechanical and hydraulic pitch control inputs to a turboprop installed on an
in-line planetary gearbox. In this configuration, the drive shaft from the en-
gine restricts access tothe axis of rotation from the rear of the gearbox.
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Figure 4.2.2-I Turboprop Offset Gearbox Configuration - The offset
installation pemits using accessible pitch control components.
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Figure 4.2.2-2 Turboprop In-Line Current Technology Gearbox Installation -
This system uses non-modular pitch control inputs.
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Therefore, the mechanical signal must be transmitted from the rear face of the
gearbox housing to the turboprop, through differential gearing, around the sun
gear shaft and lay shafts, and through the planet cage and additional gears to
reach the axis of rotation. Similarly, high pressure pitch change oil must be
transmitted through a large diameter (high leakage) transfer bearing, around
the sun gear shaft and oil transfer tubes, and through the planet cage to the
turboprop shaft.
Unlike the offset gearbox configuration, the integration of non-modular pitch
control inputs within the in-line gearbox introduces several complexities. In
addition to the complex gearing and large diameter transfer bearing, there is
a significant impact on the gearbox design. The overall effects are a reduc-
tion in reliability and an increase in maintenance costs. This configuration
emphasizes the need to develop advanced pitch control systems that are more
reliable and more maintainable.
4.2.3 Trade Studies
Prior to the APET single-rotation Prop-Fan pitch control study, Hamilton
Standard conducted company-funded pitch control trade studies to select the
advanced technology concepts which were subsequently used for the APET
single-rotation Prop-Fan and counter-rotation Prop-Fan studies. The primary
criterion was that the pitch control system be adaptable to any gearbox con-
figuration with minimal impact on the gearbox design. The pitch control was
divided into two parts: a power system and a control system. A comprehensive
matrix of the most viable concepts was prepared for each system, and each
matrix was evaluated separately.
4.2.3.1 The Power System
The power system matrix in Figure 4.2.3-I shows several concepts of pitch
change mechanisms with prime movers and power supplies on either the station-
ary side (the gearbox) or the rotating side (the Prop-Fan) of the rotating in-
terface. Several methods of power transfer across the rotating interface were
considered. All components were evaluated and compared using the following
parameters listed in order of importance, starting with the most critical:
o safety
o reliability
o maintainability
0
0
weight
performance (accuracy of blade angle control for Synchrophasing (R))
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00
0
0
0
acquisition cost
impact on gearbox
technical risk
envelope
heat generation (efficiency)
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These evaluation parameters were weighted and used in conjunction with a
forced decision rating technique.
i
F
Figure 4.2.3-I Prop-Fan Power System Matrix - Several methods of power
transfer across the rotating interface were considered.
The first round of rating concepts of the same function eliminated several
concepts. This resulted in a matrix of seven power systems represented by the
shaded boxes in Figure 4.2.3-2. Pitch change mechanisms at the far left of the
matrix were eliminated primarily because of weight penalties associated with
the large bevel gears and cams necessary for actuating the Prop-Fan blades
mounted in the large diameter hub. The ball screw and ball nut, coupled with a
spring no-back pitch lock, in the left center of the matrix were eliminated
because of unsatisfactory blade angle control. The backlash necessary to re-
lease and engage the pitch lock caused excessive hysteresis in the pitch con-
trol loop. Host of the power transfer components on the rotating interface
were eliminated because of their poor reliability relative to systems incor-
porating dedicated Prop-Fan mounted power supplies. In addition, slip rings
incur high maintenance costs; transformers and generators driven at Prop-Fan
rpm are heavy; oil transfer bearings have poor reliability and maintainability
for the large diameters necessary for in-line gearbox installations; and the
thrust bearing that transmits pitch change and pitch lock loads across the ro-
tating interface rates low on reliability, maintainability, and weight.
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Figure 4.2.3-2 Prop-Fan Intermediate Power System Matrix - The shaded boxes
represent the seven power systems chosen for further study.
One of the final seven power system candidates incorporates a linear hydraulic
piston which acts directly on a collector ring, links, and blade trunnions
(crank arms) to change pitch. The remaining six systems incorporate a ball
screw, which when rotated, translates a ball nut and links to change blade
pitch. Either a traction drive or motors (electric or hydraulic; rotating or
stationary) can drive the ball screw. Hydraulic pumps and motors are consider-
ed to be gear types operating at a system pressure of 41.4 _Pa (6,000 psi).
Electric generators and motors are the samarium-cobalt permanent magnet brush-
less type with appropriate electronic controls. The required motor size for
maximum pitch rate is approximately 25 hp.
The magnetic coupling is an electric motor mounted on the rotating interface
with the stator fixed to the gearbox and the rotor driving the ball screw
through appropriate gearing. During fixed pitch operations, the rotor reacts
blade torque and rotates at a reference rpm dependent on Prop-Fan speed. Rotor
speed is increased or decreased from the reference speed to raise or lower
pitch. The traction drive is a toroidal variable ratio type with associated
planetary gearing. This type of traction drive was selected over a constant
ratio, multi-stage roller traction drive, because it offered a mechanical
method of providing hi-directional, variable speed pitch control.
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The seven power system concepts were evaluated and compared. They are as fol-
lows in order of ranking.
•
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Hydraulic piston actuator
Ball screw, hydraul ic motor
Ballscre_, electric motor
Ballscrew, differential gears, hydraulic motor
Ballscrew, magnetic coupling
Ballscrew, differential gears, electric motor
Ballscrew, traction drive
The simplicity of the hydraulic piston concept prompted the highest ratings
for reliability, performance, and cost. Consequently, the hydraulic piston
concept received the highest total rating. Of the remaining ball screw con-
cepts, electric motor drives rated second to hydraulic motor drives, because
they are less reliable and heavier. Differential gear concepts rated lower on
reliability, because they have a higher parts count. The toroidal traction
drive was rated low on reliability, performance, and technical risk. This left
the hydraulic piston actuator (linear hydraulic) and the hydraulic motor drive
ballscrew (rotary hydraulic) as the two final candidates for further study.
The rotary hydraulic concept rated higher than the linear hydraulic concept in
terms of weight and adaptability to counter-rotating Prop-Fans. The latter was
a consideration secondary to the evaluation parameters listed at the beginning
of this section. Both concepts have a minimum impact on the gearbox, but the
rotary hydraulic power system was selected for the APET pitch control concep-
tual design study, because of its low weight and adaptability to counter-
rotating Prop-Fans. This system is highlighted by the shaded boxes in the
power matrix of Figure 4.2.3-3. Gearbox interface requirements for this self-
contained hydraulic power system are minimal, consisting only of a high-speed
pump drive shaft from the sun gear and a nominal amount of cooling oil flow.
4.2.3.2 The Control System
Figure 4.2.3-4 is a diagram representing a digital electronic aircraft propul-
sion control system in which a full-authority digital electronic engine con-
trol (EEC) coordinates and commands engine fuel flow, compressor vane posi-
tions, an l Prop-Fan blade angle to control power and rpm. The engine and the
Prop-Fan provide diagnostic feedback to the control. Report coverage of this
system appeared in a NASA-sponsored study completed in 1978 (Report No.
CR-135192). The svstem is still desirable for advanced Prop-Fans. The control
system matrix, shown in Figure 4.2.3-5, identifies different methods of trans-
mitting a blade pitch command signal to the Prop-Fan power matrix from the
EEC. Several methods of transmitting the digital signal across the rotating
interface to a Prop-Fan mounted electronic controller are shown with several
types of blade angle (/9) feedback sensors. A stationary nacelle mounted
electronic controller was also considered in this analysis.
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Figure 4.2.3-3 Selected Rotary Hydraulic Prop-Fan Power System From Trade
Study - This system is lighter and more adaptable to
counter-rotating Prop-Fans.
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Figure 4.2.3-4 Prop-Fan Propulsion System Control Diagram - The engine and
Prop-Fan provide diagnostic feedback to the control.
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Prop-Fan Control System Hatrix - This figure identifies
different methods of transmitting a signal to the Prop-Fan
power matrix from the EEC.
All control system components were evaluated and compared utilizing parameters
and weighting factors similar to those employed in the power system study.
These parameters are listed as follows in order of importance, starting with
the most critical:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
safety
reliability
maintainability
acquisition cost
accuracy (Synchrophasing control)
weight
technical risk
adaptability (to single-rotating and counter-rotating
in-line and offset gearbox configurations)
envelope
Prop-Fans,
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Five blade angle feedback displacement sensors were considered. They were:
(1) linear variable differential transducer (LVDT), (2) rotary variable dif-
ferential transducer (RVDT), (3) linear variable phase transducer (LVPT), (4)
resolver, and (5) optical encoders. The LVDT and LVPT measure linear displace-
ment. The RVDT and resolver measure rotary displacement, while optical encod-
ers can measure either linear or rotary displacements.
A comparison of the sensors ranked them as follows:
I. LVPT
2. LVDT
3. RVI)T
4. Resol ver
5. Optical
All sensors provided sufficient accuracy, but each differed significantly in
reliability, maintainability, and cost. The first three rated sufficiently
higher than the last two to qualify as candidates for selection. The LVDT and
RVDT measure displacement as a function of output voltage amplitude. Both are
widely used today. In contrast, the LVPT represents a relatively new technol-
ogy. It measures displacement as a function of phase difference of two output
voltages, and unlike the LVDT, it does not require an analog/digital convert-
er. Because of this latter feature, the LVPT rates slightly higher than the
LVDT. However, the RVDT was chosen over the LVPT, because the RVDT is more
adaptable to the rotary hydraulic power system previously selected for the
APET study.
Five methods of transmitting digital control signals across the rotating in-
terface were evaluated. These are: (1) radio (RF), (2) capacitor, (3) optics,
(4) transformer, and (5) acoustics. Following the evaluation, they ranked as
they appear below.
I. Capacitor
2. Transformer
3. Optics
4. Radio (RF)
5. Acoustics
Rating variations were based primarily on reliability, with particular empha-
sis on susceptibility to external interference. Optics rated lower than the
capacitor and the transformer concept, because it is more difficult to protect
optical components from contamination than to shield the capacitor and trans-
former from electromagnetic interference (EMI). Radio and acoustics were elim-
inated, because they are very difficult to protect from radio frequency (RF)
and acoustic interference. The capacitor concept was selected, because it is
simple and more reliable.
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Three of the five control system concepts shown in Figure 4.2.3-5 utilize a
fractional horsepower D.C. electric servo motor to position a metering valve
to provide high pressure oil to either a linear piston or a gear motor prime
mover. The servo motor and its electronic controller are mounted in the rota-
ting Prop-Fan in two of these concepts and on the stationary gearbox in the
third concept. The remaining two concepts incorporate an electronic controller
to control a large D.C. electric motor (approximately 25 hp) prime mover. One
of these concepts has the controller and motor mounted in the rotating Prop-
Fan, and the other concept has the controller mounted on the gearbox to con-
trol the motor (magnetic coupling).
Comparative evaluation of the control systems resulted in the ranking shown
below.
l .
2.
3.
4.
5.
Electric servo motor, metering valve, hydraulic motor
Electric servo motor, metering valve, hydraulic piston
Electric servo motor, gears, metering valve
Electric motor (magnetic coupling)
Electri c motor
The first two servo motor control systems are identical and share the same
rating. They differ only in the prime movers being driven. Their rating is
significantly higher than the ratings of the remaining three concepts. The
third servo motor system was penalized on reliability and accuracy for trans-
mitting the control input to the metering valve through differential gearing.
The two large electric motor control concepts received low ratings, because
the solid state components currently available for large motor and generator
controls are less reliable and significantly larger than those for small mo-
tors and generators. Considerable research and development effort is underway
to improve this technology for use in aerospace applications (e.g., the all
electric aircraft). When electrical prime movers become competitive with hy-
draulic prime movers, the rotary pitch change mechanism can be easily adapted
to either system.
The pitch control system components selected for the rotary hydraulic power
systems are highlighted by the shaded control matrix boxes in Figure 4.2.3-6.
Interface with the gearbox is minimal and consists of a support bracket for
the stationary half of the capacitor signal transfer coupling and a high-speed
generator drive shaft from the sun gear. This is the same shaft that drives
the pumps in the power system.
In summary, the trade studies showed that:
a) The linear hydraulic actuator rates slightly higher than the rotary
hydraulic actuators, but the latter is lighter and appears to be more
adaptable to counter-rotating Prop-Fans; both are viable concepts for
future study.
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(b) Hydraulic systems are more reliable and have a higher power density
capability than electrical systems.
(c)
(d)
Using a power supply located on the rotating side of the interface is
more reliable than transmitting power across the rotating interface
from the stationary side.
The capacitor control signal transfer across the rotating interface
is simple and reliable.
(Synch)(0
Figure 4.2.3-6 Selected Control System Rotary Hydraulic Concept - The shaded
control matrix boxes highlight the pitch control components
selected for the rotary hydraulic power systems.
4.2.4 Conceptual Design of Selected Concept
The two primary design objectives for the APET pitch control conceptual design
we re:
o To minimize impact on the gearbox, and
o To maximize accessibility and maintainability.
To meet these objectives, Hamilton Standard implemented a modular pitch con-
trol design which is in the rotating Prop-Fan assembly. This simplifies the
interface with the gearbox, improves gearbox reliability, lowers maintenance
cost, and reduces pitch change maintenance cost by providing accessible,
easily maintainable modules. The conceptual design incorporates the rotary hy-
draulic pitch control system components selected in the trade study.
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4.2.4.1 Description of the Pitch Control Concept
The Prop-Fan is flange-mounted to the gearbox output shaft through curvic face
splines at the rear face of the hub. A single-row angular contact ball bearing
retains each blade in the hub. An external blade clamp provides additional
support for static blade pitch operation. A fixed amount of oil in the hub
lubricates the blade retention bearings. A lip seal at the blade root seals
the hub and prevents external leakage. A sectional assembly drawing of the
Prop-Fan pitch control concept is shown in Figure 4.2.4-I. Blade trunnion
arms, which are splined to the inboard end of the blades, rotate the blades
about the pitch axes. Links with spherical rod-end bearings connect the trun-
nion arms to a ballscrew nut which translates to change blade pitch. The ball-
screw is straddle-mounted on hub-mounted support bearings. Link forces impose
a torque on the ball nut which is reacted by an integral lug sliding in a slot
in the hub-mounted forward housing.
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Figure 4.2.4-I Pitch Control Drawing - This figure highlights pitch control
features.
A hydraulic power module drives the ball screw. This module consists of a har-
monic drive, a hydraulic gear motor, a four-way metering valve (beta control),
a mechanical in-place pitch lock, pumps, oil sumps, pressure regulating and
relief valves, and a generator. A bolted flange secures the power module on
the Prop-Fan forward hub-mounted housing. The ball screw increases and de-
creases the pitch. Harmonic drive rotates the ball screw in response to pres-
surized oil applied to the high or low pitch side of the hydraulic drive
motor. An irreversible worm gear mesh acts as a pitch lock. The worm gear,
which is splined to the ball screw, rotates with the ball screw as a direct
indication of blade angle position. A small axial gap is maintained between
the end of the worm and the hub-mounted power module housing. The worm is free
to translate. This prevents the blade pitch from decreasing toward low pitch
more than one degree if hydraulic power inadvertently fails anywhere in the
blade operating range.
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A small bi-directional D.C. servo motor drives the pitch lock worm to control
pitch upon command from the electronic control module. Each rotational posi-
tion of the worm gear represents a discrete blade angle setting in the operat-
ing range. An RVDT measures this position. The RVDT is geared to the worm gear
and fed back to both the electronic control module and the nacelle-mounted EEC.
4.2.4.2 Hydraulic System
Figure 4.2.4-2 is a diagram showing the functional relationship between the
actuator, pitch lock, and the hydraulic components. The hydraulic system is
designed to conserve power and reduce heat generation. The Prop-Fan pitch con-
trol operates over ninety-five percent of the time at power levels less than
twenty percent of peak power. This is because peak pitch rate power is neces-
sary only for large blade angle excursions such as reversing and feathering.
For commercial aircraft, these operations comprise less than five percent of
the total operating time.
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Figure 4.2.4-2 Hydraulic System Diagram - This diagram shows the functional
relationships between the actuator, pitch lock, and the
hydraulic components.
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A small displacement main gear pump supplies high pressure oil to the hydrau-
lic motor via the beta metering valve for all low-power pitch control require-
ments. Although the pump can provide the peak system pressure set by the high
pressure relief valve, the pump supply (discharge) pressure is regulated to a
few hundred psi above motor operating pressure requirements. The main and
standby regulating valves accomplish this by regulating main pump supply pres-
sure to the metering valve at a level slightly above the higher of high and
low pitch pressures as indicated by the shuttle selector valve. This pressure
regulation, coupled with the small pump size, reduces pitch control power gen-
eration to the low levels necessary for most of the flight spectrum. A standby
ear pump with approximately four times the capacity of the main pump circu-
ates oii back to the pressurized sump at low pressure (low power) most of the
time. When the beta metering valve is positioned for high flow (pitch rate),
the regulating valve and standby check valve combine both the standby pump
flow and the main pump flow, at high pressure, to provide the required high
power. This is a transient condition, and heat generation is minimal.
A pitch control system pressure versus weight trade study showed that 41.4 MPa
(6,000 psi) is the optimal pressure for minimum weight. However, 32.8 MPa
(4,750 psi) was selected because it results in higher reliability and lower
cost for a weight penalty less than a percent of pitch control weight. A small
scavenge pump charges the pressurized sump to 0.52 MPa (75 psi) minimum. This
scavenge sump is on the atmospheric sump where system leakage collects. This
pressure ensures that the main and standby high-speed pumps are adequately
supplied with oil to prevent cavitation. Cooling oil from the gearbox lube
system circulates through the hydraulic power module to mix directly with
pitch control oil and return filtered to the gearbox cooler.
A high speed shaft from the gearbox drives the power module pumps and genera-
tor on the axis of rotation. The generator is a light-weight, samarium-cobalt,
permanent magnet, externally-commutated A.C. type. The electronic control mod-
ule rectifies the A.C. output to D.C. Dual generator windings provide separate
voltage supplies for pitch control and blade deicing. An overrunning clutch at
the generator drive shaft permits the generator to operate as a motor for sta-
tic ground operation of the pitch control. Auxiliary ground cart power, sup-
plied to the generator with the engine inoperative, drives the pumps to devel-
op pressurized oil for pitch change.
4.2.4.3 Electronic Control System
The electrunic control module incorporates the printed circuit boards and
solid state components required to:
a) provide control of the D.C. servo motor under pitch control command
from the nacelle-mounted, full-authority, digital Electronic Engine
Control and from separate overspeed pitch control circuitry in the
modul e,
b) transmit blade angle feedback and other diagnostic signals to the
Electronic Engine Control, and
c) provide power switching for blade deicing.
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A rotary capacitor signal transfer module, located at the rear of the hub,
transmits serial digital pitch control signals bi-directionally between the
Electronic Engine Control and the rotating electronic control module. The
transfer nodule contains two electrical paths. Each path consists of two par-
allel annular metal disks, one on each side of the rotating interface, sepa-
rated by _n air gap.
Under normal operating conditions, the electronic control module provides only
blade pitch control on command from the Electronic Engine Control. All intel-
ligence for governing rpm, Synchrophasing, feathering, reversing, and ground
handling is in the dual-channel Electronic Engine Control. This permits the
more complex electronic control circuitry to be in the nacelle where it is
more accessible for maintenance and for modification of control parameters. In
the event of either an erroneous signal or loss of signal from the Electronic
Engine Control, the electronic control module has a solid-state speed governor
with separate power supply, circuitry, and speed sensor that will govern rpm
at a set percentage of normal rpm. The flight may then continue with only the
loss of Synchrophasing and reversing capability. Provision is made to conduct
a pre-flight check of this back-up control circuit.
Blade pitch angle change originates with a requirement and a command signal
from the EEC to change a discrete amount toward either high or low pitch. The
signal is transmitted across the capacitor signal transfer module to the
electronic control module. The electronic control module powers the D.C. servo
motor to rotate the pitch lock worm and to translate the metering valve spool
through a linkage. Pressurized oil, metered to the hydraulic motor, causes the
ball screw and worm gear to rotate, translating the worm in the opposite di-
rection, thereby nulling the valve. The ball screw and worm gear will continue
to rotate as long as the motor is rotating. The pitch lock gap between the
worm and ground toward low pitch is continuously maintained within one degree
of blade angle (i.e., full metering valve authority is sustained within the
pitch lock gap). The RVDT continuously measures the blade angle position which
is fed back to the control. The control terminates the signal when the com-
manded angle is reached.
4.2.4.4 Maintainability Features
The modular component design of the pitch control concept satisfies the pri-
mary design objectives of minimum impact on the gearbox and maximum accessi-
bility and maintainability for any gearbox configuration. After removal of the
Prop-Fan spinner, the electronic control module can be easily removed by re-
moving bolts from the mounting flange and by then pulling the module forward
on guide pins to release the plug-in wiring connectors. Removal of the D.C.
servo motor mounting bolts permits the motor and associated reduction gearing
to be removed as a unit from the hydraulic power module. The hydraulic power
module, including the generator, can be removed on guide dowels after taking
out the mounting flange bolts. A hoist and lifting fixture are not necessary
for removal of the module. Check valves are incorporated in the oil transfer
tubes to seal against oil loss when disengaged from the gearbox cooling oil
tubes.
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Access is gained to the blade links and ball screw assembly for inspection or
maintenance action by removing the conical support housing from the hub at the
bolted flange. The hydraulic power nodule need not be removed for this opera-
tion. Individual blades can also be removed and replaced, if required, as
fol lows:
(a) disconnect the blade link at the trunnion arm,
(b) disengage the deicing brush assembly from the blade slip rings,
(c) remove the external split clamp and lip seal from the hub,
(d) move the blade into the hub a small distance and remove the retention
bearing balls, self-contained in a flexible plastic retainer, and
(e) remove the blade from the hub.
The capacitor signal transfer module is fabricated in segments that are easily
removed for replacement or repair.
It is possible to remove and replace all Prop-Fan comnonents without removing
the hub or gearbox from the aircraft. The user can decide the extent to which
this disassembly is necessary on the aircraft.
In Figure 4.2.4-3 there are three critical technologies that require addition-
al development before their use in an advanced Prop-Fan propulsion system. The
rotary capacitor signal transfer module requires an efficient shielding system
to prevent electro-magnetic interference (EMI). The electronic control compo-
nents must be mounted and packaged in the module to withstand the G-field en-
vironment of the rotating Prop-Fan (approximately 40 G's per inch of radius
from the axis of rotation). The hydraulic gear pumps and gear motors must be
developed for the high speed, high pressure application of the power module. A
research and technology plan, defining the programs required for technology
development, has been prepared and is included later in this report.
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Figure 4.2.4-3
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Advanced Technology Components Requiring Additional
Development - A plan to test this technology is included in
Section 4.5.
4.2.5 Pitch Control Parameters
The primary Prop-Fan design parameters used in the conceptual design of the
advanced technology pitch control were blade pitch slew rates, blade angles,
and blade twisting moments.The following sections discuss these parameters.
4.2.5.1 Slew Rates
Table 4.2.5-I presents the blade pitch slew rate requirements for various
Prop-Fan operating conditions. Normal slew rate requirements for most of the
flight spectrum are low. Blade pitch angle is essentially constant at each
flight condition with small excursions of less than +O.l degree during
Synchrophasing . Synchrophasing is a fine-tuning cont_l of blade pitch
through very small angles that do not require high slew rates.
Table 4.2.5-I.
Condi tion
Normal control
Synchrophasing
Feathering
Reversing
Ground Operati on
(engine inoperative)
S1ew Rates
Blade Pitch
Rate (deg/sec)
0-3
O-I
15
15
0-3
The aircraft requirements normally set the maximum slew rate based on the time
necessary to reach full reverse angle on landing. The rates shown are based on
the capability to reverse fully from flight idle in three seconds. These rates
are judged to be satisfactory for advanced turboprop propulsion systems. How-
ever, different rate requirements can be easily satisfied with minor changes
to the pitch control.
4.2.5.2 Blade Pitch Angle Settings
The blade angle settings given in Table 4.2.5-2 are for various operating con-
ditions. Angles are specified at the blade 3/4 radius. Pratt & Whitney indi-
cates that the engine can start with the blades at any angle including
feather. Therefore, the minimum Prop-Fan torque blade angle is somewhat aca-
demic for this propulsion system. The mechanical in-place pitch lock sets the
emergency blade angles. The pitch lock follows approximately one degree below
any commanded blade angle.
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Table 4.2.5-2.
Condi tion
Takeoff (0 Mn)
Maximum climb (0.3 Mn)
Cruise (0.75 Mn)
Flight idle (0.3 Mn)
Maximum reverse
Feather
Minimum Prop-Fan Torque (static conditions)
Emergencies
Blade Angle Settings
 3/4
(degrees )
+32
+41
+55
+38
-7
+85
0
< l below setting
when condition occurs
4.2.5.3 Blade Twisting Homents
The pitch control system must be capable of rotating the blades about the
pitch axis, to counteract the total blade twisting moment. The total moment
comprises the following individual twisting moments:
a)
b)
centrifugal, acting toward flat pitch,
aerodynamic, acting toward either high or low pitch depending on the
flight condition, and
c) friction, acting to impede motion toward either high or low pitch.
Centrifugal twisting moment results from centrifugal forces on the blade mass
as a function of distance from the pitch axis and makes up most of the total
moment. Highly swept Prop-Fan blades have significantly higher twisting mo-
ments than more conventional blades with less sweep because of the increase in
overhang from the pitch axis.
The maximum total blade twisting moment that the pitch control must overcome
to move ten blades toward high pitch is 58,074 Nm (514,000 in-lb). The maximum
total twisting moment required to hold the blades in position is slightly less
than this value due to exclusion of the friction moment. It is this reduced
moment that the pitch control or the pitch lock must react to hold the blades
at a fixed blade angle setting.
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4.2.6 Weight
Results from a _eight analysis of the pitch control conceptual design were
compared with the data base from the original APET contract study (Hamilton
Standard report SPO6A82, "Prop-Fan Data Package: Weights," May 1982). The net
result is an II percent reduction in total Prop-Fan weight relative to an off-
set gearbox data base (SPO6A82, concept of which appears in Figure 4.2.2-I)
and 12 percent reduction relative to an in-line gearbox data base (modified
SPO6A82, concept of which appears in Figure 4.2.2-2). These reductions are at-
tributable to the advanced technology pitch control design concept, because
the weight of the remainder of the Prop-Fan parts is the same as the data base
references.
4.2.7 Rel lability
A component failure rate and unscheduled removal rate analysis was performed
for all the pitch control modules. These rates were then added to the respec-
tive rates of the remaining Prop-Fan hardware to arrive at the total Prop-Fan
system rates.
Failure rate is defined as any event chargeable to the hardware. Removal rates
include additional non-chargeable events such as maintenance damage, unsub-
stantiated removals (no failures), and accident and foreign object damage
(FOD) where applicable, in addition to the chargeable removal rates. The mean
time between unscheduled removals for all causes is the inverse of the total
removal rate.
The MTBUR of 5300 hours for the advanced technology Prop-Fan system is derived
in Table 4.2.7-I. The table is based on Prop-Fan assembly removals as well as
removals of replaceable components such as the electronic control, the power
module, and the spinner.
Table 4.2.7-I Unscheduled Removals (All Causes)
Component
Spinner
Removal Rate
(events/lO00 flight hours)
O. OO86
Disk and Aft Fairing 0.0029
Blades O.0530
Forward Cover and Fairing O.OOS5
Electronic Control Module O. 0490
Capacitor Coupling O.0002
Power Module 0.0594
Non-Modular Components O.OlO0
Total : O.1886
MTBUR = (I/.1886) (lO00) = 5,300 hours
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The current technology, "internal" pitch control is applicable to an In-llne
gearbox configuration. It is described as "internal," because a portion of the
pitch control Is inside the gearbox. The current technology external pltch
control is applicable to an offset gearbox configuration where all the pitch
control hardware can be outside the gearbox.
The advanced technology pitch control is external to the gearbox and is ap-
plicable to both the in-line and the offset gearbox configurations. A Prop-Fan
with the internal, current technology pitch control exhibits an eight percent
loss in reliability (mean time between unscheduled removals) relative to a
Prop-Fan with an external, current technology pitch control concept.
The Prop-Fan with external, advanced technology pitch control represents an
improvement of 96 percent in MTBUR over the baseline external current tech-
nology pitch control Prop-Fan system defined in NASA report CR135192 "Study of
Turboprop Systems Reliability and Maintenance Costs," June 1978, Table 4.4-I,
page 231. Baseline removal rates were revised for ten blades instead of eight
to compare with the advanced technology Prop-Fan system.
The "chargeable" mean time between unscheduled removals for a Prop-Fan with
the external advanced technology pitch control concept is 9,000 hours This re-
presents an improvement of I05 percent over the 4,400 hours for the baseline
Prop-Fan system with an external current technology pitch control concept.
The predicted MTBUR (chargeable events) of 26,800 hours for a Prop-Fan with
the external advanced technology pitch control concept is for occurrences
where removal of the entire Prop-Fan assembly is required due to failure. This
represents an improvement of 46 percent over the 18,400 hours for a Prop-Fan
with the baseline external current technology pitch control concept.
Table 4.2.7-2 is a summary of the Prop-Fan reliability for both current and
advanced technology pitch control concepts.
Table 4.2.7-2
PROP-FAN RELIABILITY SUFI4ARY
o MTBUR Prop-Fan Assy. Chargeable* (hrs.)
o MTBUR Prop-Fan Assy. & Components
Chargeable* (hrs.)
All Causes** (hrs.)
CURRENT TECH.
External Internal l
l
18,400
4,400
2,700
I
18,4o01
I
I
I
-8% I
-8_ I
I
I I
I ADVANCED TECH. I
External i
I
I
26,800 I
I
I
I
9,ooo I
5,300 I
I
* Due to Hardware Failure
** Due to Hardware Failure and all other causes
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4.2.8 Costs
4.2.8.1 Maintenance Cost
The Prop-fan module includes the electronic control, the hydraulic power mod-
ule, ball screw actuators, and the capacitor signal transfer module, llainte-
nance costs for the Prop-Fan with the advanced technology pitch change system
were estimated utilizing an on-condition philosophy established for the Prop-
Fan. This philosophy is in line with present day turboprop field service ex-
perience and involves repair or replacement of only the faulty module, as de-
termined by built-in health-monitoring diagnostics.
The maintenance cost was developed for the ten bladed, 4.1 m (13.35 ft) diam-
eter Prop-Fan by considering all the elements of maintenance, namely:
I. Scheduled inspections
2. Unscheduled line repairs
3. Unscheduled removal s
Scheduled inspections consist of four basic checks:
A walk around check which is performed routinely and as a minimum
check every lO flight hours,
o A line check which is performed approximately every 35 hours,
A base check which is performed approximately every l,O00 hours (can
coincide with periodic check of the engine or aircraft) in which the
spinner is removed, and
0 A major check which is performed approximately every 18 months (about
4,500 operating hours) to coincide with a major shop aircraft check.
Unscheduled maintenance includes blade line repairs and unscheduled removals
of major components such as the spinner, disc and aft fairing, pitch change
modules, blades, and forward cover and fairing. A significant factor in the
maintenance cost of Prop-Fan hardware is the design philosophy at Hamilton
Standard. This philosophy includes _esigning both the Prop-Fan blade and hub
for infinite life. Consequently, these items will only require replacement in
the event of an accident or significant foreign object damage (FOD). Blades
are repairable for all FOD except cases where spar damage is evident. There-
fore, there will be no life limit on ma_or parts, and accordingly, there will
be low maintenance cost associated with scrap. Another design characteristic
is the absence of major components that will be subject to replacement due to
wear. Periodic replacement of the few secondary parts subject to wear is not a
significant contributor to the maintenance cost.
ilaintenance cost estimates for the unscheduled removals of the Prop-Fan system
were obtained by adding removals of all the advanced technology pitch change
modules to maintenance costs of the spinner, blades, disc, and fairing. Costs
for unscheduled removals reflect both line manpower and shop costs to repair
faulty components. 79
The maintenance cost projections for the advanced turbopro p propulsion system
were generated by multiplying line and shop labor cost estimates (converted to
dollars using 1984 fully burdened labor rates) and material charges per main-
tenance action by the corresponding rate of maintenance action or repair. The
line and shop labor cost estimates are based on industrial engineering evalua-
tion of the design in conjunction with historical data for similar hardware.
Parts cost per event were developed using estimated acquisition costs and
historical data relating per repair material costs to acquisition costs on a
percentage basis. The Cost Engineering Group developed the Prop-Fan
acquisition costs by analyzing the hardware as defined on the concept drawings
and the developed parts list. This analysis uses standard techniques for
estimating production hardware costs including comparisions with costs for
similar parts currently in production. The maintenance manhours per l,O00
flight hours include both scheduled inspections and all unscheduled
maintenance. The parts cost assumes 1984 economy and includes all unscheduled
maintenance. Based on the maintenance philosophy Hamilton Standard established
for the Prop-Fan system, all unscheduled actions have been accounted for. This
includes maintenance actions where hardware is removed as well as actions
where repair is accomplished on the aircraft.
The Prop-Fan with an internal current technology pitch control exhibits a one
percent increase in maintenance cost relative to the base Prop-Fan with an
external, current technology pitch control concept. The total maintenance cost
for the Prop-Fan with an advanced technology pitch control represents a nine
percent decrease from the baseline Prop-Fan configuration. (Reference Hamilton
Standard Report SPO4A82, "Prop-Fan Data Package: Maintenance Estimates," May
1982 as escalated for 1984 economy.) Table 4.2.8-I is a summary of the
Prop-Fan maintenance costs relative to the base for both current and advanced
technology pitch control concepts. The lower maintenance cost of the advanced
system results primarily from a reduction in the frequency of maintenance
actions.
Table 4.2.8-I
PITCH CONTROL MODULE MAINTENANCE COST SUMMARY
(For In-Line Configuration)
CURRENT TECH.
External Internal
ADVANCED TECH.
External
Maintenance Cost Base + I% -9%
4.2.8.2 Acquisition Cost
The Prop-Fan with an internal current technology pitch control has an
acquisition cost which is approximately two percent greater than a Prop-Fan
with an external current technology concept. The acquisition cost for a
Prop-Fan with the external advanced technology pitch control concept is
approximately equal to the baseline external current technology concept.
Acquisition costs estimates were developed as described in the section on
maintenance costs.
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4.3 Preliminary 14echanical Design of a Counter-Rotation Reduction
Gearbox -- Task XI
4.3.1 Introduction
The objective of Task XI was to complete a preliminary mechanical design of a
counter-rotation reduction gearbox to meet the requirements of future Prop-Fan
propulsion system.
The design of the APETcounter-rotation gearbox is based largely on the re-
sults of the NASA-sponsored Counter-Rotating Propeller/Gearbox Study
(NAS3-23043). The study identified a differential planetary gear system as
offering the greatest potential for a counter-rotating Prop-Fan. This concept,
along with a numberof advanced technologies, provided the basis for the APET
gearbox preliminary design effort.
4.3.2 Design Goals and Requirements and Reference Gearbox Design
Design Goals and Requirements
The design goals and requirements for an advanced technology counter-rotation
gearbox are the same as those discussed in the single-rotation section with
the addition of two requirements. They are:
0 Separate the engine and airframe accessories from the Prop-Fan drive
gearbox -- Early turboprop gearboxes had the accessories supported on
and driven by the prop drive gearbox. Over 50 percent of the main-
tenance problems with these gearboxes was associated with the acces-
sory drive parts. Remotely mounting the aircraft accessories locates
them in an area similar to that of today's turbofan engine accesso-
ries. If they do develop problems, they can be replaced as sub mod-
ules without replacing the prop drive gearbox.
0 Provide accurate and quantified condition monitoring information --
By integrating various condition monitoring parameters such as chip
detection, temperature, vibration, and pressure measurements and by
processing this information in a computer tied in with the engine
control, a state-of-the-art condition monitor can flag maintenance
action requirements accurately.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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Table 4.3.2-I summarizes specific operating parameters and Prop-Fan drive and
cooling requirements for a counter-rotating system. The operating parameters
include transferring 12,000 hp to the Prop-Fan blades at 1,233 rpm. This
_atches the drive requirements for a 5 x 6 bladed, 3.5 m (If.6 ft) diameter
Prop-Fan. The loads that the Prop-Fan impose on the gearbox include the prop
weight of 816.5 kg (1,800 Ib), a thrust load of 92,556 H (20,830 Ib), and the
IP aerodynamic shear and moment loads. The Prop-Fan cooling requirements in-
clude providing a minimum of 15.4 kg (34 Ib) of oil to the Prop-Fan pitch con-
trol unit at a naximum oil supply temperature of 338°C (170 ° F) at ambient
q o
pressure ._nd then accepting this oil back ,.vitha l _2 C (50 ° F) increase in
temperature after it has cooled the Prop-Fan pitch change system.
Table 4.3.2-I Prop-Fan Gearbox Design Characteristics
Prop-Fan drive requirements
Max power, HP
Gear ratio
Prop diameter. M (ft)
Tip speed, m/sec (ft/sec)
Output shaft speed, rpm
Max output torque. N-m (ft-lb)
Max total prop thrust, M (|b)
Max '1 P' moment. N-m (ft-lb)
Max 'IP' shear, N (Ib)
Max gyro moment at 0.2 radlsec, N-m (ft-|b)
* Distance from CG to prop/gearbox shaft flange interlace
Prop-Fan cooling requirements
Oil flow kg/min (Ib/min) 15.4 (34)
Max oil inlet temperature, °C (°F) 76.7 (170)
Max inlet oil pressure Ambient
Max temperature rise, AT, °C (°F) 10.0 (50)
12,000
7-11
3.5(11.6)
2286 (750)
1233
38054 (28067)/31135 (22964)
92656 (20,830)
8921 (6580)/9857 (7270)
7317 (1645)/6361 (1430)
3186 (2350)/3186 (2350)
J32333-85
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In addition to the above specific operating parameters, the variations of
operating conditions throughout the flight also determine the design of the
gearbox. Table 4.3.2-2 summarizes the flight mission profile representing a
typical short range (741.3 km or 400 nmi) mission. This typical mission as-
sumes a flight profile where most of the time is spent climbing and descending
from a cruise altitude of I0,668 ms (35,000 ft). While Mach 0.8 was used in
this study, previous work has indicated that the flight duration times are not
significantly affected whether the cruise speed was Mach 0.7 or Hach 0.8.
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Table 4.3.2-2
Condition
Taxi
(Ground idle)
Takeoff
Climb
Cruise
Descent
Approach
Reverse
Taxi
(ground idle)
Reference Gearbox Design
Flight Hission Profile for Gearbox Duty Cycle Analysis
Altitude
Duration 304.8 M Flight speed Power Prop-Fan speed
(minutes) (1000 ft) (MN) (% max) (% max)
m m
5.0 0 0 2--5 20--70
1.5 0 - 1.5 0 -- 0.39 100 96 -- 100
2.4 1.5 - 10 0.39 - 0.5 88 - 81.3 100
3.8 10 -- 20 0.5 - 0.6 81.3 -- 70 100
8.9 20 -- 30 0.6 - 0.74 70 - 58.7 100
5.9 30 -- 35 0.74 -- 0.8 58.7 -- 53.3 100
20.0 35 0.8 43.3 100
20.0 Variable Variable 2 -- 5 30 -- 70
3.0 Variable Variable 20 -- 25 75 -- 100
0.5 0 0.2 -- 0 22 -- 6 60 -- 80
5.0 0 0 2 -- 5 20 -- 70
J30272-8
RB51707
The Counter-Rotating Propeller/Gearbox Study (NAS3'23043) Pratt & Whitney con-
ducted in 1983 for NASA provided the starting point for the present prelimi-
nary design study. This previous effort surveyed all known gearbox drive
concepts and identified five offset and five in-line concepts for further
study. These concepts are shown in Figures 4.3.2-I and 4.3.2-2. A forced deci-
sion selection methodology for screening the gearbox concepts was used. Rating
parameters, summarized in Table 4.3.2-3, were ranked in terms of importance as
determined by previous experience. As indicated, the range of parameters
covers performance, economic, and installation related considerations.
The five offset gearbox candidates were:
o The dual compound idler
o The dual compound idler with reversing idler
o The dual compound bevel
o The spur with reversing idler
o The spur-differential planetary
The five in-line gearbox candidates were:
o The planetary with reversing bevel
o The compound planetary
o The multiple compound idler
o The split path planetary
o The differential planetary
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Figure 4.3.2-I Offset Counter-Rotating Gearbox Candidates - Concepts were
rated according to the forced decision analysis.
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Figure 4.3.2-2 In-Line Counter-Rotating Gearbox Candidates - Concepts were
rated according to forced decision methodology.
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Table 4.3.2-3 Counter-Rotating Reduction Gear Forced Decision Evaluation
Parameters
Weighting factor
(Property emphasis coefficient)
Reliability 0.18
Efficiency 0.17
Maintenance 0.13
Acquisition cost 0,12
Pitch control accessibility 0.12
Weight 0.11
Technical risk 0.08
Ease of scaling 0.04
Acoustic signature 0.03
Spatial envelope 0.02
1.00
J30715,64
8429O7 E236
Of the five offset concepts, the dual compound idler and the dual compound
idler with reversing idler were rejected, because they are relatively heavy
and complex, and they have large diameters. The compound bevel was rejected,
because it is very heavy, and the spur with reversing gear was rejected, be-
cause it is too large. The spur-differential planetary concept was selected.
Of the five in-line candidates, the planetary with reversing bevel was re-
jected, because it is heavy and inefficient. The compound planetary was re-
jected, because it is relatively complex and less reliable. The multiple com-
pound idler and the split path planetary were rejected, because they are
heavy, complex, and difficult to maintain. The differential planetary was
chosen, because it is simple, light, and efficient.
Figure .r_.3.2-3summarizes the results of the forced decision selection proc-
ess. As shown, the differential planetary system has the highest figure of
merit. It is superior in nearly all categories, especially in reliability,
efficiency, maintenance, and acquisition cost. The only category where the
in-line differential system does not rate high is accessibility to the pitch
control system. At the time of this study, the pitch control in the in-line
system was located in the gearbox, and any servicing of the pitch control
required disassembly of the gearbox. This gave an advantage to the offset sys-
tem, because the pitch control in the offset system could be serviced without
disassembly of the gearbox.
In conclusion, this early study clearly identified the differential planetary
gear system as being the best choice for counter-rotation Prop-Fans. In addi-
tion, this study identified that a remote pitch control system is necessary
for the optimum in-line gearbox drive system.
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Figure 4.3.2-3 Differential Planetary Concept Has Greatest C)verall Potential -
This concept is superior in reliability, efficiency,
maintenance, and acquisition cost.
4.3.3 Refinement and Hechanical Design
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4.3.3.1 Refinement Analysis
The selection of the differential planetary in-line arrangement was, in es-
sence, the starting point of the preliminary design effort. This effort con-
sisted of design refinement studies which provided a basis for selecting the
best confi guration.
The differential planetary concept is the most simple epicyclic (planetary)
counter-rotation system. In a tractor propeller configuration, this arrange-
ment operates as follows. The front prop is driven through the planet pinion
carrier, while the rear prop is driven through the ring gear. The carrier ro-
tates in the same direction as the input shaft, and the ring gear rotates in
the opposite direction. The blade pitch of each propeller controls the power
split and relative propeller speed. Hamilton Standard determined that using
equal Prop-Fan speeds was best for this arrangel,lent, and this results in an
unequal torque distribution to each prop.
Four different structural arrangements were configured using the differential
gearing to optimize the differential planetary concept. Each system has a uni-
que support structure, and each _as evaluated using the critical parameters
from the conceptual studies. The fifth gearbox arrangement in this study is a
non-differential grounded system. The inclusion of the non-differential
grounded system was prompted by concern over controlling rotor speeds in a
failure mode, although Hamilton Standard is confident that this is not a
problem in any failure mode.
4.3.3.1.I Candidates
The Five in-line planetary candidates evaluated in the optimization studies
were:
o
o
o
o
o
The straddle-mounted
The cantilevered
The close coupled
The inter prop
The grounded planetary (split path)
Straddl e-Hounted
The straddle-mounted designation relates to the prop shaft/ring gear support
bearings which are fore and aft of the gear set. This design appears in Figure
¢.3.3-I. This design provides a substantial wheelbase for the prop shaft and
reduces the overall length of the gearbox. The carrier and sun gear shaft sup-
port bearings are carried within the prop shaft as intershaft bearings. This
arrangement minimizes the motion at each gear mesh when the prop shaft reacts
_Jnder prop loads.
Prop-Fan lubelcooler Engine input
SU
. ,
Pr°P drive v--_____
-_.-. t_ _/
I j_71_17____
--Prop support bearings _w,.,,_.
Figure 4.3.3-I Straddle Mounted Differential Planetary - In this design, the
prop shaft/ring gear support bearings are fore and aft of the
gear set.
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Cantilevered
In the cantilevered design, shown in Figure 4.3.3-2, the rear support hearings
for the ring gear and carrier are forward of the gear set. In this design, the
Prop-Fan loads are taken directly from the shaft to the support structure in
the housing and do not go through the gear mesh.
Bearing added
Prop support
bearings
Bearing
removed
J30715.19
R841911 E236
Figure 4.3.3-2 Cantilevered (Ring Gear/Carrier) Differential Planetary
Gearbox Concept - In this design, the rear support hearings
for the ring gear and carrier are forward of the gear set.
The penalty of this arrangement is the additional 15.24 cm (six in) necessary
for providing an adequate wheel base to support the Prop-Fan shaft. As in the
straddle-mounted design, the prop shaft supports the support hearings for the
carrier and sun gear shaft as intershaft bearings.
Close Coupled
The overall propulsion system length is a key factor in minimizing installa-
tion problems. In the close coupled and inter prop configurations, a success-
ful effort was made to reduce the length of the combined Prop-Fan gearbox
package.
The close coupled concept, shown in Figure 4.3.3-3, attached the reduction
gearing directly to the second stage Prop-Fan through the ring gear drive
shaft. This shaft now provides both torque and housing for the gearbox. It ex-
tends into the engine and is supported on hearings grounded to the engine
housing. Potential problems relating to this configuration were primarily in
the lubrication system. A rotating oil supply pump could not be removed with-
out completely disassembling the gearbox. Concern over the reliability of by-
pass valves in a G-field and a complex oil supply/scavenge transfer system
were some of the problems related to this system.
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Prop support bearings J31220-22
RO43611
Figure 4.3.3-3 Close Coupled Differential Planetary Gearbox Concept - In this
design, the reduction gearing is attached directly to the
second stage Prop-Fan through the ring drive shaft.
Inter Prop
The inter prop gearbox, shown in Figure 4.3.3-4, provides the most compact in-
stallation. In this arrangement, the planetary gear set is integrated into the
Prop-Fan by supporting the carrier from the forward prop and by coupling the
ring gear to the aft prop hub. A segmented quill shaft, supported at mid-span,
drives the sun gear from the engine. The prop pitch control is within the gear
system, but it works independently of the reduction gear set.
The advantages of this system are shorter length and lighter weight, but the
Prop-Fan pitch change mechanism and gearbox share the oil in all the systems
being designed. This and loss of modularity offset these advantages.
Grounded Planetary (Split Path)
The split path planetary concept, shown in Figure 4.3.3-5, converts the dif-
ferential planetary configuration to a grounded system with a fixed speed
ratio for each propeller. As in the differential planetary, the planet pinion
carrier drives the front prop. The forward prop and input shaft rotate in one
direction, while the rear prop rotates in the other direction. The housing
supports the multiple idler gears, grounding the differential system and im-
posing equal and opposite prop speeds at any propeller power split. Changes in
propeller pitch in this system cannot influence the propeller power or speed
split, and this could simplify the propeller pitch control for this system.
However, this arrangement did not compare well in most evaluating categories.
The additional number of gears and bearings had a negative impact on reliabil-
ity, efficiency, maintenance cost, acquisition cost, and weight.
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Inter prop Differential Planetary Gearbox Concept - Of the
five candidates, this arrangement is the most compact.
J_715-22
Prop support bearings R_26,1E2_
Figure 4.3.3-5 Grounded Planetary Gearbox - This concept converts the
differential planetary configuration into a grounded system
with a fixed speed ratio for each prop.
4.3.3.1.2 Evaluation
The five concepts were evaluated using the forced decision screening process
in which seven parameters, weighted in terms of importance, determined the
best concept. The parameters were: reliability, efficiency, maintenance, ac-
quisition cost, pitch control risk, weight, and installation considerations.
The analysis included sizing the gears and bearings and conceptually designing
each configuration to identify the number of gears, bearings, and spacial en-
velope requirements. This information provided preliminary estimates to assess
the reliability, technical risk, and installation considerations.
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Figure 4.3.3-6 summarizes the results of this evaluation. Note that the split
path grounded system did not comparewell with the other arrangements. Weight,
maintainability, reliability, and efficiency parameters penalized this ar-
rangement. The straddle-mounted and cantilevered arrangements rated close,
with a slight advantage given to the straddle-mounted, because it has a
shorter installation length. The forced decision analysis identified both of
these designs as being superior in most categories, so both were chosen for
further study before a final selection wasmade.
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Figure 4.3.3-6 Counter-Rotating Gearbox, Forced Decision Analysis Comparison -
The straddle mounted and cantilevered arrangements were chosen
for further study.
The highlights of this evaluation are as follows:
Reliability
A common lubrication system necessary for both the inter prop and close
coupled arrangement and an increased part count for the grounded system caused
lower system reliability in all three of these gearbox arrangements.
Efficiency
The additional gears and bearings necessary in the grounded split path gearbox
increase_ Dower losses in this system. All of the other gearbox arrangements
were very close in efficiency levels.
Maintainability
A significant drawback of the inter prop gearbox is its reduced modularity.
High maintenance costs will directly reflect this. The grounded system also
received a low rating, because it has a high parts count. The close coupled
arrangement received a low rating as well, because it suffers from the buried
oil pumps located in the carrier posts.
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Acquisition Costs
This comparison came out a draw for four of the five gearboxes. The only loser
was the grounded system, because its high parts count raised the estimated ac-
quisition cost.
Pitch Control Risk
Hamilton Standard's assessment determined that the only gearbox to have a
problem with the pitch control was the inter prop. Combining the two systems
allows debris from one to contaminate the other. This increases the risk of
potential problems.
Weight
The weight evaluation determined that the grounded system is the worst
arrangement in terms of weight, because of its high parts count. The interprop
was the best by a slight margin.
Instal Iati on Compatabi Iity
Both pusher and tractor installations were considered for each gearbox evalua-
tion. Accessory drive requirements, installation length, and torque measuring
devices were all factors influencing the selection process. The results of the
comparison gave the straddle-mounted arrangement a slight edge over the other
gearboxes.
To compare fuel burn and direct operating costs, additional analysis of the
straddle-mounted and cantilevered arrangements evaluated the impact of the
prop shaft loading on the gear mesh and on the overall system. A shell analy-
sis was conducted under a 1.5 and IP shear load of 26,689 N (6,000 Ib) to de-
termine the impact of shaft and hub deflection on the gear mesh misalignment.
A slope of O.OOlOl cm/cm (0.0004 in/in) is acceptable in normal gear operation.
The analysis showed that the resultant 0.00035 cm/cm (0.00014 in/in) misalign-
ment is well within the allowable limit. Figure 4.3.3-7 shows the results of
the straddle-mounted analysis, and Figure 4.3.3-8 represents the cantilevered
analysis. The slope and deflection analysis highlights the major advantages
and disadvantages of each arrangement. The cantilevered arrangement supports
the gear package as a unit. Deflection of the prop shaft cannot generate slope
differences between gears, because all gears move as a unit. However, the car-
bon seal located on the input shaft is grounded to the housing; therefore,
there is a slope difference generated between the carbon seal land located on
the rotor and the seal. The calculated slope is 0.00254 cm/cm (O.OOl in/in)
which is considered excessive for this type of seal arrangement.
Table 4.3.3-I shows the gearbox technical evaluation comparison. The ratings
of the two designs are essentially equal in terms of fuel burn and direct
operating costs. A slight advantage in reliability, maint_inabtilit _, and
weight, as well as a 15.2 centimeter (six in) reduction in eng , rought
about the selection of the straddle-mounted arrangement.
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Figure 4.3.3-7
Relative slope at ring/planet gear mesh -- 0.00014
J30715-18
R841111 E236
Straddle Mounted Concept Shell Analysis - The analysis shows
calculated gear slope/misalignment from prop loads to be
acceptable.
• It J % , - -to
1. Relative slope at ring/planet gear mesh = O
2. Slope at drive coupling end = 0.001
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Figure 4.3.3-8 Cantilever System Shell Analysis - The analysis shows no
significant misalignment from prop load.
Table 4.3.3-I Gearbox Technical Comparison
System evaluation
Efficiency
Reliability (MTBUR), hr
Maintainability $1EFH
Weight, Kg (Ibs)
Cost difference
Technical risk
Gear mesh misalignment
Installation length, cm (in.)
Straddle Cantilever
Base Base
Base - E800
Base - 025
Base +9.1 (+20)
Base - 4%
-- Ring shaft
vibration
Acceptable 0
Base +15.2i(+6)
i
Base + 0.04% [
i
IBase - 0.03%. Fuel burn• DOC J31437-14R8412611 97
4.3.3.2 Hecllanical Design
As shown in Figure 4.3.3-9, a preliminary design of the selected straddle-
mounted arrangement uses advanced technology features. The advanced technolo-
gies are the same as those found in the single-rotation design. These features
include a modulated lubrication system with an aerodynamic lubricant scavenge
system, advanced bearing and gear materials, integral gear and bearings, and
high contact ratio buttress gear tooth form.
Remote Front
pitch Prop-Fan (C.W.) Engine
control
Rear Prop-Fan , input(c.c.w.)
"Modulated
I-_CRB__(_. _ _ _ ,ubricant
_" supply
High temp oil
materials / "_ _)=_-_=. _,///"'lntegral
High strength . / gear/bearing
magnesium
or aluminum Aerodynamic
lubricant scavenge \
High contact ratio
buttress tooth form
(Ex 53) gear material ,3,2_,=
e NMtOt t |242
Figure 4.3.3-9 Advanced Technology Features - The advanced technology
features for the Counter-Rotation gearbox are the same as
those used in the Single-Rotation design.
Design of the planetary gear set included a planet pinion optimization study
and a review of the arrangement's impact on the gas generator power turbine.
Initially, a reduction ratio of 8.6 to l was established. This requirement
came from a preliminary power turbine design study and Prop-Fan rpm require-
ments. This reduction ratio limited the planetary pinion count to a maximum of
four. A small change in the reduction ratio (8.23 to l) would allow the use of
five pinions with a potential weight savings. Both four and five pinion de-
signs were considered for the final design.
The selection process for sizing the planetary gearset is based on building a
matrix of gearsets using two variables, the sun gear tooth count and pitch.
All possible choices of planetaries were tried using a range of pitches from
four to 15 and varying the sun gear tooth count from Nmin = Pitch dia x pitch
to five percent greater than the minimum. This analysis identified three gear-
sets (one four pinion and two five pinion) that met all of the basic require-
ments. The concepts then underwent further refinements.
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A trade study considering the power turbine speed, flowpath modification, ef-
ficiency, and weight was undertaken. As a result of the study, the smaller
five pinion design was selected, because it has a slight advantage in weight,
fuel burn, and direct operating costs. (See Table 4.3.3-2.)
Table 4.3.3-2 Summary for Four and Five Pinion Gear Design
4 pinion 5 pinion
No. of bearings 6 7
No. of gears 11 12
Efficiency Base Base
MTBUR, hours 31,800 30,000
Acquisition cost, $ Base - 1000
Maintenance cost, $ Base + 0.16
Weight, Kg fib) Base - 11.3 ( - 25)
Fuel burn Base - 0.03%
DOC + ! Base - 0.001%
J31229-74
853007 M242
The high-power and high-speed levels required for the proposed Prop-Fan in-
stallations require larger gears and faster pitch line velocities than are
currently used in turboprop transmissions. The proposed counter-rotating gear-
box will have gear speeds nearly twice that of existing transmissions. The
gear tooth dynamic loading is directly related to both speed and accountable
tooth tolerances. As gear speeds increase, the dynamic increment on the nomi-
nal loading will increase. The dynamic increment is that part of the load in-
duced by imperfections in gear manufacturing (tooth profile and relative
position). No gear will ever be perfect; therefore, such imperfections are
always be present. Another contributing factor to dynamic loading is elastic
deformation of the teeth. As the teeth deflect, the load on a given tooth
fluctuates which in turn causes cyclic tooth loading. Due to the high pitch
line velocities inherent in the counter-rotating gearbox, the dynamic load
will need very precise control. The greatest single contribution will be tooth
form. Conventional spur gears operate with contact ratios of 1.4 to 1.7 and
are noisy and prone to vibration at high speeds. There are two possible ap-
proaches to resolving the above problems: either using helical gearing or us-
ing high contact ratio (HCR) spur gears. Helical gears require a more complex
bearing support system; therefore, the high contact ratio approach was used.
High contact ratios are achieved by using teeth of a relatively low pressure
angle, which brings about a tall, slender configuration. This form suffers a
high root bending stress. To compensate for this, a buttress tooth form was
used to lower stress levels in the root area.
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The technologies applied to counter-rotation gearbox bearings are the same as
those applied to single-rotation bearings. A two to threefold increase in ma-
terial and lubricant life relative to current technology allows the use of
smaller bearings and gears which reduces gearbox weight and power loss.
Several changes will yield increased life factors. Improved material composi-
tion and processing will raise fatigue strength and retard surface originated
fatigue (through improved corrosion and wear resistance). Better lubricants
will increase lubricant film thickness. Reduced surface roughness will further
retard surface originated fatigue, and fine lubricant filtration will help
preserve the initial surface finish.
The planet bearing application in counter-rotation represents a greater tech-
nical challenge than single-rotation, because the higher ring gear speed in-
creases planet gear speed and rolling element centrifugal loading.
While not reflected as increased DN level because the counter-rotAtion bearing
cross section is heavier and the bore diameter (D) smaller, the speed effect
on bearing friction and wear is important. The planet carrier speed presents
a technical challenge for both single-rotation and counter-rotation applica-
tions and appropriate technology programs must assure roller pocket and cage
land durability.
Other critical bearings in the counter-rotating gearbox are those supporting
the output shaft which carries the Prop-Fan assembly. This is the ring gear
shaft or the rear prop shaft in the counter-rotating tractor installation.
As in the single-rotation gearbox, high thermal growth of the high expansion
light alloy housing leads to loose operating fits and clearances and, in the
presence of Prop-Fan moment loads, prop shaft angular displacement causes
bearing misalignment. While bearing geometry and capacity modifications can
accommodate moderate amounts of misalignment (in the range of 0.0015 to 0.0020
radians), the relatively large Prop-Fan mass and moment arm of the counterro-
tation installation led to a study of alternative prop shaft bearings.
The first option, the combination of a ball bearing with cylindrical roller
bearings spaced apart is the conventional or baseline configuration and is the
base to which the other concepts are compared (see Figure 4.3.3-9). In this
arrangement, the ball bearing carries only thrust loads fore and aft, while
the cylindrical roller bearings support radial reactions to all shear and
moment loads applied by the Prop-Fan. The span between roller bearings deter-
mines the reaction load magnitude and bearing misalignment.
As shown in Figure 4.3.3-I0, an option with two tapered roller bearings spaced
apart offers two advantages. The number of bearings supporting the prop shaft
is reduced by one, improving reliability and maintainability. The tapered
roller bearings increase the effective span between bearings, improving trans-
fer of Prop-Fan loads to the gearbox housing. When shaft and axial housing
displacements properly preload the tapered roller bearings, the bearings will
operate without radial clearance, minimizing shaft radial displacement and
bearing misalignment. The technical challenge is to cause the relative axial
differential thermal growth between shaft and housing to reduce bearing clear-
ance thus compensating for the effect of radial differential thermal growth
which increases bearing clearance. The intended clearance values can be ob-
tained providing that thermal and preload effects are consistent and predict-
able and the shaft and housing components have no plastic deformation.
lO0
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Figure 4.3.3-10 Tapered Roller Bearings (Spaced Apart) Provide Potential
Benefits - The net advantages are improved reliability and
maintainability.
As shown in Figure 4.3.3-II, another option is duplex tapered bearings with a
cylindrical roller bearing. This is closer to the base, but with some poten-
tial advantages over that option. While the effective span is unchanged rela-
tive to the base, the duplex bearings provide a more direct path for moment
transfer from the shaft to the housing. This effect could potentially reduce
prop shaft bending and ring gear distortion, thereby improving load sharing
between the planet gears. Shaft displacement and bearing misalignments will be
reduced relative to the base but not as much as the first option. Moment load-
ing of the duplex tapered bearings will require increased bearing size and
weight relative to both options.
Direct moment transfer reduces deflections for increased
tolerance to shock and vibration
37.1 cm
(14.6 in)
span
J30716-68
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Figure 4.3.3-II Duplex Tapered Bearings Transfer Shaft Bending Moments
Directly to the Housing - This could potentially reduce prop
shaft bending and ring gear distortion.
lOl
The use of tapered bearings in the second and third options increases bearing
losses relative to the base. This effect is due to the axial load that must be
applied to every loaded roller in proportion to the roller normal load and
roller cone angle to keep the roller in equilibrium. This axial load is ap-
plied through sliding contact with the roller guide flange and causes bearing
friction drag and power loss.
Table 4.3.3-3 shows an overall comparison of the three designs examined for
the prop shaft support bearings. A qualitative assessment of the technical
risks assigned to each appears in terms of a relative risk/benefit ratio. It
was on the basis of this factor that the baseline ball and cylindrical roller
bearing option was selected for the counter-rotation gearbox.
Table 4.3.3-3 Optimal Bearing System Risk/Benefit Analysis
Ball and roller bearings were selected
Duplex
tapered
Spaced rollers and
Ball and tapered cylindrical
cylindrical rollers roller
Load support Base
Damaged propeller Base
operation
Cost Base
Weight Base
Power loss Base
Improved Improved
Improved Improved
Reduced Base (±)
Reduced Increased
Increased Increased
Risk/benefit ratio
Base Highest Increased ! J_"_"
R842611 E23"/
4.3.3.2.1 Maintainability
J_aintainability of the differential planetary gearbox presents a substantial
imorovement over gearboxes of the past. The differential planetary gearbox is
much simpler than previous gearboxes, having fewer Darts contained in the
single stage gear set. It has seven qears and twelve bearings, and it is a
concept that lends itself to on-wing maintenance, as is shown in Figure
_.3.3-12. This has been achieved by providing easy access to normal mainte-
nance items such as carbon seals, oil pumps, last chance filters, and oil noz-
zle jets.
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Figure 4.3.3-12 On-Wing Maintenance Capabilities - Easy access is provided to
items such as carbon seals, oil pumps, last chance filters,
and oil nozzle jets.
4.3.3.2.2 Structural Analysis
Shaft and Housin 9
A structural analysis was completed on both the housing and Prop-Fan shaft to
ensure control of gear mesh misalignment, minimal slope at major bearing loca-
tions, and structural integrity of both shaft and housing at maximum operating
load conditions. Results are shown in Figure 4.3.3-13. Loads considered were
1.5G and IP shear prop load of 26,689 N (6,000 Ib), 17,083 Nm (12,600 ft-lbs)
gyro moment from a steady state basis, and the loss of a single-blade Prop-Fan
shell and fill.
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Figure 4.3.3-13 Deflection and Stress Analysis - The design meets structural
requirements.
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Several iterations were made in sizing both front and rear ring gear hubs in
order to minimize prop shaft deflections. Hub stiffness was the key in con-
trolling the slope and deflection at the ring gear, and by optimizing hub
angle and wall thickness, an acceptable deflection was obtained. The prop
shaft slope at the bearing locations required fine tuning of the gearbox hous-
ing as well as the shaft. Figure 4.3.3-13 also summarizes various load condi-
tions and their impact on both gear mesh and bearing slopes. As indicated, the
design meets the structural requirements.
A normal load of 1.5G + IP generated a slope of 0.00228 cm/cm (0.0009 in/in)
at the forward prop shaft bearing locations. The bearing internal radial
clearance created an additional slope of 0.00228 cm/cm (0.0009 in/in). The
combined total of 0.00459 cm/cm (O.OOlSl in/in) is still within the acceptable
level of O.OlOl6 cm/cm (0.004 in/in) that bearing analyses and proven bearing
experience recommend. The slope generated at the ring gear is essentially
zero, but the deflection of 0.00132 cm (0.00052 in) is significant in that the
ring gear flexibility should accommodate this motion to maintain load sharing
among the planet gears.
Once per flight type loads (limit case) and major blade failure (ultimate
case), in which the blade shell and filler are lost, do not apply to bearing
and gear slope limitations. However, they do impact both housing and shaft de-
sign.
The gyro moment generates a cyclic load on the prop shaft, and predictions are
that life limitations will be met. For the ultimate case, the loss of blade
shell and fill, the goal is to prevent complete destruction of the support
system. This type of failure imposes a cyclic load on the housing. An eight
minute shut down period was used as a criterion to establish life limitations
for the housing. This is equivalent to lO,O00 cycles or a 68.9 14Pa (lO,O00
psi) stress limitation. Actual housing stress is 42.1 MPa (6,100 psi) under
blade shell and fill loss.
Gear Analysis
For preliminary design of the high contact ratio gears, a simplified gear
analysis procedure was used. In this procedure, the gears were designed with
conventional tooth form. The resultant gear face width was reduced by 17 per-
cent to reflect the level of size reduction achievable by using high contact
ratio gearing. This 17 percent reduction factor was chosen after consideration
of a design study Sikorsky conducted on conventional versus high contact ratio
gears for the Black Hawk transmission.
Table 4.3.3-4 shows a comparison of conventional gearing and high contact
ratio spur gears. The notable difference between them is the gear tooth pro-
file. The Sikorsky Black Hawk (UTTAS) planetary gearset uses a conventional
low contact ratio (I.676, 1.771) gear tooth profile, and the advanced plan-
etary gearset uses high contact ratio (2.087, 2.077) gear teeth. The signifi-
cance of this comparison is that it shows the advantage of high contact ratio
gear teeth in lowering stress leads. This translates directly into the ability
to reduce gear face widths and, subsequently, to reduce weight. Stress level
reductions with high contact ratio vary from 20 to 40 percent at equivalent
face widths. A straight reduction in face width was not used, because there
were other parametric considerations, including higher sliding velocities.
Therefore, the face width reduction ratio factor of 17 percent, used on the
APET gearbox, was chosen to account for potential scoring problems.
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Table 4.3.3-4 Planetary GearTechnology Background
UTTAS planetary gears
Sun Planet
m m
Number of teeth 62 83
Dlemetral pitch, cm (in) 22.497 (8.887) 22.497 (8.857)
Pitch diameter, cm (in) 17.7800 (7.0000) 23.8025 (9.3711)
Pressure Ingle 22o30 , 22o30 '
Face width, cm (in) 9.144 (3.600) 7.531 (2.966)
Contact redo, rain 1.676 1.771
Bending stress, MPa (psi) 321.7 (46,654) 381.2/368.1 (65,289/53,382)
Contact stress, MPa (psi) 964.0 (138,367) 953.9/504.4 (138.347/73,164)
Advanced planetary gears
Sun
Number of teeth 62
Diametrel pitch, cm (in) 22.497 (8.857)
Pitch diameter, cm (in) 17.7800 (7.0000)
Pressure angle 20°
Face width, cm (in) 9.144 (3.600)
Contact ratio,min
Bending stress, MPa (psi) 224.6 (32,573)
Contact stress, MPa (psi) 793.7 (115,114)
Planet
m
83
22.497 (8.887)
23.8025 (9.3711)
20/23 °
7.531 (2.965)
2.0870 2.0771
277.4/272.6 (40,227/39,832)
794.4/409.7(116,211/69,421!
rang
m
228
22.497 (8.857)
66.3864 (26.7423)
22o30 '
7.569 (2.980)
334.6 (49,627)
503.7 (73,050)
m.o
228
22.497(8.857)
66.3864 (26.7423)
23 °
7.569 (2.980)
239.8 (34,787)
409.6 (69,4O8)
J32333-96
863007 M242
Gear teeth structural design considerations included hertz stress, bending
stress, and scoring resistance. The ideal design is one in which the margin of
safety is equal for each criterion. Gear bending stress and scoring resistance
are a function of diametral pitch, whereas hertz stress is not. Therefore, a
gear tooth is not usually limited by bending since in the initial design, the
bendi_Ig stress level will be lowered by reducing the number of teeth in each
member, while the hertz stress remains essentially the same. Table 4.3.3-5 is
a summary of the gear tooth analysis. Note that the stress levels have not
been refined to take full advantage of the allowable stress. This conservative
approach was taken to account for potential scoring factors and excessive gear
misalignment due to high prop loads and unequal load sharing between planets.
4.3.3.2.3 Bearings
As in the single-rotation gearbox, bearing system life strongly influences
overall durability. The 18,000 hour bearing system BlO life objective was
set to obtain a gearbox MTBUR period of greater than 15,000 hours. This system
life objective, together with bearing quantity and technology level, deter-
mines how bearing sizes are selected for the critical applications in the
gearbox.
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Table 4.3.3-5
Sun/Pinion
Bending Fatigue
Unidirectional (SUN)
Reversed Bending (PINION)
Hertz
Pitchline Velocity mlmin (ftlmin)
Sliding Velocity m/rain (ftlmin)
Surface Finish -
Micrometers (Microinches)
Gear Operating Condition
Actual
MPa (PSI)
Allowable
MPa (PSI)
307.3 (44,575) 413.7 (60,000)
325.8 (47,260) 337.8 (49,000)
894.9 (129,800) 1041.1 (151,000)
5058 (16,595) 10,668 (35,000)
403 (1,323) -- --
0.38 (15)AA --
Pinion/Ring
Bending fatigue
Unidirectional (Ring)
Reversed bending (Pinion)
Hertz
Pitchline velocity m/rain (ft/min)
Sliding velocity m/min (ft/ min)
Actual Allowable
MPa (PSI) MPa (PSI)
m
270.7 (39,260) 413.7 (60,000)
287.5 (41,700) 337.8 (49,000)
497.2 (72,110) 1041.1 (151,000)
4164 (13,660) 10,668 (35,000)
82 (269) -- --
J32333.74
FI8S0 _8 mcs
Since the number of planetary bearings has been reduced from eleven in single-
rotation to five in counter-rotation and the number of bearings supporting
propeller reaction loads is unchanged, the total number of critical bearing
locations in the differential planetary gearbox is roughly half that of the
split path planetary single-rotation gearbox. This allows individual bearing
lives in the counter-rotation gearbox to be lower than bearing lives in the
single-rotation gearbox for the same 18,000 hour system life. Table 4.3.3-6
identifies the counter-rotation _earbox bearing locations, selected bearing
types and sizes, and "DN" speed levels.
Table 4.3.3-6 Bearing Selection Summary
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Location
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Location name Bearing
(tractor installation) type*
Planet roller Spherical, 1 row
Rear prop shaft roller,front Cylindrical, DFI
Rear prop shaft bali, front Split inner ring
Rear prop shaft roller, rear Cylindrical, DFI
Front prop shaft bali, front Split inner ring
Front prop shaft ball, rear Split inner ring
Input shaft roller, front Cylindrical, DFI
Input shaft bali, rear Deep groove radial
*DFI = Double flange inner
DFO = Double flanged outer
**Gear pitch Diameter
Bearing size, mm Speed
Factor
MM XRPM
75 212.16"" 72 510,0OO
340 430 42 420,000
340 430 42 420,000
360 450 42 440,000
254 304.8 25.4 630,000
254 304.8 25.4 630,000
100 150 24 900,000
100 180 28 900,000
J32333 55
R880708 M242
Single-row spherical roller bearings support the set of five planetary gears
under operating conditions similar to the first stage planetary bearings in
single-rotation. Spherical bearings promote uniform load distribution at each
gear mesh, and the single-row bearing is potentially better for high-speed
operation than the double-row version.
Planet gear size and loading dictate planet bearing size again, because the
gear is integral with the bearing outer ring. Bearing and gear diameters are
reduced, until the bearing cross section is matched to the gear and roller
dimensions and are in suitable proportion to gear and roller pitch diameters.
The selected bearing cross section contains lO rollers, 3.6 cm (I.42 in) in
diameter and 5.1 cm (2.0 in) long, with a 13.6 cm (5.37 in) pitch diameter.
The Blo fatigue life of each planetary bearing is 65,000 hours. The fatigue
lives of all bearings in the counter-rotating gearbox appear in Table 4.3.3-7.
The calculated bearing life of 18,900 hours exceeds the 18,000 hour goal.
Table 4.3.3-7 Bearing Life Summary
Location Location name
number ( tractor installation)
1 Planet roller
2 Rear prop shaft roller, fronl
3 Rear prop shaft ball, front
4 Rear prop shaft roller, rear'
5 Front prop shaft ball, front
6 Front prop shaft ball, rear
7 Input shaft ball, front
8 Input shaft ball, rear
Bearing set life
Set life goal
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
(LIO)
(LIO)
Bearing life
(LIo) hours
65,000
61,000
250,000
390,000
> 500,000
> 500,000
> 500,000
> 500,000
18,900 hours
18,000 hours J32333-54
851705 MCS
The collective life of the bearing system is the single most important factor
controlling gearbox durability. Initial studies indicate that the objective of
15,000 hour IITBUR for the gearbox requires a bearing system that operates with
a 50,000 hour mean time between failure. The equivalent 90 percent survival
Blo life objective is 18,000 hours. This system objective is the governing
factor in selecting bearing sizes for highly loaded applications in the gear-
box.
4.3.3.2.4 Lubrication System Study
The lubrication system study involved two system lubrication requirements.
They were the lubrication of the gearbox and the lubrication of the engine.
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Gearbox Lubrication
The counter-rotation gearbox lubrication system employs most of the features
selected for the single-rotation gearbox except for supply system details
which reflect differences in gear quantity and bearing arrangement. Special
features common to both systems include Pratt & Whitney's _vo-stage modulated
oil supply and the aerodynamic scavenge concepts described in Section
4.1.5.3.2. There are added lubrication system features which have been identi-
fied for use in tile counter-rotation gearbox. Most of these are applicable to
single-rotation. The lubrication system schematic, shown in Figure 4.3.3-14,
identifies features described in this section.
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Figure 4.3.3-14 Lubrication System Schematic - This system has additional
features which have been identified for use in the
counter-rotation arrangement.
A high pressure positive displacement gear pump supplies oil to the gearbox in
conjunction with a pressure regulating valve which holds a pre-set discharge
pressure. The pressure is set high enough to assure adequate oil jet penetra-
tion to gear tooth flanks in the extended addendum high contact ratio gear
mesh planned for this gearbox. The regulating valve bypasses some flow back to
the pump inlet, compensating for metering jet and leakage flow area variables
in the supply system.
High pressure oil is cooled and filtered before delivery to the gearbox. The
cooler transfers oil heat to ambient air. The oil filter is an ultra-fine dis-
posable element with a three micron rating. The filter is protected by a warn-
ing device which signals excessive pressure drop in advance of filter bypass.
Oil flow is divided into primary and secondary streams. The secondary stream
is filtered with a two position shut-off valve. The valve will be designed to
fail open and will be closed only when gearbox power transmission is at the
cruise level or below as outlined in the Section 4.1.5.3.2 which describes the
modulated oil supply concept.
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The main oil flow paths to bearings and gears are fitted with "last-chance"
screens which will intercept any foreign particles too large to pass through
the smallest of the metering jets in the lubrication system. These screens are
accessible for inspection and cleaning from outside of the fully assembled
gearbox.
A major fraction of the primary oil supply and all of the secondary oil supply
will be transferred from stationary flow lines in the housing to rotating pas-
sages in the planet gear carrier through an oil transfer bearing. The fixed
member of the bearing receives oil through jumper tubes from the housing. It
is fitted closely around the rotating member on the carrier shaft and is free
to follow small displacement of that shaft. The close clearance between bear-
ing stator and rotor limits oil leakage to small amounts (less than 10 percent
of flow).
The rotating flow passages in the planet carrier deliver oil to the multiple
planetary gear meshes, to the planet bearings, and to input and carrier shaft
bearings. The gear mesh supply comes through an array of small jets which dis-
tribute oil across the face of each gear. Two sets of jets are necessary, one
each for primary and secondary supply systems.
After passing through various gear and bearing lubrication sites, oil is
thrown outward to the inside surface of the ring gear rotor. 0il is discharged
from the ring gear rotor through rows of holes at its outer radius and is col-
lected by a scroll to scavenge in the gearbox housing. The scavenge collector
carries a mixture of air and oil from the interior of the gearbox housing to
oversized scavenge pumps. The pumps are made large enough to carry a quantity
of air sufficient to promote the scavenge process at critical locations in the
gearbox as explained in the aerodynamic scavenge discussion of Section
4.1.5.3.2.
The air/oil mixture discharged from the scavenge pumps enters a vortex separa-
tor where air is discharged from one outlet and oil from another. Air is re-
turned to the gearbox and oil to the tank. Air enters the gearbox at one end
of the planet carrier shaft to _elp reduce oil churning around the sun gear.
For condition monitoring, the vortex separator contains a magnetic chip detec-
tor at the oil discharge line. The line is oriented so that dense solid parti-
cles are centrifuged toward the detector. This enhances the effectiveness of
the detector.
The oil tank is located close to the gearbox and oriented so that pressure
loss to the inlet of the main oil pump is minimal. The hot oil tank arrange-
ment outlined above is commonly used in aircraft engine oil systems.
EnBine 0il System
The engine oil system proposed for the single-rotation gearbox installation
would be duplicated in a counter-rotation environment. The considerations
which lead to separating the gearbox oil system from the engine oil system
apply to counter-rotation as well. A plan for integrating the engine fuel/oil
cooling system with the gearbox air/oil cooler was suggested for the single-
rotation installation and is repeated here in Figure 4.3.3-15. This alterna-
tive return-to-tank system would offer some flexibility in configuring air/oil
coolers and managing heat loads throughout the flight cycle.
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Figure 4.3.3-15 Candidate Oil Cooling System for Advanced Turboprop Engine -
The alternative return-to-tank system offers flexibility in
configuring air/oil coolers and managing heat loads throughout
the flight cycle.
Predicted gearbox efficiency for counter-rotation closely matches single-
rotation efficiency. The size of the gearbox oil system including the air/oil
cooler closely follows the parameters identified for single-rotation in
Section 4.1.5.3.2. Table 4.3.3-8 is a summary of oil system heat load, flow
requirements, and tank sizes for both the engine and the gearbox.
Table 4.3.3-8 Advanced Turboprop Engine Oil System Requirements (12,000HP)
12,000 horsepower size engine
Heat to oil,
joules/sec (Btu/min)
Oil flow,
kg/min (Ib/min)
Oil volume,
liters (gallons)
Residence time, sec
(full tank)
Tank size (oil + air),
liters (gallons)
Gearbox and
Prop-Fan
Engine and
power turbine
89,658-105,480" 73,836
(5100-6000") (4200)
68-91 * 57
(150-200*) (125)
10.6-14.0" 12.9
(2.8-3.7*) (3.4)
8
12.9-17.0"
(3.4-4.6*)
* Higher value includes Prop-Fan
12
14.4
(3.8)
J32333 59
851106 M239
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4.3.3.2.5 Propulsion System Installation
The counter-rotation gearbox adapts easily to both tractor and pusher instal-
lations. This section will deal with considerations necessary for incorporat-
ing the counter-rotating Prop-Fan reduction gearbox into both tractor and
pusher installations. Included are conceptual nacelles, propulsion system
mounting, and component (accessories, heat exchanger) provisions. Aircraft
manufacturers are currently considering aft fuselage mounted powerplants for
lO0 to 150 passenger aircraft. This will be the prime consideration of this
section.
Tractor Requirements
Applying the counter-rotation Prop-Fan reduction gearbox to a wing-mounted
tractor system requires no configurational changes to the mounting system re-
lative to the in-line reduction gearbox. This is because the two gearboxes are
very similar in shape and external configuration and have mount provisions in-
corporated into the gearbox housing. The consideration of aft fuselage mounted
powerplants for 100 to 150 passenger aircraft prompted another evaluation of
both the mounting arrangement and the inlet section of the tractor.
Locating the powerplant in the aft fuselage region of the aircraft results in
a side-mounted arrangement. This is shown schematically in Figure 4.3.3-16
which shows typical three point pick-up mount reactions. The arrangement is
similar to a single-rotation Prop-Fan tractor lqount. The arrangement antici-
pates a shock mounted system and shows redundancy in the front mount plane.
Considerations of tangential reactions at the front mount plane will result in
a more determinate mount system.
Reactions _ _-_R
('__J _Rear mount /__-_
/ _.VFl'Front Mount _/ _;_._j-" "'_
-",1
Prop-Fan _ F\ _. _, -._._ _ -_." J_
planes "_- '-_"
#_ J32333"14
i i 850904 rncs9
.
Fwd
Figure 4.3.3-16 Aft Fuselage t4ounted Tractor Installation Mount Schematic -
This figure displays the typical three point pick-up mount
reactions.
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Based on discussions with airframe manufacturers, the inlet configuration was
revised from the over/under bifurcated ducting of the single-rotation to one
that has both inlets above the engine centerline. This appears in Figure
4.3.3-17. Initial indications are that any placement variation of the bifur-
cated inlets spaced 120 to 180 degrees apart can be accommodated.
,/
_Engine accessory
gearbox
Optional location for
aircraft accessories
J32333-16
860904 rn_ll
Figure 4.3.3-17 Tractor Installation - In this arrangement, both inlets are
above the engine centerline.
Accessory and component locations for the tractor configuration are also shown
in Figure 4.3.3-17. Featured is the option of providing power to the airframe
accessories either through the high spool or the gearbox. The high spool
drives the engine-only accessories and the starter.
Pusher Requirements
The counter-rotation Prop-Fan reduction gearbox is readily adaptable to a
pusher installation. As with the tractor configuration, the pusher mount sys-
tem evolves from a long beam/truss structure joining the gas generator (engine)
to the Prop-Fan reduction gearbox to a fairly compact, short, coupled design
in which a short conical section attaches the Prop-Fan reduction gearbox to
tile turbine exhaust case. Mount provisions are no longer incorporated into the
gearbox housing. This simplifies the outer case significantly.
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Figure 4.3.3-18 shows the initial configuration for the aft fuselage mounted
pusher. This features a multiple beam/truss structure joining the Prop-Fan re-
duction gearbox to the turbine exhaust case of the engine. The beam/truss pro-
vided:
o sufficient axial length to removea section of the drive coupling,
o pick-up region for the rear mount, and
o space to allow exhaust gases to be ducted out to the free stream.
/i i,i i
gearbox J83_32_s
Prop-Fan module
cooling air duct
Figure 4.3.3-18 Aft Fuselage L|ounted Pusher Installation - This features a
multiple beam/truss structure joining the Prop-Fan gearbox to
the turbine exhaust case of of the engine.
Final selection of an exhaust nozzle, ranging from narrow multilobe nozzles
for low mean temperatures to a full annular nozzle resulting in direct exhaust
impingement on the Prop-Fan blading, will be dependent on model testing, tlost
likely, a multilobed nozzle configuration will evolve, resulting in a mean gas
temperature of about 932°C (500°F) at the blade root at hot day takeoff opera-
ti on.
Discussions with the airframers revealed the desire for a short, compact
package in which placement of the inlet of the engine should be as far aft as
possible to allow sufficient room for aircraft service vehicles in the rear
fuselage area. This consideration led to the short coupled turbine exhaust
case to Prop-Fan reduction gearbox design shown in Figure 4.3.3-19.
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Figure 4.3.3-19 Aft Fuselage Mounted Pusher Installation - This installation
is in keeping with the airframer's Hesire for a short, compact
package in which placement of the inlet is as far aft as
possible.
The short coupled turbine exhaust case design provides for:
- either full annular or lobed exhaust nozzles,
ducting of cooling air to the Prop-Fan module and mixing with buffer
air available from an enlarged first stage low compressor (see
Figures 4.3.3-18 and 4.3.3-19), and
- rear mount plane located on the turbine exhaust case.
The mount system, as shown in Figure 4.3.3-20, takes vertical and side loads
at the front mount on the engine inlet case, while the rear mount on the tur-
bine exhaust case takes thrust and moment restraint as well as vertical and
side loads. The rear mount plane was chosen to take most of the mount reac-
tions because it is near the propulsion system center of gravity and would
have to be strong enough to take most of the reaction loads. The resultant
mount system is redundant, so the vibration isolators at the mount points will
be designed with suitable stiffness to control the mount load reactions.
Accessory and component locations for the pusher are shown in Figure 4.3.3-21.
Like the tractor, options for power sources for airframe accessories are
available. This is accomplished by providing two possible power sources to the
single accessory gearbox. The high spool power is driven through a conven-
tional towershaft within the engine, while the Prop-Fan power turbine can pro-
vide power through a towershaft within the turbine exhaust case. This drives
an angle gearbox and jackshaft connected to the accessory gearbox.
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Figure _.3.3-20 Aft Fuselage Mounted Pusher Installation Mount Schematic - The
rear mount plane is located on the turbine exhaust case.
!
accessor,es _ _-_ _-_ .,32333-73
Optional location for 8K1705"c'12
aircraft accessory drive
Figure 4.3.3-21 Typical Pusher Prop-Fan Propulsion System - Options for power
sources for airframe accessories are available.
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Gearbox Air/Oil Cooler Consideration
The propulsion system configuration places the air/oil cooler on the lower
portion of the nacelle. This is shown for both tractor and pusher in Figure
4.3.3-22. The features are a fixed inlet andvariable exhaust. An ejector
provides for low-speed, high-power operation.
" Tractor installation
, ))1 II -!=::'"" /
Pusher installation
L.._ ,
• Air/oil cooler
Fixed inlet/variable exhaust nozzle
Ejector for low speed efficient operation J31229412
842111
Figure 4.3.3-22 Nacelle Hounted Air/Oil Cooler - The air/oil cooler is on the
lower portion of the nacelle.
For a propulsion system in the 12,000 hp category, the oil cooler would weigh
approximately 45.4 kg (lO0 Ib), have a frontal area of approximately 1,290 sq
cm (200 sq in) and be approximately 12.7 cm (five in) in depth. It's a two-
pass type radiator with a fixed inlet and Variable Exhaust nozzle area. (An
injector is provided for static and low aircraft speed operation.) The cruise
(0.8 mn) drag is estimated to be approximately 40 N (nine Ib) or about a 0.2
percent fuel burn penalty.
4.3.3.2.6 Performance and Economic Assessment
Gearbox Efficiency
The lubrication system is the key item in governing the efficiency of large
high-speed gearboxes. The meshing losses represent only a portion of the total
potential power losses. How the oil flow through the gearbox is controlled is
a very important factor in achieving greater efficiencies. If windage and
churning are to be minimized, the oil flow within the gearbox must be strictly
managed. Oil should be fed into the mesh and removed without the gears churn-
ing it. The goal of the modulated lubrication supply and the aerodynamic scav-
enge systems described in Section 4.3.3.2.4 is to eliminate this churning.
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Table 4.3.3-9 is a summary of gear and bearing losses. It also includes esti-
mated oil pump loss and projected windage and churning losses. Note that the
predicted gear mesh losses and the bearing losses were analyzed at the maximum
torque condition and at a reduced torque (cruise) condition. The major share
of the power loss takes place at the sun/planet mesh. This is because the gear
mesh sliding velocity at the sun gear is much higher than the gear mesh slid-
ing velocity at the ring gear. The sliding velocity is greater at the sun
gear, because the line of action is much longer in the sun/planet external
mesh. The remaining losses are evenly distributed among the remaining bear-
ings, pumps, and planet/ring gear mesh.
Table 4.3.3-9 Gearbox Power Losses Summary
Max torque
takeoff Cruise
Ioss-HP Ioss-HP
Gears "-'--
Sun/pinion 50.3 15.2
Pinion/ring 5.6 1.7
Bearings
Planetary (5 ea) 21.9 14.7
Prop shaft ball 2.6 1.0
Prop shaft roller (FWD) 1.6 3.4
Prop shaft roller (AFT) 1.3 2.2
Carrier (2 ea) 0.9 0.9
Sun shaft (2 ea) 2.1 2.1
Lube pumps (3 ea) 10.0 9.0
Windage and churning (ESTIM) 5.4 3.3
Total power loss - 101.7 HP 53.5 HP
Efficiency - 99.15% 98.97%
J32333"76
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Reliability
Reliability predictions for mechanical systems such as reduction gearboxes can
only be determined for the mature system level. The mature reliability level
reflects the basic capability of the design, and it is the level which will
prevail throughout most of the useful life of the system under evaluation.
This phenomenon does not imply the existence of an exponential failure dis-
tribution (constant failure rate) for each part, but rather the stabilizing
effect of contributing factors such as:
o
o
o
Replacement of parts prior to wear out,
r4ix of old and new parts, and
Inherent randomness of failures operating in the tail areas of the
di stributi on.
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The prediction begins with a review of Pratt & Whitney's past gearbox and
bearing designs. These include:
25 years and hundreds of millions of hours of accessory gearbox ex-
perience in turbojet and turbofan commercial engines; and
The background data from the PT-6 turboprop reduction gearbox --
There have been 26,000 PT-6 engines delivered. They average over
lO,O00,O00 flight hours per year, and their MTBUR, which approaches
lO0,O00 hours per unscheduled removal, is the best in the industry.
The new system reliability prediction is based on actual service experience of
predecessor designs whose operational environments are most similar to the de-
sign under consideration. This experience comes from accessory gearboxes and
from Pratt & Whitney Canada's turboprop gearboxes. Once the basic component
history (in this case, bearings, gears, seals, etc.) has been selected, ad-
justment factors based on our best engineering judgment are derived to reflect
anticipated differences in parameters such as speed, load, maintenance philos-
ophy, etc. These adjustment factors are then applied to the basic component
failure rates to obtain the new failure rate. The parameter of primary con-
cern, the MTBUR, is then calculated by taking the reciprocal of the sum total
of the new failure rates.
A comparative type analysis was conducted for the major components using
actual engine failure rates reflecting Pratt & Whitney's past experience with
main shaft bearings, seals, and accessory drive gears. This was supplemented
by system life analysis studies considering design criteria lives. Independent
studies prompted further confidence in these estimates. Sikorsky and Pratt &
Whitney Canada conducted the studies, which showed estimates predicting fail-
ure rates to be within ten percent of Pratt & Whitney's.
The MTBUR predictions for both the single and counter-rotation gearboxes with
advanced technology are shown below. There are several key features in the de-
sign for achieving good MTBUR lives. These include:
o simplifying the design to minimize the number of gears and bearings;
0 designing for long life bearings which past experience tells us is a
weak Iink;
o using higher strength advanced materials; and
0 moving the pitch control from the gearbox to the Prop-Fan rotor sys-
tem.
Each of these factors has been considered in the single-rotation and counter-
rotation gearbox designs.
The collective life of the bearing system is a most important factor in con-
trolling gearbox durability. Studies indicate that the objective of 15,000
hours M[BUR for the gearbox requires a bearing system that operates with a
50,000 hours mean time between failure. The equivalent 90 percent survival
BlO life objective is 18,000 hours. This system objective is the governing
factor in selecting bearing sizes for highly loaded applications in the gear-
box.
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With bearing BlO lives set above 18,000 hours, the resultant main train
MTBURpredictions are 26,200 hours for the single-rotation and 31,000 for the
counter-rotation gearbox. The difference reflects the reduced n,mbers of gears
and bearings for the counter-rotation design. Whenone considers the effects
of an optional prop brake and the aircraft accessory pad, the final r4TBUR
values are 23,300 and 27,100 hours respectively.
The advanced technology design was based on a 12,000 hp gearbox with a scal-
able range from 5,000 hp to 22,000 hp. Scaling curves, shown in Figure
4.3.3-23, provide a method for estimating both weight and size of gearboxes in
the power range. The abscissa represents the torque ratios of gearboxes above
and below the base size of 12,000 hp. To determine the new gearbox weight or
torque size, select the appropriate torque factor and extend a line vertically
to interact the weight curve. Read the relative scaling parameter on the ordi-
nate. Multiply this number by the base gearbox weight to arrive at the new
gearbox weight. The same procedure will determine length and diameter of the
new gearbox.
0 3+i[
IGR \.16 _,.
o
- :_% xt he.j
8
Where: GRbaea ,= 823 --_=
GR - desired gear ratio
WGB (base) =, 12,0(0) HP gearbox wt. JReference •
Weight, kg (Ib) = 374.2 (825) .0
Length, cm (in) = 71.1 (28.0)
Diameter, cm (in) : 80.0 (31.5)
Total torque = 69,147 N-m
(51,0OO ft-lb)
Scali_ ratio =
Weioht
12,000 lip /
J" Max die
i_l I I I I I I
04100 1.100 2.000 3200
Base size gearbox torque
at sea level takeoff power
Torquenew
Torqueheea
J30272 46
R851106
Figure 4.3.3-23 Turboprop Reduction Gear Scaling - The curves provide a method
for estimating both weight and size of gearboxes in the power
range.
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4.3.3.2.7 Counter-Rotation Versus Single-Rotation Gearboxes
The following section reviews the results of the previous discussion and com-
pares the two gearbox systems.
Both systems use in-line planetary designs. The major advantage of the plane-
tary system is its compact size which allows small diameter nacelle contours.
While the single-rotation gearbox has a relatively large number of gears (15)
and bearings (17), the counter-rotation differential planetary system is very
simple with only seven gears and 12 bearings. Since both systems have plane-
tary gear arrangements, the identified advanced technologies are very similar.
Both systems use advanced gear materials with high contact ratio buttress gear
tooth forms. These advanced technologies have a significant payoff in both
systems by minimizing the size of the planet pinion gears. This in turn re-
duces the centrifugal load on the planet pinion support bearing and allows the
size and weight of the system to be significantly smaller.
Both systems benefit from advanced technology lubrication and scavenging sys-
tems. The use of a modulated lubricant supply allows reducing oil flow at
cruise which is predicted to improve the efficiency at cruise significantly.
In addition, both systems have an aerodynamic scavenging system that uses the
air/oil swirl associated with planetary systems to assist scavenging the oil
out of the gearbox.
Key Comparisons of Single-Rotation and Counter-Rotation
Advanced Technologies
Both systems have integral gear-spherical roller planetary bearings.
The counter-rotating bearing size is in between that of the single-
rotation first and second stage planetary bearings. The DN level of
0.51 for the counter-rotating bearing is slightly lower than the 0.58
level for the first stage on the single-rotation. Both systems are
designed for comparable lives.
Both systems have relatively large diameter prop shaft support bear-
ings. The single-rotation bearing bore diameter of 280 mm (ll.02 in)
is slightly smaller than the counter-rotating diameter of 340 mm
(13.39 in). The life of 61,000 hours for the counter-rotation bearing
is lower than the lO0,O00 hours for the single-rotation bearing, but
the total system life is comparable, because the counter-rotating
system has a smaller number of bearings.
0 Both systems exceed the reliability goal by at least 15,000 hours be-
fore unscheduled removals. The predicted reliability of the single-
rotating gearbox was 23,300 hours. This was achieved despite the re-
latively large number of gears and bearings, while the simpler
counter-rotatlon gearbox has a predicted reliability of 30,000 hours.
(See Table 4.3.3-I0.)
These high levels of reliability result from very high bearing lives
and maintainability features such as the remote pitch change module,
replaceable shaft oil seals, ,_nd easily maintainable oil jets and oil
filters. There are also a minimal number of ancillary units driven by
the gearbox, units such as oil pumps and aircraft accessories.
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Table 4.3.3-10 Gearbox Reliability Predictions
• Number of gears
• Number of bearings
• Bearing system BlO life
• Main train MTBUR*
(gears, bearings,
casings, etc)
• Main train MTBUR*
(including prop brake and
accessory pads)
Single-rotation
Split path planetary
15
17
18,250 hours
26,200 hours
23,300 hours
MTBUR = Mean time between unscheduled removals
Counter-rotation
Differential planetary
7
12
18,900 hours
31,000 hours
27,100 hours
J32333-117
851710 mc121
0 Both systems have similar gear designs. Focusing attention on the sun
gear, the counter-rotation sun gear diameter is in between that of
the first and second stages of the single-rotation system. This gear
is designed to similar tooth bending stress levels. The pitch line
velocity is higher for the counter-rotating gear. The gears for both
the single-rotation and the counter-rotation APET preliminary designs
were analyzed consistently to take credit for high contact ratio
tooth forms without going through the complex procedure of detailed
design of high contact ratio teeth.
Features common to both single-rotation and counter-rotation gearboxes include
materials and lubrication systems. The method of transferring oil to the
carrier has evolved to a more stable system that is not sensitive to rotor de-
flections. The single-rotation gearbox used carbon face seals as the transfer
agent. Misalignment of the carbon rubbing surface has the potential for high
leakage and instability. It is felt that the oil transfer sleeve used on the
counter-rotating gearbox is much more stable. Another advantage of this ar-
rangement is that it lends itself to accommodating the modulated lubrication
system. The dual supply requirement is accomplished by two separate inlet
ports and is channeled through the transfer bearing into separate cavities on
the transfer interface with the rotating member.
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4.4 Task XlI -- Conceptual Design of a Counter-Rotation Pitch Control
4.4.1 Introduction
Under Task XII, a conceptual design study provided an advanced, flight-weight
pitch change control and mechanism design which is compatible with the in-line
counter-rotation gearbox design of Task XI. Prior to the conceptual design,
Hamilton Standard funded and conducted a conceptual trade study to select a
concept for further study under the APET contract. The study was described in
detail in Section 4.2.3, Trade Studies. The results of the trade studies are
applicable to both single and counter-rotation.
This section presents a discussion of the conceptual design of a counter-
rotation pitch control and mechanism. The first part of the section gives a
current technology overview, and the second describes the APET design effort
for the advanced counter-rotation pitch control system.
4.4.2 Current Technology Overview
The current technology available for counter-rotation is primarily the same as
that available for single-rotation. The major difference is that the counter-
rotation technology must accommodate two rotors. As with single-rotation,
counter-rotation blade pitch controls generally incorporate a linear hydro-
mechanical actuator with a metering valve and a mechanical pitch lock in the
rotating hardware. Mechanical, hydraulic, and electrical inputs must come from
the fixed, nacelle-mounted components (i.e., the gearbox).
Rotary mechanical inputs position the metering valve and pitch lock and util-
ize either differential gearing or a bearing-mounted ball screw to transmit
rotary motion across the rotating interface. High pressure oil is transmitted
to the metering valve and actuator through a low clearance oil transfer bear-
ing and transfer tubes. Electrical power for ice protection goes to the turbo-
prop through contact brushes running on a rotating slip ring assembly. Figure
4.4.2-I shows the current pitch control concept.
The sectional drawing of Figure 4.4.2-2 shows current technology for trans-
mitting rotary mechanical and hydraulic pitch control inputs to a counter-
rotating turboprop installed on an in-line planetary gearbox. In this configu-
ration, the drive shaft from the engine restricts access to the axis of rota-
tion from the rear of the gearbox. Therefore, the mechanical signal must come
from the rear face of the gearbox housing to the turboprop, through differen-
tial gearing, around the sun gear shaft and lay shafts, and through the planet
cage and additional gears to reach the axis of rotation. Similarly, high pres-
sure pitch change oil must go through a large diameter (high leakage) transfer
bearing, around the sun gear shaft and oil transfer tubes, and through the
planet cage to the turboprop shaft.
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Slip ring
assembly
i Slip ringI
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Cylinder _ ,J
Differential
gear train Pitch lock
Transfer screw Beta
Pitch lock bearing signal
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valve
control
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J32333-34
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Figure 4.4.2-I Current Technology Counter-Rotating Turboprop Assembly Pitch
Change Mechanism - This technology is primarily the same as
the single-rotation current technology.
Diherential _:_, 2 control Inputs
Oil lines thru gear train _ r .
Bert: ;_ogpa' gearbox pa/Hs
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Figure 4.4.2-2 Current Technology Counter-Rotating Pitch Change Control
Mechanism - Transmittal of rotary mechanical and hydraulic
pitch control inputs are shown.
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Integrating non-modular pitch control inputs within the in-line gearbox intro-
duces several complexities. In addition to the complex gearing and large dia-
meter transfer bearing, there is a significant impact on the gearbox design.
The overall effects are a reduction in reliability and an increase in mainte-
nance costs. This configuration emphasizes the need to develop advanced pitch
control systems that are reliable and easily maintainable.
4.4.3 Conceptual Design of Selected Concepts
The two primary design objectives for the APET pitch control conceptual design
were:
(1) to minimize impact on the gearbox, and
(2) to maximize accessibility and maintainability.
Implementing a modular pitch control design helped attain these objectives. In
this concept, the pitch control is within the rotating Prop-Fan assembly. This
simplifies the interface with the gearbox, improves gearbox reliability and
maintenance cost, and reduces pitch change maintenance cost by providing
accessible, easily maintainable modules.
This APET conceptual design study refined the rotary and linear pitch control
concepts selected in the trade studies for single-rotation (Section 4.2.5).
The study also evaluated the configurations to choose the best one for a
counter-rotating Prop-Fan in a tractor installation. Evaluation of the rotary
hydraulic concept continued, and a new "non-modular" linear hydraulic concept
was generated for comparison. The "non-modular" concept incorporates a power
module and electronic control mounted in each hub to reduce parts count at the
possible expense of maintainability.
A variation of the rotary concept called rotary/linear was also studied. This
concept incorporates a linear actuator in the forward hub of the rotor system
and retains the rotary concept in the rear of the hub, thus reducing the total
number of parts.
4.4.4 Description of Pitch Control Concepts
The counter-rotating Prop-Fan is flange mounted to the gearbox output shaft
through curvic face splines at the rear face of the aft hub. This flange
reacts all counter-rotation Prop-Fan mounting loads and drives the aft rotor.
The planet carrier of the gearbox output shaft drives the forward rotor
through a splined quill shaft.
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Each blade is retained in the hub with a single-row angular contact ball bear-
ing. An external blade clamp provides additional support for static blade
pitch operation. Blade retention bearings are lubricated by a fixed amount of
oil in the hub. A lip seal at the blade root prevents external leakage. Figure
4.4.4-I shows a sectional assembly drawing of the counter-rotation Prop-Fan
with rotary hydraulic pitch control (Concept l). Blade trunnion arms, splined
to the inboard end of the blades, rotate the blades about the pitch axes.
Links with spherical rod-end bearings connect the trunnion arms to a ball
screw nut assembly in each rotor which translates to change blade pitch. Each
ball screw is straddle-mounted on hub mounted support bearings. Link forces
impose torques on each ball nut which are reacted by an integral lug riding in
a slot in the forward and aft hub-mounted housings.
Capacitor signal
transfer modules
Ball screw actuator //_
(fwd rotor) Ball screw /_\
Electronic _ actuator _/]_
control _e /i (aft.rotor) cK_'_
module _ _ l
I
Power transfer Pitch lock
Hydraulic )ower modules J32.3.,,
module .,oo.._,,
o
Figure 4.4.4-I Rotary Hydraulic Pitch Control (Concept l) - Major components
of the system are shown.
A hydraulic power module drives the ball screws. This module consists of drive
gearing, hydraulic motors, four-way metering valves (beta control), mechanical
in-place pitchlocks, pumps, oil sumps, pressure regulating and relief valves,
and a generator. A bolted flange is used to mount the power module on the
counter-rotation Prop-Fan forward hub-mounted housing. In response to pressur-
ized oil applied to the high or low pitch side of hydraulic drive motors,
drive gearing rotates the ball screws which increase or decrease the blade
pitch. An irreversible acme screw and nut acts as a pitchlock in each rotor.
The pitchlock nuts are integral with the ball nuts. A small axial gap, between
the end of the pitchlock screw and the hub-mounted actuator bulkhead during
operation, prevents the blade pitch from decreasing by more than one degree
toward low pitch if hydraulic power is inadvertently lost anywhere in the
blade operating range.
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A small bi-directional D.C. servo motor drives the pitch lock screw to control
pitch upon commandfrom the electronic control module. Each rotational posi-
tion represents a discrete blade angle setting in the operating range. An
RVDT, geared to the servo motor, measures these positions which are fed back
to both the electronic control module and the nacelle-mounted EEC.
4.4.4.1 Hydraulic System
Figure 4.4.4-2 is a diagram showing the functional relationship between the
actuator, pitch lock, and the hydraulic compoaents for each rotor. The design
oF the hydraulic system conserves power and reduces heat generation. Over
ninety-five percent of counter-rotation Prop-Fan pitch control operating time
is at power levels less than twenty percent of peak power. This is because
commercial aircraft require peak pitch rate power only for large blade angle
excursions (i.e., reversing and feathering).
scow
J32333-45
851504 mcs
Figure 4.4.4-2 Rotary Hydraulic System Diagram (Concept l) - This shows the
functional relationship between the actuator pitch lock and
the hydraulic components for each rotor.
A small displacement main gear pump supplies high pressure oil to each actua-
tor motor via a beta metering valve for all low power pitch control require-
ments. Although the pump can provide the peak system pressure set by the high
pressure relief valve, the pump supply (discharge) pressure is regulated to a
few hundred psi above actuator operating pressure requirements. The main and
standby regul ati ng valve accompl ishes this by regul ati ng main
pump supply pressure to the metering valve at a level slightly above the
higher of the two high pitch pressures as indicated by the shuttle selector
valve. This pressure regulation, coupled with the small pump size, reduces
pitch control power generation to the low levels necessary for most of the
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flight spectrum with minimum heat generation. A standby gear pump with approx-
imately four times the capacity of the main pump circulates oil back to the
pressurized sump at low pressure (low power) most of the time. When the beta
metering valves are positioned for high flow (pitch rate), the regulating
valve and standby check valve combine both the standby pump flow and the main
pump flow, at high pressure, to provide the required high power. This is a
transient condition and heat generation is minimal.
A pitch control system pressure versus weight trade study showed that 41.4 MPa
(6,000 psi) is the optimal pressure for minimum weight. However, 32.8 MPa
(4,750 psi) was selected, because it results in higher reliability and lower
cost for a weight penalty less than two percent of pitch control weight. The
lubrication pump, located between the rotors, charges the pressurized sump to
0.52 MPa (75 psi) minimum. This pressure ensures that the main and standby
high speed pumps are adequately supplied with oil to prevent cavitation. The
lubrication pump also circulates cooling oil from the gearbox lubrication sys-
tem through the pressurized sump to mix directly with pitch control oil and
return filtered to the gearbox cooler. The differential rotation of the two
rotors drives the power module pumps and forward generator through a differen-
tial planetary gear system and concentric, geared transfer shafts.
The generator is a light-weight, samarium-cobalt, permanent magnet, externally-
commutated A.C. type. The electronic control module rectifies the A.C. output
to D.C. Dual generator windings provide separate voltage supplies for pitch
control and blade deicing. An overrunning clutch, at the generator drive
shaft, permits the generator to be powered as a motor for static ground opera-
tion of the pitch control. Auxiliary ground cart power, supplied to the gener-
ator with the engine inoperative, drives the pumps to develop pressurized oil
for pitch change. A separate generator for deicing of the aft rotor blades is
mounted on the aft hub near the flange mounting face. The relative rotation of
the two rotors drive this generator through a bevel gear set.
4.4.4.2 Electronic Control System
The electronic control module incorporates the printed circuit boards and
solid state components necessary for:
(a) providing control of the D.C. servo motor for each rotor under pitch
control command from the nacelle-mounted, full-authority digital EEC
and from separate overspeed pitch control circuitry in the module,
(b) transmitting blade angle feedback and other diagnostic signals from
each rotor to the EEC, and
(c) providing power switching for blade deicing.
Rotary capacitor signal transfer modules, located at the rear end of each hub,
transmit serial digital pitch control signals bi-directionally between the EEC
and the rotating electronic control module. Each transfer module contains two
electrical paths. Each path consists of two parallel annular metal disks, one
on each side of the rotating interface, separated by an air gap.
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Under normal operating conditions, the electronic control module provides only
blade pitch control on command from the EEC. All intelligence for governing
rpm, Syncrophasing, feathering, reversing, and ground handling is in the dual-
channel EEC. This permits the more complex electronic control circuitry to be
in the stationary nacelle where it is more accessible for maintenance and for
modification of control parameters. In the event of either an erroneous signal
or loss of signal from the EEC, the electronic control module has a solid-
state speed governor, with separate power supply circuitry and speed sensor,
that will govern rpm at a set percentage of normal rpm. The flight may then
continue with only the loss of Syncrophasing and reversing capability. Provi-
sion is made to conduct a pre-flight check of this back-up control circuit.
Blade pitch angle change originates with a requirement and a command signal
from the EEC to change pitch a discrete amount toward either high or low
pitch. The signal moves across the capacitor signal transfer modules to the
electronic control module which powers two D.C. servo motors to rotate the
pitch lock screws through gearing and to translate the metering valve spools.
Rotating a valve mounted screw translates the aft rotor valve, while a linkage
system, coupled to the forward pitch lock screw, translates the forward rotor
valve. Concentric geared tubes and a differential provide the drive coupling
to the aft rotor ball screw and pitch lock screw. Pressurized oil is then
metered to the system hydraulic motors which drive the ball screw nut assemb-
lies to the commanded blade angle position and null the metering valves. The
in-place pitch lock gap between the screw and ground toward low pitch is con-
tinuously maintained within one degree of blade angle (i.e., full metering
valve authority is sustained within the pitch lock gap). RVDT's continuously
measure blade angle position in each rotor and feed the positions back to the
control to terminate the signal when the commanded angles are reached.
4.4.4.3 Maintainability Features
The modular component design of the rotary hydraulic pitch control system sat-
isfies the primary design objectives of minimum impact on the gearbox and max-
imum accessibility and maintainability for any gearbox configuration. After
removal of the counter-rotation Prop-Fan spinner, the electronic control
module can be easily taken out by removing bolts from the mounting flange and
then pulling the module forward on guide pins to release the plug-in wiring
connectors. Removal of the electro-mechanical module mounting bolts permits
the D.C. servo motors, RVDT's, and associated reduction gearing to be removed
as a unit. The hydraulic power module can be taken out by removing mounting
flange bolts. The forward and aft generators, lubrication pump, and scavenge
pump can each be removed and replaced without disturbing other components.
Access is gained to the blade links, ball screw, and pitch lock of the forward
rotor for inspection, maintenance, or replacement by removing the cylindrical
support housing bolts from the hub at the mounting flange and sliding the
housing forward. Blades in the forward rotor can also be removed and replaced,
if necessary, as follows:
(a) disconnect the blade link at the trunnion arm,
(b) disengage the deicing brush assembly from the blade slip rings,
(c) remove the external split clamp and lip seal from the hub,
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(d) movethe blade into the hub a small distance and remove the retention
bearing balls which are self-contained in a flexible plastic re-
tainer, and
(e) removethe blade from the hub.
The capacitor signal transfer modules are in segments that are easily removed
for replacement or repair. Remaining counter-rotation Prop-Fan components in-
corporate modular design to facilitate shop maintenance. Replacement of the
aft rotor blades requires removal of the aft alternator drive gearing to gain
access to the blade links. This requires removal of the counter-rotation Prop-
Fan assembly from the aircraft. Hamilton Standard is pursuing a simpler method
of aft rotor blade replacement in separate design studies.
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4.4.4.4 Alternate Concepts
Figure 4.4.4-3 shows a sectional assembly of the counter-rotation Prop-Fan
concept with rotary/linear pitch control (Concept 2). Figure 4.4.4-4 is a dia-
gram showing the functional relationship between the actuator, pitchlock, and
hydraulic components for each rotor. This concept is essentially the same as
Concept l except that a linear hydraulic actuator replaces the ball screw ac-
tuator in the forward rotor. The actuator piston is stationary and is straddle-
mounted on support rings attached to the hub. The blade links are attached to
the actuator cylinder which translates to change blade pitch. Torque restraint
of the cylinder is accomplished by an integral cylindrical bushing which rides
on a shaft fixed to the piston support rings. The pitchlock nut is integral
with the actuator cylinder. The screw is supported on bearings in the piston
support rings. Blade pitch angle control signals power the D.C. servo motor to
drive the pitchlock screw through gearing. Linkage attached to the pitchlock
screw causes translation of the metering valve spool. High or low pitch pres-
sure is directed to the appropriate side of the piston. As the actuator cylin-
der translates, the pitchlock nut returns the metering valve to null position
through the pitchl ock screw and 1 inkage. Capacitor signal
Linear piston
actuator
Electronic (_
control
module
Pitch lock
Hydraulic power
module
Figure 4.4.4-3
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Rotary/Linear Hydraulic System Diagram (Concept 2) - This
shows the functional relationship between the actuator, pitch
lock, and hydraulic components for each rotor.
A sectional assembly of the counter-rotation Prop-Fan concept with linear
pitch control (Concept 3) is shown in Figure 4.4.4-5. Figure 4.4.4-6 is a dia-
gram showing the functional relationship between the actuator, pitchlock,
and hydraulic components for each rotor. This concept incorporates two linear
hydraulic actuators, as described for Concept 2, to change blade pitch of both
rotors. Both pistons are stationary and are straddle-mounted on support rings
attached to the hubs. Capacitor signal
transfer modules Electronic
Electronic
control
module
(fwd)
Hydraulic power
module (fwd)
Linear piston _ control
actuator Linear piston / _ module
(fwd rotor) actuator / __._.__ . (aft)
(aft rotor) l e_ "_C
Pitch lock Hydraulic power Pitch lock
module
(aft) ,,,3,
IS 1004 encs_
Linear Hydraulic Pitch Control (Concept 3) - Major components
of the system are shown.
Figure 4.4.4-5
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Linear Hydraulic System Diagram (Concept 3) - This shows the
functional relationship between the actuator, pitch lock, and
hydraulic components for each rotor.
Blade links in each rotor are attached to the actuator cylinder and change
blade angle as the cylinder translates. Torque restraint of the actuator
cylinders is accomplished by integral lugs riding in slots in the forward and
aft housings. The pitchlock nuts for the pitchlock screws are integral with
the actuator cylinders, and the screws are bearing-supported on the piston
support rings. Blade pitch angle control signals power the D.C. servo motors
through gearing to drive the pitchlock screws. Linkage attached to the pitch-
lock screws causes translation of the metering valve spool, sending high or
low-pitch pressure to the appropriate side of the piston. As the actuator
cylinder translates, the pitchlock nut returns the metering valve to null
position through the pitchlock screw and linkage. Each rotor actuator is
powered by an individual hydraulic power module incorporating a D.C. servo
motor, drive gearing, a 4-way metering valve (beta control), main and standby
pumps, a pressurized sump, pressure regulating and relief valves, and a
generator. The power module for the forward rotor is bolted to the forward
hub-mounted hous- ing, and the aft rotor power module is bolted to the aft
hub-mounted housing. Individual electronic control modules provide pitch
control for each rotor. The aft module is mounted in an annular segment near
the counter-rotation Prop-Fan assembly mounting flange, and the forward module
is mounted at the forward end on the axis of rotation. Servicing the forward
rotor actuator and removing blades is essentially the same as described for
Concept I. Servicing the aft rotor actuator and the hydraulic po_r module and
removing blades require the removal of the counter-rotation Prop-Fan assembly
from the aircraft.
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The three concepts were rated to the same evaluation parameters used in the
trade studies and the results are below in order of rank.
I. Linear
2. Rotary
3. Rotary/Li near
Rating scores for the three concepts were close, but the linear concept rated
slightly higher than the rotary concepts based on cost and technical risk. The
rotary and rotary/linear concepts rated essentially the same, but the rotary
is favored because of the slightly lower cost due to commonality of the fore
and aft actuators.
The rotary concept was selected instead of the linear concept, because of the
following additional considerations:
0
0
0
Location of the electronic control and hydraulic power module on the
forward end of the Prop-Fan facilitates providing power for static
check-out and mounting instrumentation for diagnostics.
The ball screw actuator is more adaptable to using Prop-Fan rotation-
al energy to feather the blades mechanically if normal power is lost.
Lower system pressure can be used with the rotary concept with mini-
mal weight penalty, because it is significantly less weight sensitive
to pressure level than the linear piston concept.
As shown in Figure 4.4.4-7, technology development for the three components is
necessary prior to their inclusion in an advanced Prop-Fan application. An
efficient shielding system against electro-magnetic interference (EMI) must be
developed for the rotary capacitor signal transfer module. Electronic control
components must be mounted and packaged in the module to withstand the G-field
environment of the rotating Prop-Fan (approximately 40 G's per in radius from
the axis of rotation). Hydraulic gear pumps and gear motors must be developed
for the high speed, high pressure application of the power module.
A research and technology plan has been prepared and is included later in this
report. The plan defines the programs necessary for technology development.
Figure 4.4.4-8 shows the modular pitch control design features which are ex-
pected to reduce line and shop maintenance costs substantially. All
electrical, electronic, and hydraulic components can be replaced in modules on
the aircraft. The remaining modular components facilitate shop maintenance ac-
tions.
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Figure 4.4.4-7 Advanced Technology Features Requiring Additional Development -
The development of these features is necessary before their
use in an advanced Prop-Fan.
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Figure 4.4.4-8 r4odular Design Concept of Prop-Fan and Pitch Change _lechanism
Assembly - These features will reduce line and shop
maintenance costs.
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4.4.4.5 Pitch Control Parameters
The primary Prop-Fan design parameters guiding the conceptual design of the
advanced technology pitch control were blade pitch slew rates, blade angles,
and blade twisting moments. A discussion of each follows.
4.4.4.5.1 Slew Rates
Fable 4.4.4-I shows blade pitch slew rate requirements for various Prop-Fan
operating conditions. Normal slew rate requirements for most of the flight
spectrum are low. Blade pitch angle is held essentially constant at each
flight condition with small excursions of less than +O.l degree during Syncro-
phasing. Syncrophasing is a fine-t_ming control of-blade pitch through very
small angles that do not require high slew rates.
Tabl e 4.4.4-I Slew Rates
Blade Pitch
Condi tion Rate (de9 s/sec)
Normal control 0-3
Syncrophasi ng O-I
Feathering 15
Reversi ng 15
Ground Operati on 0-3
(engine inoperative)
The aircraft requirements normally set the maximum slew rate based on the time
necessary to reach the full reverse angle on landing. The rates shown are
based on the capability to reverse fully from flight idle in three seconds.
These rates are judged to be satisfactory for advanced turboprop propulsion
systems. However, different rate requirements can be easily satisfied with
minor changes to the pitch control.
4.4.4.5.2 Blade Pitch Angle Settings
Table 4.4.4-2 gives the blade angle settings for each rotor for various op-
erating conditions. Angles are specified at the blade 3/4 radius. Pratt &
Whitney indicates that the engine can start with the blades at any angle in-
cluding feather. Therefore the minimum Prop-Fan torque blade angle is somewhat
academic for this propulsion system. Emergency blade angles are set by the
mechanical in-place pitch lock which follo_vs approximately one degree below
any commanded blade angle.
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Table 4.4.4-2 Blade Angle Settings
/)3/4 (degrees)
Conditi on Fwd Rotor Aft Rotor
Feather +85 +85
Flight Idle +41 +39
Cruise (0.8 Mn) +58 +55
Max. reverse -15 -15
Min. Prop-Fan Torque -l -l
(static conditions)
Emergencies < l below beta setting
4.4.4.5.3 Blade Twisting Moment
The pitch control system must be capable of rotating the blades about the
pitch axis, counteracting the total blade twisting moment. The following indi-
vidual twisting moments comprise the total moment:
(a) centrifugal, acting toward flat pitch,
(b) aerodynamic, acting toward either high or low pitch, depending on the
flight condition, and
(c) friction, acting to impede motion toward either high or low pitch.
Centrifugal twisting moment results from centrifugal forces on the blade mass
as a function of distance from the pitch axis and makes up most of the total
moment. Highly swept Prop-Fan blades have significantly higher twisting mo-
ments than more conventional blades with less sweep because of the increase in
overhang from the pitch axis.
The maximum total blade twisting moment that the pitch control must overcome
to move twelve blades toward high pitch is 37,285 Nm (330,000 in-lbs). The
maximum total twisting moment necessary to hold the blades in position is
slightly less than this value due to exclusion of the friction moment. It is
this reduced moment that the pitch control or the pitch lock must react to
hold the blades at a fixed blade angle setting.
4.4.4.6 Weight
Results of a weight analysis conducted on the advanced pitch control concep-
tual design showed the weight to be the same as the weight of the baseline
pitch control concept, shown in Figures 4.4.2-I and 4.4.2-2, which originated
in NASA report CR 168258, "Technology and Benefits of Aircraft Counter-
Rotation Propellers," December 1982. Total Prop-Fan module weight equals the
weight of the Prop-Fan and the weight of the pitch control and is the same as
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the baseline weight provided in Figure 79 of the reference report. This repre-
sents an improvement, because the advanced concept has the additional advant-
age of modularity for improved maintainability with no increase in weight.
4.4.4.7 Counter-Rotation Prop-Fan Pusher Installation
The advanced pitch control concept is easily adapted to either the pusher or
tractor Prop-Fan installations. Position of the ball screw actuators changes
from forward of the blades for a tractor to aft of the blades for a pusher.
This changes the load direction in the blade links and requires the pitch lock
gap to be relocated from one end of the lock screw to the other end. The
pusher installation also requires engine-supplied cooling air inside the Prop-
Fan spinner to maintain the thermal environment for the electronic control
module within acceptable limits.
4.4.4.8 Reliability
A component failure rate and unscheduled removal rate analysis was performed
in a manner similar to that for the single-rotation Prop-Fan discussed pre-
viously.
For the advanced technology Prop-Fan System, the MTBUR of 2,600 hours is de-
rived in Table 4.4.4-3. It is based on Prop-Fan assembly removals, as well as
removals of replaceable components such as the electronic control, hydraulic
power modul e, electri c motor modul e, and spi nner.
This MTBUR represents an improvement of 73 percent over the 1,500 hour MTBUR
for the baseline Prop-Fan system defined in NASA report CR 168258 (Figures 76,
77, and 81 on pages 265, 266, and 270, respectively).
The predicted MTBUR (chargeable events) of 13,800 hours for the advanced tech-
nology Prop-Fan system is based on only those failures that require removal of
the entire Prop-Fan assembly. This represents a significant improvement over
the 4,900 hours for a Prop-Fan utilizing the current technology system defined
by the pitch control concept in NASA report CR 168258. The improvement in
MTBUR is a result of the high reliability of the individual components in the
advanced pitch control system and the modularity that allows many components
to be replaced on line.
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Table 4.4.4-3
Component
Spinner
Cover and fairings
B1ades
Disks and fairings
Aft po_ver transfer module
Forward power transfer module
Aft actuator module
Forward actuator module
Hydraulic power module
Electri c drive module
Electronic control module
Aft deicing electronic control
Lube pump module
A1 ternator drive assy.
Aft alternator
Forward alternator
Aft signal transfer assy.
Forward signal transfer assy.
Other
Total :
Unscheduled Removals (All Causes)
Removal Rate
(Events71-OI)-O-'_'1-i_Hours)
0.0086
O.OllO
0.0688
0.OO58
0.0165
0.0070
O.Oll8
O.OllO
0.0664
0.0280
0.0836
0.0297
0.0169
0.0037
0.0034
0.0033
0.0002
0.0002
0.0054
0.3813
MTBUR = (I/0.3813)(I000) = 2,600 hours
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Table 4.4.4-4 is a summary of the Prop-Fan reliability for both current and
advanced technology pitch control concepts.
Table 4.4.4-4 Prop-Fan Reliability Summary
Current Tech
I
o MTBUR, Prop-Fan Assy. (chargeable), hrs I 4,900
I
........ I
o MTBUR, Prop-Fan Assy. & Components I 1,500
(all causes), hrs I
I
Advanced Tech
13,800
2,600
4.4.4.9 Prop-Fan Failure Mode Considerations
The counter-rotation Prop-Fan pitch change mechanism and control logic has
been evaluated to assure the design philosophy provides for safe operation.
The purpose of this section is to summarize the evaluation with regard to both
the Prop-Fan and its resulting impact on the selected gearbox.
The fundamental premise of the Prop-Fan safety philosophy is that fail fixed
is fail safe and that uncontrollable decrease pitch is unacceptable. An in-
place pitch lock for protection against mechanical and hydraulic failures pre-
vents uncontrollable decrease in pitch. Redundant overspeed limiting provides
protection against control failures which decrease pitch. Additional safety
features include fuel limiting capability in the engine fuel control to pre-
vent overspeed and fuel cutback as a function of measured torque to prevent
transmitting excessive torque. Also, although fixed pitch operation on the
pitchlock is considered flight safe, the pilot has the option to feather the
blades with a separate analog emergency feather signal which bypasses the nor-
mal digital control.
Safety features are also incorporated in the full-authority digital electronic
engine control which both commands and provides diagnostic feedback data to
and from the engine and Prop-Fan. If loss of the EEC is experienced, the Prop-
Fan reverts to lO0 percent rpm speed control using the electronic control
nounted on the Prop-Fan.
Both grounded and ungrounded gearboxes were considered in terms of the speci-
fied safety philosophy. For a grounded gearbox installation, the blade pitch
angle controls the torque in each rotor drive path. For an ungrounded gearbox
installation, the blade pitch angle controls the rpm of each rotor drive path.
The results of trade studies presented in this report are applicable to both
systems. However, the counter-rotation Prop-Fan pitch control concepts dis-
cussed in this report are based on an ungrounded differential planetary gear-
box system.
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A preliminary failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) indicates that the Prop-
Fan safety philosophy also protects the gearbox. To summarize the key results
of the FMEA, three failure modes will be discussed. They are: 1) failure of
the forward rotor blade angle toward feather with power on; 2) feathering of
the forward rotor during in-flight shutdown with the aft rotor pitch locked,
and 3) feathering of the aft rotor during in-flight shutdown with the forward
rotor pitch locked. For condition 1), the forward rotor will decrease its
speed, while the aft rotor will maintain its speed through the governing sys-
tern. The engine speed will decrease with the torque limiter regulating its
output. For conditions 2) and 3), the feathered rotor will rotate in the same
direction as the aft rotor at a low speed, the pitch locked rotor will rotate
at less than 100 percent speed, and the engine rotor will rotate at less than
50 percent speed.
Similar ungrounded gearboxes have been successfully used on two Russian appli-
cations: the Tupolev TU-95 "Bear" and the Antonov AN-22 "Cock." This experi-
ence provides evidence to confirm the results of analytical studies regarding
the safety of the ungrounded gearbox.
4.4.4.10 Costs
4.4.4.10.1 Maintenance Cost
Maintenance costs for the Prop-Fan with the advanced technology pitch change
system were estimated utilizing an on-condition philosophy established for the
Prop-Fan as indicated in the single-rotation Prop-Fan (Section 4.2) discussed
previously.
The maintenance cost was developed for the 6 by 6 bladed, 3.54 m (ll.6 ft)
diameter Prop-Fan.
The total maintenance cost for the Prop-Fan with an advanced technology pitch
control represents a 19 percent decrease from the baseline Prop-Fan relative
maintenance cost referenced in NASA report CR 168258, Figure 82. Baseline
costs were escalated for the 1984 economy and adjusted to the 3.54 m (II.6 ft)
diameter. The lower maintenance cost of the advanced system is primarily the
result of reducing the frequency of maintenance actions and increasing modula-
rity.
4.4.4.10.2 Acquisition Cost
The acquisition cost for a Prop-Fan with an advanced technology pitch control
concept is approximately equal to the baseline current technology concept. Ac-
quisition cost estimates were developed as described in the section on mainte-
nance cost.
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4.5 Research and Technology Plan - Tasks IX and XIII
4.5.1 Introduction
Results from the base APETStudy Contract, the single-rotation gearbox prelim-
inary design analysis, and the counter-rotation gearbox preliminary design
analysis have established advanced gearbox and pitch control designs for both
the single and counter-rotation configurations. Figures 4.5.1-I and 4.5.1-2
show areas requiring further technology verification for the single-rotation
and counter-rotation designs, respectively. A comparison of these two gear-
boxes shows the similarity of the required technologies. Verification of these
technologies will assure meeting the gearbox and pitch control design goals
for performance and durability for either singleor counter-rotation turboprop
applications. In addition these technologies have wide applicability to the
transmission systems of both military and commercial future helicopter and
geared turbofan propulsion systems.
Capacitor High contact ratio
signal buttress tooth form Advanced
transfer \ /-_ hearing
./_-- -----_ \ / materials
_:_ Advanced _ Modulated
\ g.r taria,  bricen,
Rotating k,-_._ !_ _._
°oo o,
High pressure
hydraulic power -- _ '
module
Lightweight Large / "Single row
flange redial Aerodynamic spherical/bearing
carbon seal lubricant scavenge
.J30272 97
M_24os system
Figure 4.5.1-I Single-Rotation Areas Requiring Technology Verification -
Verifying these technologies will assure meeting performance
and durability goals.
The focal point of the gearbox technology plan is the NASA Advanced Gearbox
Technology (AGBT) Contract program. It is structured to evaluate each compo-
nent technology and its interactive effects in a systems environment. Testing
will be conducted in a large-scale gearbox configuration at operating condi-
tions simulating a typical flight cycle. Testing of some supporting technology
has already begun. This technology is in the areas of gear and bearing materi-
al development, the design of planetary bearings, and the development of ad-
vanced lubricants and lubrication systems. The verification of other support-
ing technologies should be conducted in a parallel effort.
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Figure 4.5.1-2 Counter-Rotation Areas Requiring Technology Verification - The
technology required for counter-rotation is very similar to
singl e-rotati on' s.
This multiyear technology verification program, which started in 1984, is a
critical element in the overall NASA Advanced Turboprop Program which will in-
troduce Prop-Fan propulsion to the aviation industry by the 1990's. For the
program to be effective, comprehensive component rigs and materials research
and technology programs must support the verification of a Prop-Fan gearbox in
the AGBT program. Figure 4.5.1-3 presents a plan for integrating the various
research and technology programs.
Gearbox
• Materials (Gears
and bearings)
• Mechanical components
• Lubricant/lube system
• NASA AGBT Contract
NAS3o24342
Pitch control
• Capacitor signal transfer
• High pressure hydraulic
• Rotating electronics
Figure 4.5.1-3
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Builds No I 2 3 4
I I
I I
1984 85 86 87
Year J,2333.,,
M_7_ M242
Gearbox/Pitch Control Overall Technology Plan - All the
gearbox component technology programs can be tested in the
AGBT program rig.
All of the gearbox component technology programs can be tested in the AGBT
program rig. The pitch control technologies will be verified before flight
testing.
The following sections present gearbox and pitch control research and technol-
ogy plans in detail. Program schedules are aligned with a mid 1987 technology
readiness objective. This is consistent with NASA and Pratt & Whitney's plans
to ensure certification of a Prop-Fan powered aircraft in the early 1990's.
4.5.2 Gearbox Research and Technology Plan
S,pporting gearbox technology plans cover a wide range of disciplines includ-
ing materials and durability, mechanical components, and lubricant and lubri-
cation systems. Technology requiring verification is the same for both the
single and counter-rotation gearbox systems. The program plans take advantage
of existing gearbox test rigs at Pratt & Whitney and at other divisions of
United Technologies Corporation. The following plans are suitable for generic
technology programs which would benefit a wide range of gearbox applications.
4.5.2.1 Materials Technology Plan
Application of advanced materials to the gears and bearings in the advanced
teclmology gearbox is necessary for meeting weight and durability goals. These
new materials must operate at higher temperatures, with improved fracture
toughness and better resistance to bending fatigue, surface fatigue, and wear.
Plans for improving gear and bearing technology will help to meet these ob-
jectives. Some of these tasks are part of the AGBT Program. The plans are as
follows:
o evaluate advanced materials and establish design requirements,
o conduct single element rig tests,
o perform full-scale component testing, and
0 incorporate advanced technology gears and bearings in the AGBT rig to
evaluate performance and durability.
Figure 4.5.2-I presents a schedule of the overall plan for verifying materials
technology.
Gears
Materials development for gears will consist of performing comparative proper-
ty tests of candidate material specimens and obtaining design properties.
Specimens will be machined and their mechanical properties will be evaluated
under laboratory conditions. Results will be made available to the design de-
partment. After the specimen tests, prototypes will be fabricated and tested.
To meet the schedule shown in Figure 4.5.2-I, early selection of promising
materials is essential. Examples of such materials are EX-53 or Vasco X-2 for
replacing AISl 9310. Scoring and pitting resistance of these advanced materi-
als will be established and processing variables will also be examined.
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Gears
• Materials development
• Single mesh rig
• NASA AGBT Contract
Bearings
• Material development
• Single ball tests
• Single bearing tests
• NASA AGBT Contract
Builds' 1 - 4
liiiiii::i::ii!ii_/:iiii'i::ii::i::::::::i:_iiii:_ii::i::
I i
Builds 3 & 4
!ii_iiiiii_!iiiiiiii!
T.....................
1985 86 87
NASA AGBT Contract Year
NASA3-24342 J32333-.
861 e05 MC$
Figure 4.5.2-I Gearbox Materials Research and Technology Plan - To meet this
plan, early selection of materials is essential.
Figure 4.5.2-2 is a schematic of an existing single-mesh gear rig. This rig is
used to test gear tooth form and to evaluate advanced materials and lubricants.
The rig consists of two sets of test gears, a loading mechanism, and driver
motor and train. By using helical loading gears, the axial load cylinder ap-
plies torque to the shafts, loading the test gears against each other. The
power from the drive overcomes the frictional forces in the system. The fric-
tional forces are a fraction of the loading forces.
Loading cylinder
Input motor "X_
J27638-131
830e01
Test gears #1
side
Figure 4.5.2-2
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Single Mesh Gear Test Rig - This rig can be used to evaluate
gear tooth forms and to evaluate materials and lubricants.
Beari ngs
The evaluation of advanced technology bearings is similar to that of the ad-
vanced technology gears. First, advanced material bearings are evaluated in
specimen test rigs. Design properties are derived from the test results, and
the results are made available to the Design Department. Second, promising
materials are evaluated in a single ball test rig. Third, full-scale bearing
component tests evaluate the advanced material and lubricating properties of
advanced Iubricants.
Bearing materials presently in use are VIM VAR 1450. For future applications,
we will need stronger materials such as Cartech CRB7 which is a technology
projected for use in 1988.
Figure 4.5.2-3 shows a bearing test rig concept. This rig permits dynamic
testing of full-scale bearings under controlled loading conditions. The rig
can be used to obtain data on planet bearing friction and wear, as well as
data on lubrication and cooling characteristics of advanced lubricants. It
will also evaluate the rolling contact fatigue properties of candidate gear
materials for a planetary gear bearing with an integral gear and bearing outer
ring.
Load cell _V
Loadin ]
drum Input
drive
Instrumentation
/
/
Static
---
support
shaft
Load bearing Test Oil drains
bearing Anti-rotation pin
_Oil in
bearing
J27638-125
822312
Figure 4.5.2-3 Single Bearing Test Rig - This rig will provide data on planet
bearing friction and wear.
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4.5.2.2 Mechanical ComponentsTechnology Plan
Several mechanical componentsof advanced gearboxes require separate technol-
ogy demonstration tests. These components include planetary gear sets, planet
pinion bearings, a large output shaft seal, and output shaft flange connec-
tions to the Prop-Fan. Figure 4.5.2-4 shows the plan for testing these com-
ponents. The mechanical component tests shown in this plan will be conducted
parallel to operation of the multipurpose gear technology rig.
Mechanical components
Multi-mesh gear dynamics
• Vibration "bench" testing
• Gear dynamics rig
• NASA AGBT Contract
NAS3-24342
Planetary bearing
• Planetary bearing rig
• NASA AGBT Contract
NAS3-24342
Output shaft seal
• Seal rig
• NASA AGBT Contract
NAS3-24342
Prop-Fen flange fatigue
• Elemental rig
• NASA AGBT Contract
NAS3-24342
NASA AGBT Contract
NAS3-24342
Buil(J_s 1-4
Build_ 1-4
r--
Bu" _ 1-4
::!ii!i!iiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii!iiii
T
1985 86
Year J32333-67
851706 mc=12
Figure 4.5.2-4 Gearbox Research and Technology Plan - The mechanical
colnponent tests can be conducted parallel to multigurpose rig
operation.
MultiMesh Gear Dynamics
The multimesh gear dynamics program consists of vibration bench tests of crit-
ical components and specialized gear system dynamics tests.
The large-diameter, interconnected ring gear of the planetary gear set is an
example of a specific component verification requirement. Natural frequencies
and nodal patterns of the ring gear assembly must be identified and adjusted
to provide resonance-free operation.
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Tests of a complete planetary stage in a full-scale gear dynamics rig will
follow bench testing to measure and modify natural frequencies. A single stage
of the split path planetary gearbox will be tested under a light load (2 to 5
percent of rated power) to measure the gear stage's dynamic response over a
wide range of speeds and under various controlled disturbances. These distur-
bances will include such factors as sun gear imbalance, planet pinion or star
misalignment, and tooth spacing error in any gear in the system. Stress and
displacement measurements at key locations will define system dynamic response.
These data will identify system damping factors and establish critical toler-
ances for improved durability at high operating speeds. The gear dynamics rig
will also provide a means to evaluate corrective changes in the event that dy-
namics problems arise as the complete gearbox is tested in the multipurpose
gear rig. Individual dynamics rig components are readily accessible for ex-
tensive instrumentation and rapid modification.
Planetary Beari n_
A single-row spherical roller pinion bearing is used in both planet and star
stages of the split path planetary gearbox. These applications represent a
wide range of operating conditions, particularly with gearboxes for both con-
ventional and opposite rotation. Conditions in the planetary stage are espe-
cially severe, because bearing loads are due to the combined effects of gear
loads and centrifugal forces. While a complete gearbox is necessary for expos-
ing a planetary bearing to the total gearbox environment, a relatively un-
complicated bearing rig which duplicates centrifugal force effects is vital to
the component technology plan.
The pinion bearing rig consists of planet pinion bearings and gears mounted in
a planet carrier, which is driven at propeller shaft speed, and a sun gear
which engages the planet gears and is driven at input shaft speed. Centrifugal
loads, speeds, temperatures, misalignments, and lubrication features of the
complete gearbox are duplicated.
Bearing performance and durability characteristics will be examined and criti-
cal features will be modified to establish their effects on bearing operation.
Of special interest is the effect of centrifugal loading on the wear of roller
separator pockets and support lands and on stresses in the separator. Bearing
misalignment and its effect on friction and wear of roller guide surfaces is
also critical.
The results of pinion bearing technology testing will enhance gearbox perform-
ance and ensure adequate understanding of major factors which affect bearing
durability.
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Ou__ut Shaft Seal
The Prop-Fan output shaft seal is at a much larger diameter and higher surface
speed than propeller shaft seals for established turboprop gearboxes. The use
of a conventional elastomeric lip seal is not considered viable due to the
high speed and the extended service life of the Prop-Fan. The requirement for
negligible oil leakage and effective foreign particle exclusion dictates the
use of a rubbing contact seal. Severe radial excursions, due to large pro-
peller side loads which change direction through each flight cycle, favor the
use of a face seal, while the large diameter and on-the-wing maintainability
requirements indicate a radial seal design. Innovative sealing devices and
material technologies are sought to enhance seal effectiveness and obtain ser-
vice lives consistent with gearbox reliability objectives.
A suitable seal test rig will duplicate all essential sealing environmental
factors including size, speed, seals, fluids, temperatures, pressures, dis-
placements, and foreign particle contamination. Test measurements will include
oil and air leakage rates, temperatures, heat generation, and sealing element
wear rates. The test program will lead to the identification of seal candi-
dates for full-scale gearbox testing and performance verification.
Prop-Fan Flange Fatigue
The Prop-Fan assembly is mounted on the gearbox output shaft by means of
flanges on each part clamped together by a set of nuts and bolts. The bolted
joint carries a complex combination of aerodynamic and mechanical loads. The
flanges rotate through a pronounced fixed radial load and bending moment due
to the combined effects of propeller aerodynamics and weight. The resulting
cyclic stresses are superimposed on steady stresses due to the axial thrust
load and the tangential power transmission load. The intensity of the cyclic
stress can severely compromise flange life by causing flange surface damage
due to fretting wear, followed by fatigue origins in the fretted surfaces.
The flange fatigue elemental rig will establish contact pressure and surface
shear stress and displacement design guidelines for prevention of serious sur-
face damage and exposure to fatigue cracking. The rig will also provide a com-
parison of fretting damage resistance in materials and coatings. Test data
will be gathered for a range of contact pressure and contact slip amplitudes.
Test results will ensure the design of minimum weight flanges without compro-
mising gearbox reliability.
4.5.2.3 Lubricant and Lubrication System Technology Plan
Gearbox durability and performance are highly sensitive to lubricant and
lubrication system characteristics. Lubricant characteristics must be well
matched to the mechanical system and materials, so that surfaces are well pro-
tected and thermal behavior is controlled. Advanced lubrication system con-
cepts, which are designed for improved lubrication effectiveness with low
windage losses, must also be evaluated and perfected.
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The plan shown in Figure 4.5.2-5 leads to improved protection of gearbox com-
ponent surfaces at higher temperatures and at reduced oil flow rates. This re-
sults in improved durability and better efficiencies than those currently
realized.
Lubricant
• Laboratory analysis
and chemistry dev.
• Single gear mesh rig
and single bearing test
• NASA AGBT Contract
Lubricant system
• Lubricant supply
and scavenge rig
• NASA AGBT Contract
NASA AGBT Contract 1985
NAS3-24342
I I
I
[
Build 4
1
I
Builds 1 - 4
I
86 87
Year ,3 333.851705 mcst 2
Figure 4.5.2-5 Gearbox Research and Technology Plan - Improved lubricants and
lubrication system results in improved durability and higher
efficiencies than those currently realized.
Lubricant
Table 4.5.2-I summarizes the benefits of improved lubricant technology for the
bearing, fuel burn, and dispatch reliability. The bearing life factors, which
reflect improved material, lubricant, and surface finish, are projected to be
in the range of 20 to 30 times "catalog" ratings for 1988 technology, whereas
current technology features are in the six to 12 range. If current lubricants
must be used in 1988, the life factor range is 15 to 28. The corresponding de-
crease in bearing system life is 20 percent. This translates into 3,000 hours,
assuming bearing sizes are not adjusted. The net effect on fuel burn is sig-
nificant, which should provide the incentive necessary to address advances in
Iubricant tecllnology.
The acquisition of lubrication technology begins in the suppliers' laborato-
ries. It then proceeds in conjunction with many of the same rig tests used for
gear and bearing materials.
In the first phase of the lubricant technology acquisition, Pratt & Whitney
will work closely with major oil companies to define the design requirements
and desired oil properties. The oil companies will use this information to
produce oil chemistry which will meet these requirements. The oil companies
will also supply these oils to Pratt & Whitney for evaluation.
After the initial laboratory evaluations, the oils will be incorporated in
gearbox component test rigs for further evaluation. Ultimately, promising oils
will be evaluated in the AGBT multipurpose gear rig. The results will be com-
pared with the current technology oils.
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Table 4.5.2-I Debits If Lubricant Technology Does Not ilaterialize
• Debit
Technology if lube
assumed technology
available is not
by 1988 available
• Bearing material/lubrication
life factor
• Efficiency
• Bearing system life (LI(_) hrs
• Gearbox reliability (MTBUR) hrs
• Fuel burn
• Dispatch reliability
(measured in equivalent DOC)
Base 10 to 25%
Base 0.3%
Base 20%
Base 10%
Base 0.6%
Base 0.2%
J31_72-62
I142_4 E233
Lubricati on System
Lubrication system verification requires a specialized rig which models criti-
cal sections of the gearbox and lubrication system. Unique design features
such as the oil supply modulation and aerodynamic scavenge system will be
evaluated and refined. These tests will provide design input and will support
the AGBT multipurpose rig rests.
A dual-purpose test rig will be designed and fabricated. This rig, shown in
Figures 4.5.2-6 and 4.5.2-7, will be used to:
a) develop an improved method of scavenging the oil from the gearbox
housing; and
b) develop an improved method of supplying oil to the critical gear
meshes such as the sun-pinion gear and a method to scavenge the oil
from these regions.
Figure 4.5.2-6 shows a unique system for aerodynamic scavenging of oil from
the gearbox housing. Scavenging is accomplished by introducing air and oil in-
to a rotating drum that simulates the ring gear support rotor. Oil and air
drain out of this rotating drum, simulating the swirling air/oil mixture in
the gearbox housing. A replaceable outer housing sector is provided where the
swirling air/oil leaves the rotating drum. This replaceable housing sector
allows testing different aerodynamic scroll, louvered, and gravity collector
scavenge schemes.
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Figure 4.5.2-6
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Scavenge and Lubricant Supply Rig - In this configuration the
dual-purpose test rig will permit optimization of lubricant
scavenge system.
In the second configuration, Figure 4.5.2-7, the rig will be adapted to evalu-
ate the oil supply and scavenging for critical gear meshes. For instance, for
the sun-pinion gear shown, the pinion carrier is mounted on the rig housing.
The sun gear is driven by the rig counter-rotating gear system. Since the
carrier is not rotating in this lubrication rig, the sun-pinion mesh region
can be observed through the windows provided in the housing. This feature will
enable easier evaluation of oil supply tube arrangements. Baffles for scaveng-
ing and air flow schemes to assist scavenging will also be evaluated. Since
the carrier rotates in a counter-rotating gearbox, this rotation is expected
to help scavenge the oil, further improving the efficiency of the system.
Figure 4.5.2-7
' '
_ _._ _i_Oil supply
"/ "_-_ J//_A = Thermocouple
Blackhawk ._ i ! t =' 8_I_'_splanetarygear sel _ _
Scavenge and Lubricant Supply Rig - In this configuration the
dual-purpose test rig will permit optimization of sun and
planet gear lubrication system. 155
4.5.3 Pitch Control Research and Technology Plan
The conceptual design of a pitch change mechanism identified advanced com-
ponent technologies that require technology programs for substantiation. These
component technologies are the capacitor signal transfer, the high pressure
rotating hydraulic power module, and the rotating electronic control module.
Figure 4.5.3-I shows the pitch control technology plan.
The proposed program will address three technology features mentioned above:
Capacitor signal transfer,
High pressure rotating hydraulic power module (gear pump and motor),
and
o Rotating electronic control.
Capacitor
signal transfer
High pressure
hydraulic module
• Pump
• Motor
Rotating electronics
1985 86. 87
Year _"""
• Ill170| meal2
Figure 4.5.3-I Pitch Control Technology Plan - The conceptual design
identified technologies requiring verification.
4.5.3.1 Capacitor Signal Transfer
Current turboprops transmit an electrical signal across a rotating interface
by using brushes and slip rings. This method has inherent problems, the most
notable is carbon buildup due to brush wear and susceptibility to contamina-
tion from oil. These problems require frequent maintenance.
The use of a capacitor signal transfer eliminates these shortcomings. The
major area of concern with regard to this concept is twofold. The first con-
cern is the concept's susceptibility to electromagnetic interference (EMI) and
vulnerability to ligl}tning strike interference. The second concern relates to
ensuring that the capacitor itself does not emit electromagnetic interference.
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The program will include the design, fabrication, and testing of a shielded
capacitor system. This system, which will be adaptable to an existing propel-
ler barrel, will include a breadboard transmitter/receiver and will be sub-
jected to an EMI survey test for susceptibility and emission. If necessary,
additional shielding systems will be designed, fabricated, and tested.
Lightning transient tests will determine if the capacitor ring can withstand
high voltage transients without damage.This program will result in a control
signal transfer technique that is adaptable to both current and future turbo-
prop systems and will eliminate the need for brushes and slip rings. Figure
4.5.3-2 shows the program schedule for the capacitor signal transfer.
Capacitor signal transfer
• Design
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Figure 4.5.3-2 Program Schedule For The Capacitor Signal Transfer - This
program will result in a pitch control signal transfer
technique that will eliminate the need for brushes and slip
rings.
4.5.3.2 High Pressure Hydraulic Power Module
Current turboprop systems use low pressure hydraulics, with the hydraulic
power components mounted on the stationary side. The oil necessary for chang-
ing pitch is supplied to the rotating components through a transfer bearing.
Experience has demonstrated that large diameter transfer bearings, which are
common with many current systems, require frequent maintenance. Furthermore,
Hamilton Standard conducted independent studies which indicate that using high
pressure hydraulics can reduce the system weight.
A system has been devised for changing pitch on future turboprops with high
pressure hydraulic supply components. For in-line gearbox systems, the compo-
nents would be mounted on the rotating portion of the system. This eliminates
the need for a transfer bearing and permits removal of hydraulic pitch change
hardware from the gearbox. A concept has been developed whereby this can be
achieved with a reliable, small diameter transfer bearing without impacting
the gearbox. The use of high pressure hydraulics reduces size and weight of
these components for optimized installation and maintenance. The objective of
the pitch change technology program for single-rotation and counter-rotation
in-line gearbox configurations is to establish an acceptable gear pump and
gear motor that will operate at 32.75 MPa (4,750 psi) in a rotating environ-
ment, with an operating life design goal of 30,000 hours.
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The approach is to design and build both a gear pump and gear motor sized for
the requirements of a potential Prop-Fan system. Testing will determine torque
characteristics, leakage, endurance, and susceptibility to cavitation. Gear
motor testing will also include measurement of break out differential pressure
and assessment of low speed characteristics due to the requirement for low
fricti on.
This program will establish the feasibility of a 32.75 HPa (4,750 psi) gear
pump and gear motor and will define hardware that is suitable for development
on advan:ed pitch change systems. Figure 4.5.3-3 shows the program schedule
for high pressure hydraulics.
High pressure
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Figure 4.5.3-3 Program Schedule For The High Pressure Hydraulics - The use of
high pressure hydraulics in advanced pitch control results in
a reduced size and weight for optimized installation and
maintenance.
4.5.3.3. Rotating Electronics
Current turboprop systems use hydromechanical pitch change controls that are
mounted on the stationary side of the system. Mechanical signal transfer is
necessary from the control to the pitch change actuator, across the rotating
interface. This task is particularly difficult for in-line gearbox configura-
tions and results in pitch change hardware being located within the gearbox.
This has a significant impact on gearbox reliability and maintenance cost.
Replacing the hydromechanical system with rotating electronics will greatly
simplify the signal transfer across the stationary-to-rotating interface.
There is some concern regarding the ability of the electronic circuits to
operate and survive in a high level "g" field. The objective of this technol-
ogy program is to determine both the operational characteristics and the sur-
vivability of the electronic controller (the interfacing electronics package
for signal conditioning, feedback signals, and control of the electro-
hydraulic servo motor) when mounted and operating in a rotating field.
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It is first necessary to establish the environmental requirements. Concepts
for the structural packaging of the electronics for survival in this environ-
_ent will be developed, and a breadboard differential input digital data
transmitter/receiver circuit will be constructed for dynamic test evaluation.
These tests will include both whirl tests and vibration tests over the total
frequency spectrum anticipated for Prop-Fan mounted hardware. This program
will establish the feasibility of a rotating electronic control and will de-
fine hard_are which is suitable for development for advanced pitch change sys-
tems. Figure 4.5.3-4 shows the program schedule for rotating electronics.
Months
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Figure 4.5.3-4 Program Schedule For The Rotating Electronics - The program
will establish the feasibility of a rotating electronic
control and will define hardware for development.
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APETstudies have shownlarge potential payoffs -- 31 percent fuel burned and
14 percent Direct Operating Cost -- for an advanced technology geared counter-
rotation Prop-Fan system relative to a turbofan propulsion system in future
short range aircraft.
The work accomplished under these two phases of the APET (Advanced Prop-Fan
Technology) program has clearly shown that advanced technology offers signifi-
cant payoffs when used in the design of future Prop-Fan gearboxes. Whether for
single or counter-rotation, using advancements in materials, lubrication sys-
tems, lubricants, and gear and bearing geometry provides far superior perform-
ance and operating economics than does current technology. Advanced technolo-
gies allow a simple, more compact gearbox, because fewer and smaller bearings
and gears are necessary. They have also allowed a design that greatly improves
component accessibility for on-wing maintenance. One noteworthy example of
this is the removal of the pitch control mechanismfrom the gearbox.
Besides quantifying and qualifying the benefits of advanced technology, a
gearbox technology plan will demonstrate technology verification by mid 1987.
This timing is critical because it allows for full-scale Prop-Fan development
in the late 1980's and certification in the early 1990's. Of major importance,
the technologies requiring demonstration are identical for both single and
counter-rotating gearbox systems. Moreover, they have wide application for use
in both commercial and military advanced helicopter and geared turbofan en-
gi nes.
Overall, the earlier APETDefinition Study and the preliminary gearbox design
efforts have provided an essential technology base. Continuation of this work
with a gearbox technology verification program is a very important step in
bringing the large benefits of a geared Prop-Fan propulsion system to commer-
cial aviation.
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Abbreviations and Symbols
AGBT
AL
APET
Btu
Btu/mi n
°C
Cm
CW
CCW
deg/sec
DOC + I
EEC
°F
Ft
Ft-l b
Ft/mi n
Ft/sec
HCR
hp
hrs
in
in-lb
Advanced Gearbox Technology
Aluminum
Advanced Prop-Fan Engine Technology
British thermal units
British thermal units per minute
Degrees Centigrate
Centimeter
Clockwise
Counter Clockwise
Degree per second
Speed Factor
Direct Operating Cost Plus Interest
Electronic Engine Control
Degrees Fahrenheit
Feet
Foot-Pounds
Feet per ninute
Feet per second
high contact ratio
horse power
hours
inch
inch-pounds
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Kg
Kg/min
Lb
Lb/min
LVDT
LVPT
M
HG
rain
Fin
MPa
MBUR
N
NASA
N-m
J4/M 
NMi
No.
psi
R1
R2
Rad/sec
RVDT
SHF
E
Kilogram
Kilogram per minute
pounds
pounds per minute
Linear variable differential transducer
Linear variable phase transducer
meter
magnesium
minutes
mach number
Mega-Pascals
Mean Time Between Unscheduled Removals
Newtons
National Aernautics and Space Administration
Newton-meters
Newtons per _illimeters
Nautical Mile
Number
pounds per square inch
planet stage ratio
Star stage ratio
radians per second
Rotary variable differential transducer
Synthesized hydrocarbon fluid
blade angle
center line
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